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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Choice of germplasm for use in a breeding program is one of the 
most important decisions a plant breeder must make. Besides the elite 
germplasm available in a crop, there is a vast amount of germplasm at 
varying levels of immediate usefulness and adaptedness. Many authors 
have suggested that benefits in terms of crop yields could be realized 
by broadening the genetic base of important crop species. Genetic 
diversity of many crops may have been seriously eroded by relatively 
intense selection of superior genotypes . In spite of repeated warnings 
about the danger of restricting germplasm sources, genetic progress has 
been made over the last 50 years in many important crop species. Brown 
(1975) discounted reports that genetic variation has been exhausted in 
either United States maize or sorghum germplasm. The desirability of 
some unadapted germplasm and wild species as potential sources of 
alleles contributing disease and pest resistance has already been 
clearly demonstrated (Harlan, 1975; Plucknett et al., 1983). Non-elite 
germplasm (including that from other species) also has the potential to 
expand the range of adaptation of a crop, improve cold and heat 
tolerance, and improve quality factors such as protein content (Reeves, 
1950; Webster, 1975; Frey, 1983; Harlan, 1984). Unfortunately, a 
frequent observation of breeders, when seeking to broaden the genetic 
base by utilizing wild species or unadapted germplasm from the same 
species as new sources of alleles, has been a decrease in overall mean 
performance of lines derived from such adapted x unadapted or 
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domesticated x wild crosses. Photoperiod sensitivity and undesirable 
agronomic traits can impair the usefulness of unadapted or non-elite 
germplasm (Eberhart, 1971; Zuber, 1982). On the other hand, no one 
would argue that the currently used germplasm in any crop contains all 
the most desirable alleles available. Brown (1965) stated, "... the 
breeder who limits his materials to adapted genotypes is overlooking 
vast segments of germplasm which may be difficult to use initially but 
which may, in the final analysis, be of greater value than many locally 
adapted sorts. For plants with as much genetic variability as that 
possessed by most cereals there is little reason to believe that most of 
the better genes or gene complexes are to be found within certain 
specified political boundaries." More recently. Brown (1983) stated, 
"In simplest terms, the breeder is interested in introducing useful 
alleles which are different from those present in populations now in 
use. With present methodology there are no completely satisfactory ways 
of identifying new alleles of most of the genes which make up a 
species. However, since the breeding programs of most crops utilize 
only a small percentage of the total germplasm available, it is 
reasonable to assume that the elite breeding materials in use do not 
include all the desirable alleles present in the species. So, to 
increase genetic diversity, one has only to introduce new sources of 
germplasm which are not closely related to those in use." In maize, the 
most productive races are believed to have a complex history, involving 
introgression of germplasm from different races (Timothy, 1963; Brown, 
1982) and teosinte (Wellhausen, 1956). Harlan (1976, 1984) expressed 
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the opinion that eventually we will need to utilize all available 
germplasm. If the most favorable alleles governing a quantitative trait 
are already available in elite germplasm, seeking them in other, less 
adapted populations or those with a relatively low mean performance per 
se will be counterproductive. As Duvick (1981) stated, "We don't need 
diversity of deleterious genes; we do need to learn how to identify 
useful gene combinations in exotic materials, and how to transfer them 
efficiently and quickly." The same argument holds when considering any 
non-elite population which may also contain favorable alleles. There 
are estimated to be more than 400,000 collections of wheat in gene banks 
worldwide, approximately 200,000 collections of rice, 175,000 of Hordeum 
species, 80,000 of Sorghum bicolor, 77,000 of maize, 30,000 soybeans, 
20,000 pearl millets, and less than 20,000 of the other millets 
(Plucknett et al., 1983). The challenge, then, is to successfully 
screen the masses of available germplasm for those sources which will 
contribute alleles more favorable than those currently available in 
elite, adapted germplasm. 
In light of the above, objectives of this dissertation research 
were: 
1. to choose, on a theoretical basis, a practical method to 
evaluate populations and inbreds for their potential to 
contribute alleles which are superior to those available in 
elite, adapted germplasm under simplifying assumptions of 
complete dominance, linkage equilibrium in the populations, no 
epistasis, and two alleles per locus; and 
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2. to compare several evaluation methods for populations when the 
assumptions are relaxed to include multiple alleles per locus 
and certain types of epistasis. 
The second objective was approached via computer generation of data. 
Review of the Literature 
Testing methods 
Suggestions for screening germplasm to be used in a breeding 
program have been varied. It has long been recognized that for simply 
inherited traits such as resistance to certain diseases and pests, 
evaluation of the material per se in any environment which allows 
expression of that trait will be adequate. Screening for favorable 
alleles controlling a quantitatively inherited trait which is strongly 
influenced by interactions with the environment, such as grain yield, 
poses special problems. Approaches to choosing germplasm to improve 
quantitative traits have fallen into two basic categories: per se 
performance and performance when crossed to a tester or series of 
testers. Breeders have often suggested using combinations of these 
approaches. 
According to Hallauer and Malithano (1976), when choosing 
populations for a breeding program one should seek those with a high 
mean, ample genetic variability, wide adaptation, and relatively good 
resistance to anticipated pests. Hallauer and Miranda (1981) stated 
that the mean and genetic parameters of a population such as the 
additive genetic variance and its relative magnitude, and genetic 
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correlations among the most important traits can be used to evaluate 
populations for breeding purposes. Other information of value is 
performance, analysis of pedigree and past history, and heterosis and 
combining ability information such as that obtained by inter-population 
crosses. Lonnquist and Gardner (1961) suggested that the breeder choose 
as potential populations for reciprocal recurrent improvement those 
which had a high mean and a high degree of heterosis when crossed. 
These populations were to be improved per se without introgressing elite 
or adapted germplasra. 
Hayes and Johnson (1939) found the combining ability of maize 
inbreds selected by the pedigree method was associated with that of 
their parents. High-combining segregates of maize were more frequent 
among progenies of high-combining inbreds than in progenies produced by 
crossing high- x low- or low- x low-combiners (Green, 1948). Busch et 
al. (1974) found the highest frequency of spring wheat lines more than 
two standard deviations above the experimental mean came from high- x 
high-yielding parent crosses; the highest-yielding line came from a 
cross between a high- and a low-yielding parent. Marani (1967) 
suggested that selection of parental cotton varieties should be made on 
the basis of their performance per se because of the general 
correspondence between general combining ability estimated from diallel 
crosses and parental performance per se. Moore and Currence (1950) 
evaluated diallels of tomato varieties chosen to represent a range in 
performance based on a preliminary test of combining ability. The 
preliminary test was made by crossing to two different hybrids. 
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There was relatively good agreement between the preliminary test for 
combining ability and the average yield of the diallel crosses involving 
a particular entry. The correlation was not higher than the correlation 
between the entry per se and the diallel cross means, however. 
Although choice of germplasm is critical to the success of any 
breeding program, most of the discussion of the method of choosing has 
been with regard to germplasm which is not immediately useful or adapted 
for a specific improvement program. Hallauer (1978) used this 
definition in reference to exotic maize, but it applies equally well to 
exotic germplasm of any crop. Dalton (1970) reported that, in the 
extensive sorghum conversion program, sorghums were chosen for 
conversion based on: 
1. published information on performance traits (presumably in the 
area of adaptation), 
2. personal preference based on observation, 
3. random selection, 
4. botanical selection, and 
5. actual performance in testcrosses. 
Burton and Davies (1984) suggested evaluations of cross-pollinated 
forage introductions be made on the basis of performance per se in the 
country where collected. For species whose commercial product is an F^ 
hybrid, accessions should be further screened in the target environment 
as potential parents. This was being done with pearl millet accessions 
by crossing to the inbred female of the best hybrid available in order 
to evaluate the accessions. They also suggested evaluation of selfed 
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accessions to allow expression of their recessive alleles. 
Early work in systematically introgressing unadapted maize 
germplasm into adapted material did not involve any obvious choice of 
germplasm other than high performance per se in the area of 
adaptation. Lonnquist (1974) suggested that the reason for 
disappointing results using unadapted germplasm was because of a lack of 
careful choice of populations and a lack of opportunities for 
recombination. Wellhausen (1956) and Spencer (1980) considered per se 
performance of maize in the area of adaptation as a criterion in choice 
of breeding populations. Eberhart (1971) and Wellhausen (1956) also 
used diallels to evaluate exotic varieties. Josephson (1982) suggested 
using diallels of populations in order to identify those with the 
highest frequency of favorable alleles for the desired trait. 
Populations that gave high amounts of heterosis would be considered to 
be divergent and would generate greater genetic variability when crossed 
to form new populations. He was mainly interested in identifying 
populations to be used to form new breeding pools in combinations with 
other populations. It should be remembered that the estimates of a 
variety's performance will vary depending on the set of varieties in the 
diallel (Hallauer and Malithano, 1976). 
Per se or diallel cross performance of unadapted germplasm may be 
impossible to assess in the target environment because of photoperiod 
sensitivity, response to temperature, and other environmental factors 
(Webster, 1975; Stuber, 1978). Goodman (1985) felt that in summer 
nurseries in the United States, performance per se of exotic maize was 
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useless as far as determining potential contributions. He suggested 
exotics should be evaluated per se or crossed to adapted materials 
(inbreds) in short-day environments in direct comparison with commercial 
hybrids. Frankel and Brown (1984) believed that a systematic search for 
as yet unknown sources for yield improvement must be based on the effect 
on yield when germplasm interacted with locally adapted cultivars. 
Productivity per unit area would be essentially irrelevant. They 
proposed that evaluations be done for general combining ability by 
crossing systematically with a few adapted elite cultivars. T. S. Cox 
and Frey (1984) suggested that, because of regulatory mechanisms which 
may be playing a role in crosses between wild and cultivated sorghums, 
progeny of crosses with adapted sorghums should be evaluated rather than 
the wild accessions per se, since potentially useful alleles from the 
wild germplasm might be suppressed. Thorne and Fehr (1970) evaluated 
three unselected soybean introductions by crossing them to an adapted 
variety and also crossing the progeny of these crosses to a different 
adapted variety. They evaluated lines derived from these crosses. The 
average yield of lines from the three-ways was significantly greater 
than the average of lines from the two-way crosses. These results may 
have been confounded by the inbreeding level of the lines; those from 
three-ways were F^ while those from two-ways were F^. The genetic 
variance among lines was greater for those derived from the three-ways 
than the two-ways. They suggested that the population mean and variance 
would be useful in predicting the usefulness of a population. 
Finding late maturity of Guatemalan maize prevented successful 
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assessment of its potential for use in the U. S. Corn Belt, Melhus 
(1948) evaluated this material by crossing to U. S. inbreds and testing 
the crosses in the target environment, southern Iowa. The influence of 
the adapted inbred decreased the spread of maturity of the Guatemalan 
corns, allowing evaluation of grain yield. Wellhausen (1978) evaluated 
potential of maize varieties by crossing to a series of varieties in 
what he believed to be basic opposing heterotic groups (dents and semi-
dents X flints and semi-flints). Choice among populations in a group 
was made by averaging over tester varieties. 
Efron and Everett (1969) evaluated the potential of three bulks of 
exotic pollen by testcrossing to 12 adapted hybrids. The three bulks 
contained various proportions of maize and teosinte germplasm. 
Potential was judged by comparison of the testcrosses with hybrid 
checks. The pollen parents were considered Co have unquestionable 
potential for improving silage yield of adapted germplasm but potential 
for grain yield was not as promising. 
Melhus (1948), Kramer and Ullstrup (1959), Wellhausen (1965), and 
Stuber (1978) also used testcrosses to single crosses of maize to assess 
potential contributions of unadapted germplasm. (All but Kramer and 
Ullstrup used additional methods.) Stuber used this testcross 
information to rank populations. He evaluated potential for grain 
yield, other agronomic traits, and disease and insect resistance. 
Testcrosses were to three single cross hybrids, two of which were known 
to be susceptible to several diseases. Crossing to a tester was done to 
decrease the range in flowering of the material so as to be able to more 
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objectively evaluate the collections. Some collections were evaluated 
per se in different locations and years. For the earliest collections, 
there was no difference in flowering dates when measured per se and in 
testcrosses; the latest collections flowered 40 days earlier in 
testcrosses than per se. Interactions of collections and testers were 
sometimes significant. S tuber also compared testcross information to 
that obtained from two six-parent diallels. In one diallel, rankings 
based on average yield of diallel crosses were similar to the rankings 
based on means over testcrosses to the three single crosses. In the 
other diallel, rankings differed a great deal from those based on 
testcrosses to the single crosses. One entry appeared to have been 
significantly disadvantaged in the diallel crosses because of late 
flowering, yielding less than half of crosses made with the highest-
yielding entry. But its testcross grain yield was not significantly 
different from the highest yielding testcrosses to the single crosses. 
Because the grain yields of these populations in testcrosses to the 
single crosses were not significantly different, changes in rank were 
probably not too meaningful. Yields were much higher for the 
testcrosses to the single crosses than for the diallel crosses. Stuber 
suggested that the diallel information could be used in making the 
choice of exotic germplasm for adaptation and improvement programs. 
Kramer and Ullstrup (1959), in contrast, used testcross information 
on 1066 exotic populations to determine an absolute choice of 
populations. Because no population x single cross had a higher mean 
than the single cross itself, they concluded that, although they were 
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successful in identifying exotic germplasm with resistance to specific 
diseases, "Selecting germplasm for increased [grain] yield potential is 
likely to prove less rewarding." They suggested working with 
introductions which had good performance per se. Hallauer (1978) 
pointed out that Kramer and Ullstrup had found 103 introductions whose 
testcross was not significantly different from the adapted single cross 
at the 5% level. Brown (1965) criticized Kramer's and Ullstrup's 
conclusions of unlikely yield increases on the basis that performance in 
F2 hybrid combinations of a random sample of gametes from an unadapted 
population with germplasm that has been subjected to selection over a 
long period may not adequately measure the potential of the unadapted 
germplasm. Cross-fertilized species may be accumulating systems of 
self-regulation which give maximum adaptive fitness to their specific 
environment. He felt it is unreasonable to assume that genotypes as 
diverse as highly selected Corn Belt hybrids and most exotic populations 
could be crossed and expect the performance to be useful in 
evaluating the potential of the exotics. He stated that exotic 
varieties should not be evaluated per se or in F^ hybrid combination but 
by what they contributed to "advanced generations of introgressed 
populations." D. J. Cox and Frey (1984) evaluated ten Avena sterilis 
accessions crossed to each of six_A. sativa cultivars. They evaluated 
E^-derived lines in the F^ from these crosses. The accessions and 
cultivarsJ when evaluated per se, were fairly good predictors of mean 
progeny performance. The number of lines produced which were more than 
one LSD above the high parent was more closely correlated with mean 
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genotypic variance for a parent, as calculated over all matings. 
As Wellhausen (1965) said, "Judging from present yields, maize in 
the Corn Belt is already fairly good, and it seems to me the best way to 
proceed in an attempt to make it still better would be to look for 
additional genes favorable for yield which are not now present and which 
may be incorporated without loss of others. I fully realize that it is 
rather difficult to identify these genes." Dudley (1984b) presumed that 
one seeks germplasm which can contribute favorable alleles which are not 
available in elite germplasm. An elite, adapted single cross was 
assumed to be a reference source of germplasm with the highest 
concentration of favorable alleles. He suggested crossing populations 
to each of the two inbred (homozygous) parents (II and 12) of this elite 
single cross (II x 12). Assuming two alleles per locus, the loci 
governing the trait can be partitioned into subsets based on the 
frequency of the favorable allele in inbreds II and 12. He let i and Z 
represent the classes of loci where both II and 12 are fixed for the 
favorable and unfavorable alleles, respectively. Class j loci are 
homozygous favorable in inbred II but unfavorable in 12, and k loci are 
homozygous favorable in 12 but unfavorable in II. If seeking favorable 
alleles in a population not already present in the elite reference 
single cross II x 12, one is interested in the relative magnitude of p^, 
the average frequency of the favorable allele in the &-th class of loci 
in a population P. Assuming normal Mendelian inheritance in a diploid 
species, equal genotypic values at each locus, complete dominance, and 
the allelic frequencies as given in Table 1, the function: 
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Table 1. Average frequencies of the favorable allele in homozygous 
inbreds II and 12 and population P at four classes of loci^ 
Frequency of the favorable allele 
Class II 12 P 
i 1.0 1.0 J 
j 1.0 0.0 p 
k 0.0 1.0 p 
Z 0.0 ^ 0.0 p^ 
^From Dudley (1984b) with minor notational changes. 
[(P X II - II)(II X 12 - 12) - (P X 12 - 12)(II X 12 - II)]/ 
[2(11 - 12)] 
estimates 2p^u where I is the number of loci in class £ and u is half 
the difference between the genotypic values of the two homozygotes. P x 
II, P X 12, and II x 12 are the means of the population by inbred II, 
population x inbred 12, and inbred II by inbred 12 crosses, and II and 
12 are the means of the inbred parents. For each population tested, £u 
is a constant multiplier in the &p^u estimate. With directional 
dominance, j^u is always non-negative. Positive values of the estimate 
of 2p^u indicate a population has a non-zero frequency of the favorable 
allele at loci where both inbreds are fixed for the unfavorable 
allele. Such populations are then potential sources of useful alleles 
in a breeding program. Dudley also pointed out that if p and p' are the 
average frequencies of favorable alleles in populations P and P', 
respectively, at loci in the i-th, j-th, and k-th classes and p^ and ^ ' 
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are the average frequencies of the favorable allele in P and P' at the 
JL-th class, then the difference between the testcrosses of the two 
populations to the reference single cross is: 
u[(j + k)(-p - -p') + 2lCp^ - -p'j^)]. 
This indicates that comparisons between populations no longer are 
evaluating the relative contributions the two populations can make 
solely at loci where the elite, adapted germplasm does not contain the 
favorable allele (i.e., at the £-th class of loci); such comparisons 
also consider the relative contributions the populations can make at 
loci where an elite, adapted single cross already contains the favorable 
allele (i.e., at the j-th and k-th classes). Populations with high 
values of p but low p^ might appear to be superior to others with low p 
but relatively high p Indeed, populations chosen with Dudley's or any 
other testcross method, when gene action is dominant, may have low mean 
performance per se. In other words, they may have a low frequency of 
favorable alleles when averaged over all loci. 
Dudley (1984a) also proposed a method for identifying inbred lines 
containing favorable alleles not present in II x 12. Two alleles per 
locus (+ = favorable, - = unfavorable) allow the division of the loci 
controlling a quantitatively-inherited trait into eight classes based on 
the alleles present in II, 12, and I^, an inbred to be evaluated (Table 
2). The letters A through H designated the class and the numbers of 
loci in the class. The parameter Gu, where u is half the difference 
between the values of the homozygous genotypes, gives the relative 
effect of those loci where II x 12 is homozygous unfavorable but I^ 
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Table 2. Summarization of presence (+) or 
allele in homozygous inbreds 11, 
absence 
12, and 
(-) of the favorable 
Class 11 12 % 
A + + + 
B + + -
C + - + 
D + - -
E - + + 
F - + -
G - - + 
H - - -
^Taken from Dudley (1984a) with minor notational changes. 
contains the favorable allele. It was assumed that when screening 
inbreds for their potential to improve the elite single cross, those 
with the highest values of Gu should be chosen. When A = H, the 
statistic [(12 X I^) + (II x I^) - I^ - 12 - II - (II x I2)]/4 estimates 
Gu • 
Pollak (L. M. Pollak, Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
University, 1984, personal communication) said that thinking of exotic 
populations as adding new useful alleles to our collection of alleles is 
a "simplistic way of looking at the problem." It seems obvious that the 
breeder's goals (i.e., what use is to be made of the germplasm) and the 
degree of adaptation to the target environment will have a strong 
influence on choice of screening method. Timothy (1963) cautioned, 
however, that simply screening is not the problem and that the very 
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superior germplasm must be created by compositing and hybridizing 
germplasm. 
Computer simulations 
Computer simulations of genetic situations have been used a great 
deal since Fraser first reported results from his simulations designed 
to consider the effect of linkage on progress from selection (Fraser, 
1957a; 1957b). It is not my intention here to review the many 
applications of computer simulations to genetics one can find in the 
literature. Rather, I will present some reasons why one might choose an 
experimental approach to a genetic question that uses computer-generated 
data, some of the general techniques and types of models that have been 
used, and some of the potential pitfalls. 
Crosby (1973) stated that computer simulations may be useful to 
anyone who believes that models "are valuable and valid tools in 
investigation or exposition of biological systems." Reasons why one 
might choose computers to construct an experimental model are: 
1. to consider a more complex genetic model than can be dealt with 
mathematically, 
2. to intelligently reduce the set of experimental conditions to 
be considered in later experimentation in biological systems, 
and 
3. to reduce cost and/or length of time required to produce 
answers to a specific question. 
This is especially important when asking relevant questions in species 
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with long generation intervals or which require costly and extensive 
evaluations of individuals or progenies. 
Many of the computer simulations in genetics have considered the 
effects of various population parameters (e.g., heritability, number of 
loci affecting the trait, number of alleles, distribution of allelic 
effects, type of gene action) and selection variables (such as effective 
population size, selection intensity, method of selection) on the rates 
and limits of response to selection (Fraser, 1957a, 1957b, 1960a, 1960b; 
Barker, 1958a, 1958b; Gill, 1965a, 1965b, 1965c; Young, 1966; Choo and 
Kannenberg, 1979, 1981a, 1981b; Wright, 1980; Bradshaw, 1984). Others 
have considered methods of handling populations to maximize chance of 
obtaining improved lines (Bailey and Comstock, 1976; Dudley, 1982)—in 
themselves selection problems. Such studies have certainly helped to 
clarify interrelationships among the parameters and variables. Other 
types of questions asked have related to understanding the structure of 
populations maintained under natural selection. (In the area of human 
evolution, some interesting studies have been done with regard to 
kinship relationships, marriage patterns, and migration patterns.) 
There are many different kinds of genetic computer simulations. 
Crosby (1973) classified computer simulations into two main types: 
deterministic and stochastic. In a deterministic simulation, the 
behavior of a population is defined by predictive equations relating the 
population parameters (such as mean, variance, and level of inbreeding) 
in one generation to that in the next. In simple cases, such equations 
can be essentially solved for generations t and t + n where t and n are 
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any integers. In Situations where the geneticist wishes to specify a 
more complex model of gene action or population behavior, solving for 
the t-th generation may not be possible or at least may be extremely 
tedious or require more mathematical expertise than the geneticist is 
able to muster. By using the equations to move from one generation to 
the next, many generations can be simulated on a computer and the 
resulting behavior of the population may be examined in a meaningful 
way. Such a simulation is called deterministic because there is only 
one solution; once the initial parameters and determining equations that 
specify behavior of the population are decided on, the solution is the 
same no matter how many times the iteration is done. In contrast, 
stochastic simulations rely on Monte Carlo methods (any application of 
random numbers used to determine the outcome of a chance event) to 
simulate processes in biological systems which may be modeled after 
random events. Some examples are meiotic events such as segregation and 
crossing over, choice of parents for mating, and number of offspring per 
mating. These random events will have certain specified probabilities 
of occurrence under the model. A random number is generated from a 
uniform (0,1) distribution and compared to the probability of occurrence 
of a particular event. If the number is less than the probability, the 
event does not occur; if greater than the probability, the event 
occurs. Random numbers mentioned in this literature review are assumed 
to be from a uniform (0,1) distribution. 
A seed number is input into the computer to specify where the 
sequence of random numbers is initially entered. By varying the seed 
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for each replication, different sequences of random numbers are produced 
so that the results vary from replication to replication due to 
chance. Numbers of replications in Monte Carlo genetic studies have 
varied from two (e.g., Fraser, 1957b) to 1,000 (Latter, 1965). 
Many different genetic models have been used in simulations. The 
most common elements have been two alleles per locus, additive or 
dominant gene action with no epistasis, equal effects of each locus, 
multiple loci affecting the trait, and initial linkage equilibrium. 
Each experimental approach has of course varied depending on the purpose 
of the study. Fraser and Burnell (1970) and Crosby (1973) provide the 
best introductions to the actual process of Monte Carlo simulations. 
The original Monte Carlo genetic simulations were programmed in 
machine language. Fraser (1957a) indicated that a computer word, 
represented by several bits (number depending on particular computer) 
could be used to designate a genotype. The symbol 0 in a particular bit 
could designate allele A while 1 could designate allele a (or this can 
be vice versa). Each bit could designate a locus if there are only two 
alleles per locus. Two words composed of bits could code for the two 
chromosomal homologues of a diploid organism. Several logical 
operations can be performed which will create computer words that 
identify heterozygous loci, loci which are homozygous "0", and 
homozygous "1" loci. Phenotypes can then be easily determined in the 
absence of epistasis by multiplying these new words by vectors which 
specify the additive and dominance effects for each locus. If all loci 
have equal effects, it is only necessary to count the numbers of each 
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type of locus and multiply these numbers by constants which represent 
the value of that particular genotype at a locus. Many researchers now 
program in a higher-level language because of ease of programming. 
Genotype of an individual may then be represented by a matrix or vector 
of numerals. 
Both Fraser and Burnell (1970) and Crosby (1973) indicated that, if 
a single locus is specified by one bit in a computer with allele A 
designated by 0 and allele a by 1, two bits can be used to designate up 
to four alleles at a locus. Eight alleles at a locus will be specified 
by three bits and so on. The situation is then as if one had two 
alleles at a locus, complete linkage between two or more loci, and some 
sort of "epistatic" relationship between the "linked loci." The 
situation is analogous when working with a higher-level language rather 
than machine language. One can also use different numerals in a 2 x n 
dimensional matrix to specify the two chromosomes of a diploid 
individual at n loci; genotypes may also be coded by numerals in an n-
dimensional vector. In this way one can have arbitrarily many alleles 
per locus using a higher-level machine language. 
Numbers of loci simulated have varied from one (e.g., Barker, 
1958a, 1958b) to 100 (e.g., Dudley, 1982). Fraser and Burnell (1970) 
stated that 40 to 100 loci are believed to be adequate for a preliminary 
study. As the number of loci increases, the relative ease and speed of 
specifying linkage relationships decreases. Consequently, studies 
involving larger numbers of loci rarely incorporate linkage into the 
model. 
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The method first reported by Fraser (1957a) for simulating linkage 
relationships involved determining the recombination frequencies between 
loci. The frequencies of the gametic types could then be determined and 
a table of cumulative frequencies calculated. A random number was 
generated and compared to this table. If the random number was less 
than the probability of occurrence of the first type of gamete in the 
table, that gamete was chosen. If the random number was greater than 
the first probability, the number was compared to the cumulative 
probabilities of the subsequent gametes until it was found to be less 
than the cumulative probability of a particular gamete. That gamete 
then would be the one produced. Another approach was later used by 
Fraser (1960a). A particular homologue of a pair of chromosomes of a 
diploid parent was first chosen at random. Then a "random walk" was 
begun along the chromosome. As the walk proceeded from locus to locus, 
a random number was generated and compared with the specified 
recombination frequency between the pair of loci. If the number was 
less than the recombination frequency, the walk continued along the 
original homologue and the allele at the next locus on that chromosome 
was chosen for the gamete. If the random number was greater than the 
recombination frequency, the walk moved to the other homologue and its 
allele was chosen for the gamete. The walk continued on the second 
chromosome until the random number generated was again higher than the 
recombination frequency, at which point it returned to the original 
homologue. Bohidar (1960) described another, more efficient method of 
simulating linkage. It involved the use of binary masks. (Random walks 
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and binary masks can also be used when simulating a no-linkage 
situation. In this case, the random walk is very inefficient.) It was 
based on the idea that the logical product of two computer words will 
contain zeros wherever one of the words contains a zero and ones only 
where both words contain a one. If one of the words represents one 
homologue of a parent and the other word is the mask, wherever the mask 
contains zeros all the genetic information in the parental chromosome 
will be lost. Where the mask contains ones, the resulting word will 
have zeros where the parental word had zeros and ones where it had 
ones. For example, the word 000110, when logically multiplied by the 
mask 111100, results in the word 000100. In this way, wherever the mask 
contains a one, it prevents the clearing of the parental word to zero. 
Each binary mask corresponds to a particular random walk along the 
chromosome. The mask 111111 would correspond to no recombination 
between loci. A cumulative table of frequencies of different masks was 
made corresponding to the frequencies of different possible random 
walks. A random number from a uniform distribution was then compared to 
the frequencies to choose a mask. The complement of the mask was 
applied to the other homologue of the parent to produce the gamete. 
This is more efficient than the random walk because random numbers do 
not need to be generated for every step. However, there are 2"^ possible 
random walks where n is the number of loci and hence 2^^ masks in the 
table. Fraser and Burnell (1970) considered that the most efficient 
method would be to use a combination of the random walk and binary mask 
methods. They suggested dividing the chromosome into segments of 
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smaller numbers of loci. If the n loci are divided into s sets of m 
loci, a table with 2^ binary masks can be used. Masks can be determined 
for every set of m loci, with choice of parental chromosome to which 
they are applied depending on which chromosome the last gametic allele 
chosen in the previous set of m loci was on and the recombination 
frequency between loci. Thus, random numbers are needed for each set of 
m loci and for the s - 1 possible points of recombination between the 
sets. 
While many examples in the literature exist of additive and 
completely dominant types of gene action, determination of a reasonable 
epistatic model may be difficult. Several attempts have been made, 
however, in computer models. Fraser (1957a) said that the interaction 
between loci could be specified by using a matrix of genotypic values. 
In 1960 (Fraser, 1960a; 1960b), he used a non-linear transformation to 
describe the interactions. The loci were divided into groups of 20. 
Genotypic value was additive between groups. Each group of 20 was 
further divided into four groups of five loci each: A, D, E, and F. He 
let X = the number of homozygous type 1 loci in the A segment of the 
genotype and y = the number of heterozygous loci in the A genotype for a 
two allele per locus model. In the absence of epistasis the genotypic 
value, X, of an individual could be written as 2x + dy where d was 
specified from a vector of possible levels of dominance according the 
number of type 1 alleles in the D segment of the genotype. Similarly, 
the numbers of type 1 alleles in the E and F segments were counted and 
these specified values of e and f, respectively. The total genotypic 
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value when dominance and epistasis were considered was then X + eX + 
fX^. In addition to additive, complete dominance, overdominance, 
complementary factors, duplicate factors, and optimum number models. 
Gill (1965a; 1965b; 1965c) used three genetic models where the only 
genetic variance in the original population (where the frequency of 
either allele was 0.5) was additive by additive, additive by dominance, 
and dominance by dominance in his studies of the effects of population 
size, tightness of linkage, selection intensity, and heritability on the 
response to selection. Bereskin et al. (1969) used additional types of 
gene action (and not the optimum number, complementary factors, nor 
duplicate factors models): dominance and additive x dominance in which 
the recessive allele was more favorable. Table 3 gives the genotypic 
values for these types of gene action. Gill (1965a; 1965b; 1965c), 
Bereskin et al. (1969), and Davis and Brinks (1983) considered only 
pairwise epistatic interactions. Gill used sequential pairs, while 
Bereskin et al. and Davis and Brinks divided their 64 loci into 32 
interacting pairs. Sved (1968) used a multiplicative fitness 
relationship to determine selective value where the fitness of an 
individual was the product of the fitness values at each locus. 
Of course, the key question is the correspondence between the 
results of computer and biological experimentation. Precisely because 
we attempt to use computers when the biological system is difficult to 
work with or poorly defined, it is difficult to test the validity of the 
simulations. Problems can arise from several sources. 
One problem may be in the simulation itself. Obviously, computer 
Table 3. Genotypic values under genetic models used by Gill (1965a) (+) and epistaCic model added 
by Bereskin et al. (1969) (-) 
Model 
Genotypic values 





Additive (+) BB 12 11 10 Additive x BB 12 10 8 
Bb 11 10 9 Additive (+) Bb 10 10 10 
bb 10 9 8 bb 8 10 12 
Complete BB 11 11 9 Additive x BB 12 9 10 
dominance (+) Bb 11 11 9 ' dominance (+) Bb 9 10 11 
bb 9 9 7 bb 10 11 8 
Overdominance (+) BB 8 10 8 Dominance x BB 9 11 9 
Bb 10 12 10 dominance (+) Bb 11 9 11 
bb 8 10 8 bb 9 11 9 
Optimum BB 7 10 11 Additive x BB 8 11 10 
number (+) Bb 10 11 10 dominance (-) Bb 11 10 9 
bb 11 10 7 bb 10 9 12 
Duplicate BB 10 10 10 
factors (+) Bb 10 10 10 
bb 10 10 6 
Complementary BB 11 11 9 
factors (+) Bb 11 11 9 
bb 9 9 9 
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programming is not without error. The best one can do is to verify the 
program as much as possible. Making the program available to other 
researchers will help by allowing others to perhaps discover errors 
which may have been overlooked. As with any research, however, the 
reader of literature which has used computer-generated data must to a 
great extent simply rely on the quality of the programming, just as one 
must rely on the fact that, in biological experimentation, the 
researcher did not mix up the data sheets. Choice of random number 
generator used in a stochastic simulation is another potential source of 
problems. Random number generators used are of necessity "pseudo­
random". They rely on generation via an algorithm which produces a 
series of numbers, given an original seed number, with a certain period 
of repetition. The period is hopefully greater than the random numbers 
required in any simulation. There should be no correlation between 
successive numbers or between numbers taken at regular intervals, and no 
pattern to the numbers (Crosby, 1973). Such patterns may be difficult 
to detect. Some of the potential problems with pseudo-random numbers 
can be minimized by doing all the random number-requiring operations of 
the same sort (for example the choice of which parental chromosome to 
begin a random walk on) for all the individuals of a generation at the 
same time rather than all the operations on an individual first followed 
by those on another individual (Schull and Bodmer, 1969). 
A more likely source of discrepancies between biological and 
computer data is due to error in specification of an appropriate model 
of gene action for computer simulations. This is the same problem 
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encountered in theoretical quantitative and population genetics. Barker 
(1958a; 1958b) compared his single locus simulations using estimated 
parameters from four different biological studies in Drosophila species 
to the observed results in Drosophila. In two cases, there was close 
agreement between the biological systems and computer simulations for 
the change in frequency of the wild-type allele over time. He suggested 
several possible reasons for the discrepancies, that occurred: 
inaccurate estimation of parameters in the biological system, 
overlapping generations in Drosophila experiments rather than discrete 
ones as simulated, and unestimated factors operating in the biological 
system (such as selective mating). Martin and Hallauer (1980) compared 
simulated response to reciprocal recurrent selection using six different 
starting conditions with responses actually observed in two maize 
populations undergoing selection for grain yield. Their starting 
conditions included three different levels of dominance (no dominance, 
complete dominance, and the heterozygote having a value halfway between 
the midpoint of the homozygotes and the favorable homozygote) and two 
different starting frequencies of the favorable allele in one population 
(0.25 or 0.50). The original frequency of the favorable allele in the 
other population was always 0.50. Two alleles per locus at 40 unlinked 
loci were simulated. The greatest correlation between simulated and 
biological response occurred when initial allelic frequencies were 0.5 
in both populations and there was complete dominance. The assumption of 
complete dominance seemed reasonable based on other evidence available 
in maize. Conclusions for all three of these studies point out that, 
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since choice of model and the parameters that go into a simulation are 
critical, failure of a simulation to coincide with biological 
experimental evidence is seen not as a failure of simulations per se but 
as an inadequate specification of the model. 
It must always be borne in mind that computer simulations are an 
experimental technique. They involve attempts to construct models that 
accurately describe biological systems. Just as the behavior of one 
population or species cannot be used to extrapolate to all organisms, 
neither can computer models be used to describe all biological 
systems. At best, they can point towards reasonable solutions when 
other approaches are impossible, and indicate directions of research 
with biological systems. 
Explanation of Thesis Format 
This dissertation is divided into two sections. The problem of 
choice of screening method from an algebraic, theoretical viewpoint in 
considered in Section I. In Section II, I consider methods of screening 
populations under less restrictive assumptions about type of gene action 
using computer-generated data and four types of gene action models. 
Both sections are in the form of complete manuscripts to be submitted to 
professional journals. General conclusions and discussion follow 
Section II. References cited in this General Introduction are listed in 
"Additional References Cited" after the General Conclusions and 
Discussion. Appendices appear at the end of the dissertation. The 
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alternate format is authorized on p. 6 of the revised 1985 edition of 
the Iowa State University Graduate College Thesis Manual. 
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SECTION I. THEORETICAL RESULTS 
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ABSTRACT 
Elite, adapted germplasm is not likely to contain all the favorable 
alleles available in a species. Three statistics were evaluated for 
screening populations for their ability to contribute favorable dominant 
alleles not available in an elite single cross: a statistic proposed by 
Dudley (SD) = [(P x II - II)(II x 12 - 12) - (P x 12 - 12)(II x 12 -
11)]/[2(I1 - 12)], the upper bound (UBND) = niinimum(P x II - II, P x 12 
- 12), and the testcross to the single cross (TC) = P x (II x 12), where 
P is the population to be evaluated and II and 12 are homozygous parents 
of the elite single cross II x 12. A superiority measure for a 
population was defined as the product of frequencies of favorable 
alleles and effects summed over loci where II x 12 is homozygous 
unfavorable. Of the statistics considered, TC should have the highest 
genetic correlation with the superiority measure under the assumptions 
made, require the fewest testing resources, and have the smallest 
standard error. Methods considered for screening inbreds were: SDj 
proposed by Dudley = [(II x I^) + (12 x Ij^) - II - 12 - 1% - (II x 
12)]/4, TC = 1% X (II X 12), and UBND = minimura(I„ x II - II, 1% x 12 -
12) where I^ is the inbred to be evaluated. The superiority measure of 
an inbred I^ was defined as the relative number of loci where II and 12 
are unfavorable and I^ is favorable. The genetic correlation with the 
superiority measure should be highest for SD^. The larger number of 
measurements used in calculation, necessity of evaluating potentially 
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unadapted inbreds, and larger testing resources required for SD^ suggest 
further research should be done to evaluate these statistics. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Choice of germplasm for use in a breeding program is one of the 
most important decisions a breeder must make. Besides the elite 
germplasm available in a crop, there is a vast amount of germplasm at 
varying levels of immediate usefulness and adaptedness (e.g., 77,000 
accessions of maize in germplasm banks, according to Plucknett et al., 
1983). Many authors have suggested that benefits in terms of yields 
could be realized by broadening the genetic base of important crop 
species. The usefulness of some unadapted germplasm and wild species as 
potential sources of alleles contributing disease and pest resistance 
has already been clearly demonstrated (e.g., Harlan, 1976). Non-elite 
germplasm (including that from other species) also has the potential to 
expand the range of adaptation of a crop, improve cold and heat 
tolerance, and improve quality factors such as protein content (Frey, 
1983; Harlan, 1984). It is unlikely that the currently used germplasm 
in any crop contains all the desirable alleles available controlling a 
particular quantitatively inherited trait. Unfortunately, immediate 
utilization of non-elite or unadapted germplasm may be hindered by 
overall low mean performance, photoperiod sensitivity, or undesirable 
agronomic traits. As Duvick (1981) stated, "We don't need diversity of 
deleterious genes; we do need to learn how to identify useful gene 
combinations in exotic materials, and how to transfer them efficiently 
and quickly." Brown (1983) stated, "In simplest terms, the breeder is 
interested in introducing useful alleles which are different from those 
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present in populations now in use. With present methodology there are 
no completely satisfactory ways of identifying new alleles of most of 
the genes which make up a species." 
Suggestions for identifying useful germplasm sources have varied 
with breeding goals. For simply inherited traits such as resistance to 
certain diseases and pests, evaluation of the germplasm per se in any 
environment which allows expression of that trait will be adequate. For 
quantitatively inherited traits, crosses between high-performing parents 
have been reported to result in the best chance of finding high-
performing progeny (Hayes and Johnson, 1939; Green, 1948; Busch et al., 
1974). Dudley (1984a) suggested estimating the relative number of loci 
where an inbred (ly) contained the more favorable of two alleles but the 
inbred parents of an elite, adapted single cross (II and 12) both had 
the unfavorable allele. The estimator proposed was [(I^ x 12) + (I^ x 
II) - I^ - 12 - II - (II X I2)]/4. Methods of choosing populations that 
have been used or suggested include: evaluation per se (Spencer, 1980; 
Burton and Davies, 1984), crossing to other populations in diallels 
(Lonnquist and Gardner, 1961; Eberhart, 1971; Josephson, 1982), crossing 
to an elite single cross (Kramer and Ullstrup, 1959; Stuber, 1978), and 
crossing to elite inbreds (Burton and Davies, 1984). 
In screening unadapted or non-elite germplasm, the breeder is 
likely to be most interested in finding favorable alleles not available 
in elite sources. Dudley (1984b) proposed estimating the relative 
frequencies of the favorable allele in a population (P) at loci for 
which an elite, adapted single cross (II x 12) is homozygous 
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unfavorable. This estimator was: [(P x II - Il)(ll x 12 - 12) - (P x 
12 - 12)(II X 12 - I1)]/[2(I1 - 12)]. 
Amount of genetic variance in the population has also been 
suggested as a criterion for choice (Hallauer and Miranda, 1981). 
Per se or diallel cross performance of unadapted germplasm may be 
impossible to assess in the target environment because of photoperiod 
sensitivity, response to temperature, and other environmental factors 
(Stuber, 1978; Goodman, 1985). Estimation of genetic variances and 
diallel crossing involve extensive testing and would be unsuitable for 
screening large numbers of germplasm sources. The objectives of this 
research were to consider three relatively simple methods of screening 
both populations and inbreds for their potential to contribute alleles 
which are superior to those available in elite, adapted germplasm. 
These methods will be compared using a genetic model of two alleles per 
locus, complete dominance, and no epistasis but will be unrestricted in 
terms of allelic effects at each locus and average frequencies of the 





Two models of gene action for a quantitatively inherited trait will 
be described. Both assume: regular Mendelian inheritance in a diploid 
species, two alleles per locus, complete dominance of the favorable 
allele, and no epistasis. The frequencies of the favorable allele in 
the homozygous inbred parents of a single cross can be used to group the 
loci affecting the trait into four classes (Dudley, 1984b). For class i 
loci, both inbreds (II and 12) are homozygous unfavorable. For class j 
loci, II is favorable and 12 is unfavorable; 12 is favorable and II is 
unfavorable at class k loci. Both inbreds are fixed for the unfavorable 
allele at loci in class I. The letters i, j, k, and l identify the 
classes and the number of loci in their respective classes. The two 
models vary in the assumptions made about gene frequencies and u, which 
is defined as half the difference between the values of the two 
homozygotes (Comstock and Robinson, 1948). In Model I, as used by 
Dudley (1984b), the average frequency of the favorable allele, p, in the 
population to be tested (P) is equal for loci in classes i, j, and k. 
The average frequency of the favorable allele for loci in class I is 
p^. The value of u is assumed to be equal for all loci. In Model II, 
average gene frequencies in a population vary from class to class, and u 
varies from locus to locus. Let p{ and u£ be the frequency of the 
favorable allele in P and the value of u, respectively, for the i-th 
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locus in class i. The definitions of pj, uj, pj^, u^, p^, and are 
similar (Table 1). The substitution of ip.u. could be made for Zp.u. in 
1 1  . 1 1  
1 
the following discussion, and similarly for the j, k, and £ classes. 
These are analogous but not necessarily equal to ipu, jpu, kpu, and 
£p^u under Model I. Measurements for a trait of interest replace the 
symbols P, II, 12, and their crosses, which allows estimation of the 
genotypic values of the respective entries under Models I and II (Tables 
2 and 3, respectively). The assumption of random-mating equilibrium is 
necessary for the genotypic value of the population to be as shown. 
An elite, adapted single cross was considered to contain the 
highest concentration of favorable alleles available in adapted 
germplasm (Dudley, 1984a; 1984b). It should be noted that i, j, k, and 
I are properties of this elite reference single cross II x 12; the u's 
are a property of the species. Under Model I, the relative contribution 
a particular population with average frequency Pj^ can make to this 
single cross at loci where the favorable allele is not present is given 
by the term £psince £u will not vary from population to population 
(Dudley, 1984b). This term can be defined as a superiority measure of 
the population. Under Model II, the analogous term for the definition 
of the superiority measure is Zp u . Dudley (1984b) proposed the 
A 
statistic [(P X II - II)(II x 12 - 12) - (P x 12 - I2)(I1 x 12 - II)]/ 
[2(11 - 12)] as the estimator of the superiority measure, since this has 
expectation under Model I of £p^u. I will denote this statistic by SD. 
The testcross to the single cross, TC = [P x (II x 12)], has 
expectation under Model II of: 
Table 1. Frequencies of the favorable allele and half the difference between the two 
homozygotes under Models I and II 
One-half difference 
Frequency of the favorable allele between the two 
Locus class and P homozygotes 
number of loci II 12 II x 12 Model I Model II Model I Model II 
i 1.0 1.0 1.0 p u u£ 
1 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 5  p  p  j  u  u  j  
0 . 0  1 . 0  0 . 5  Pk " "k 
0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  p  p  u  u „  S. x-
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Table 2, Expectations of genotypic values of II, 12, P, and their 
hybrids under the assumptions of Model I^ 
II (i + j - k - z)\i 
12 (i - j + k - £)u 
P (i + j 1 + 2p^ - Du + &(4p^ - 2p^^ - Du 
Il X 12 (i + j + k - £)u 
P X II (i + j i,
 
1 
+ 2&P - i)\i 
P X 12 (i - j + 2jp + k + 2&P - £)u 
P X (Il X 12) (i + jp + kp + 2&p^ - &)u 
^Taken from Dudley (1984b) with minor changes in notation. 
Table 3. Expectations of genotypic values of II, 12, P, and their 
hybrids under the assumptions of Model II 
11 = EU. + EU, - Zu, - EU 
i ^ j ^ k ^  ^ 
12 =  E u .  -  E U .  +  E U ,  -  E U  
i ^ j ^ k £ ^ 
P = EU.(4p. - 2p.^ - 1) + EU.(4p. - 2p.^ - 1) 
1  j J J  J  
+ 2Uj^(4p^ - 2p^^ - 1) + Eu^(4p^ - 2p^^ - 1) 
Il X 12 = EU. + EU. + EU, - EU 
i j ^ k l ^  
P X II = Zu. + EU. + 2ep^u^ - EU, + 2ep u - Eu 
i j ^  k ^ ^  k'' z ^  ^  i 
P X 12 = EU. + 2e p .U.  -  E U .  +  E u ,  +  2EP u - EU 
i ^ j J J j J k & ^  ^  ^ 
P X (Il X 12) 
fi * fj°i " fk'-k * 
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ïu + 2p.u. + 2p u + 2Zp,u, -
£1 j J J k l l 
The difference between the testcrosses to II x 12 for two populations, P 
and P'; has expectation: 
Z(p. - p'.)u. + - p'^)u^ + 2Z(p^ - . 
As Dudley pointed out (Dudley, 1984b), this compares the two populations 
for their differences in allelic frequencies at loci where the favorable 
allele is unavailable in the elite germplasm (class Z) but also at loci 
where the favorable allele is available in one of the elite inbreds 
(classes j and k). A population P with high frequencies of favorable 
alleles at the j and k classes but low frequencies at the &-th class 
might exhibit higher testcross performance than a population P' with low 
frequencies at classes j and k but high frequencies at class &. P would 
have fewer favorable alleles that are not already available in the elite 
single cross than P'. 
An upper bound (UBND) can be placed on S^p^u^ by noting that the 
expectation of P x 11 - II under Model II is ZZp.u. + 2Zp u, and of P x 
^ t ^ k k 
12 - 12 is 2ZpgUg + 2Zp.u.. By taking the minimum of the difference 
& j J J 
between the testcross to the inbreds and the respective inbred parent, 
the contribution of the terms Zp.u. or %p,u, to the estimator is 
j J J k " " 
minimized. Both the UBND and the TC, when divided by two, are biased 
estimators of the superiority measure. 
The frequencies of the favorable alleles in hypothetical inbreds II 
and 12, II x 12, and five populations (PI through ?5) can be used to 
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illustrate the calculation of SD, TC/2, and the UBND/2. The 
true Zp u is also given (Table 4). In this example, u was assumed to 
be equal to one for all loci, and p£ = p^, pj ~ Pj> Pfc ~ Pk' 
and p = p . It can be seen that the SD was the only estimator which 
I I 
correctly estimated Ep u for any of the hypothetical populations (i.e., 
^ & 
P4). When u is equal for all loci, SD will estimate the superiority 
measure accurately only when p. = p.. There was not a perfect 
J K 
correlation between the ranking of the populations based on the 
superiority measure and the ranking based on SD, UBND/2, or TC/2. A 
negative estimate of the superiority measure was obtained with SD for 
PI. The difference between UBND/2 and the superiority measure was 
always smaller than the difference between TC/2 and the superiority 
measure. The magnitude of the difference between SD and the measure of 
superiority was sometimes higher and sometimes lower than these same 
differences for the UBND/2 and TC/2. 
Interpretation 
An estimator for the superiority measure which involves more 
measurements than SD would be unlikely to be usable in practice because 
of the resources needed to evaluate each population and the higher 
standard error of an estimator when more measurements are involved. A 
simpler screening method is more desirable. Because of the difficulties 
in evaluating unadapted germplasm, per se performance may not be a good 
criterion for screening. Hence, only the TC, UBND, and SD will be 
considered as possible screening methods here. Under Model I, TC/2 and 
Table 4. Frequencies of the favorable allele at loci in a class in hypothetical inbreds, single 
cross, and five populations (PI to P5) and parameters and statistics for the populations 
when dominance is complete and all u's are equal to one 
Numbers of 
loci Class II 12 
Entry 
II X 12 PI P2 P3 P4 P5 
10 i 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.3 
8 j 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.7 0.3 0,4 0.4 0.5 
7 k 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.6 
5 SL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.0 
Parameters and statistics 
1.5 2.5 1.0 1.5 0.0 
11 6.0 6.0 6.0 6,0 6.0 
12 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4,0 
11 X 12 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20,0 
P X 11 11.8 19.4 17.8 14.6 14.4 
P X 11 - 11 5.8 13.4 11.8 8,6 8,4 
P X 12 18.2 13.8 12.4 13,4 12,0 
P X 12 - 12 14.2 9.8 8.4 9.4 8.0 
UBND/2 2.9 4.9 4.2 4,3 4,0 
TC/2 7.5 8.3 7.55 7,0 6.6 
SD -26.5 19.3 17.8 1,5 5,6 
UBND/2-Ep u 
 ^Z i 
1.4 2.4 3.2 2,8 4,0 
TC/2-Zp^„^ 6.0 5.8 6.55 5.5 6,6 
-28.0 16.8 16.8 0.0 5,6 
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UBND/2 are biased estimators of Ap^u, but SD is not. All three are 
biased estimators of the superiority (Zp u ) under Model II. The 
^ & 
magnitude of the bias varies from population to population depending on 
allelic frequencies. 
Under Model II, SD has expectation Zp^u^ + where ggg is equal 
to [(Ep.u )Zu. - (Zp.u.)Zu. ]/(Zu. - Zu, ). This bias, gcrij may be 
positive or negative. If a population has nothing to contribute toward 
improving elite germplasm (i.e., if Zp^u =0), SD will be positive if 
^ & A 
3gjj > 0. This will occur, when II > 12 (i.e., Zu. > Zu, ), if Zu./Zu, > 
j J k ^  j J k " 
Zp.u./Zp, u, . For example, if Zp.u. = Zp, u, t 0 but II > 12 then 
j J J I, k k j'j J k k k 
3<jn = Zp.u., which is greater than zero. In the example shown in Table 
ûu j J J 
4, SD was positive for P5 even though p^ was zero. The quotient 
Zu./Zu, was 1.14 for this population and Zp.u./Zp, u, was 0.95. If 
j : k k j J : k k k 
Zu. - Zu, > 0, g will be negative when Zu./Zu. < Zp.u./Zp.u . If 
j ^  k ^ j k j j j k k k 
I > Zp^u^ and < 0, SD will be negative even though Zp^u^ may be 
greater than zero. This occurred for PI in the example. The quotient 
Zp.u./Zp u was 4.0 for PI. This was greater than Zu./Zu , which had 
j J J k j J 1, k 
the value of 1.14. False negative and positive values of SD are thus 
possible. The bias term when one-half the testcross to II x 12 is used 
to estimate Zp u , g , is (Zu. + Zp.u. + Zp.u - Zu )/2. This will 
%  l U  . 1  j J J  ^  %  
always be greater than or equal to zero (unless -Zu is relatively 
£ ^ 
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and the relationship to 3gQ will vary. 
^ i 
large) and may be greater, less than, or equal to The bias of one-
half the upper bound as an estimator of Ep^u^ ^^UBND^ is the minimum 
of Ep.u. or ^p, u, . This will be less than or equal to unless 
j J J k 
^11. > Zu 
One would like to at least correctly rank populations in terms of 
their relative superiority even if the superiority measure cannot be 
estimated exactly. The most important consideration is the correlation 
between the estimators and the superiority measure. The correlation, r, 
between any statistic T and the superiority measure for a sample of 
populations to be screened will be: 
cov(2p.Uj, T)/{[var(2pju )][var(T)] 
If the statistic is a function of testcross measurements it will contain 
some or all of the terms: Zu., Zu., Zu, , ^u., Zp.u., Zp.u., Zp, u, , and 
i  1  j  J  k k  4  *  1  j  j  J  k  k k '  
Zpjj^Ujj^. Any terms with summations not involving p will be the same for 
each population and so will not change the correlation between T and 
ZpgU^. Such terms will not contribute to the genetic variance of T. If 
epistasis exists and/or the populations are not in equilibrium, there 
will be positive or negative correlations between Zp.u., Zp,u, , and 
j J J ^ k 
ZpgU^, with sign and magnitude varying from population to population and 
class of loci. Over all populations, these terms at the different 
classes of loci may still be uncorrelated unless there are consistent 
linkage disequilibrium relationships from population to population 
and/or systematic epistatic relationships among loci in certain 
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classes. However, in any sample of populations, correlations between 
frequencies and effects at the different classes will occur. These 
correlations are impossible to predict. For the general case, the 
covariance of any terms involving p and u for different classes of loci 
is assumed to be zero. These terms will contribute to the variance of 
T, however. 
The correlation of UBND with Zp u under these assumptions is: 
^ & 
varCzp u )/|[var(zp u )][var( z p  u ) + var(minimum of zp.u., 
j J J  
cPkU,)]}!/: . 
k 
The correlation between TC and gp u is: 
^ & 
varCzp u )/{[varCzp u )][varCsp u ) + l/4var(zp.u .) + 
j J J  
l/4var(zp^u^)]}^/^ 
k 
The correlation of SD with np u is: 
varCzp u )/{[var(lp u )][var(zp u ) + (l/( zu. -
2 ^ ^  
JJi, )^) [ ( DJ . )^var ( Ep u ) + ( L u )^var( zp .u . ) ] ] . 
k tc j J K -K K jj J 
Because the covariances of zpu for different classes of loci are assumed 
to be zero, the superiority measure and the bias are uncorrelated. What 
differs among the correlations of the statistics with the superiority 
measure is the variance of the bias. As the variance of the bias 
increases, the correlation decreases. There is no reason to expect that 
the varCsp.u.) will be much different from var(Zp u, ) so let 
j J J k ^ ^ 
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var(2p.u.) = varCZp u ). There are two extremes for the distributions 
j J J k 
of Zp.u. and Zp u, ; they may be non-overlapping or have the same mean, j J J K K 
If they are non-overlapping, the variance of the minimum will be equal 
to the variance of either of them since values from the distribution 
with the lower mean will always be chosen. If they have the same mean 
and are assumed to have the same kind of distribution, it is as if one 
drew a random sample of size two from the same distribution because the 
two values for a particular population are assumed to be uncorrelated. 
If this distribution is assumed to be normal, then the variance of the 
minimum is 0.68[var(Zp.u.)] (Beyer, 1968, p. 333). Under the same 
j ^  J 
assumption of equal variances for Zp.u. and Zp, u, , the correlation of TC 
j J J k 
with the superiority measure contains the term (1/2)[var(Zp.u.)]. The 
j ^  j 
correlation of SD has the term { [(Zu.)^ + (Zu, )^]/(Zu. - Zu, )^} 
j J k k j j k k 
[var(Zp.u.)]. The coefficient on var(Zp.u.) for the SD is greater than 
• 1 2  j  J  J  
one because the denominator of the coefficient is equal to the numerator 
minus 2Zu.Zu , a positive term under the assumption of directional 
j k 
dominance. The TC is then expected to be most highly correlated with 
the superiority measure; the UBND is expected to be more highly 
correlated than the SD. 
When gene action is additive among and within loci any evaluation 
using testcross information results in equal correlations between the 
test statistic and the superiority measure. The TC, UBND, and SD are 
then equally correlated with Zp u . 
^ & 
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When more than two alleles can occur at a locus, the loci can be 
grouped into classes analogous to the two allele case. In the i-th 
class, II and 12 are homozygous for the best allele. In the j-th class 
II has the best allele but 12 has some other allele and vice versa for 
the k-th class. Neither II nor 12 has the best allele at loci in the 
£-th class. If the superiority measure is defined as the product of the 
relative effect and frequency of the alleles in the population that are 
better than the best in the single cross, the three estimators estimate 
this with biases analogous to the two allele case. However, these 
biases also include terms involving the effects and frequencies of 
alleles in the population at class I loci that are better than one of 
the alleles in the single cross but not better than the best. Because 
the relationships between the coefficients on the bias terms are 
analogous to those in the two allele case, multiple alleles are not 
expected to change the relative correlations between TC, UBND, and SD 
and the superiority measure. 
In biological populations, measurements are made with error. This 
will reduce the correlation between the superiority measure and its 
estimator. The greatest reduction under field conditions in the 
correlation is expected for SD since it is a function of the greatest 
number of measurements. The reduction in the correlation is expected to 
be less for the TC than the UBND because the TC involves fewer 
measurements (only one per population). Using the single cross tester 
has an advantage over the UBND and SD because of its ease of use in 
field experiments. Crossing may be easier with a more vigorous pollen 
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or ear parent single cross as compared to an inbred line. Both the UBND 
and SD require crossing to two different inbred testers as well as 
growing the inbred parents per se. At least twice as many testing 
resources are required compared to the TC. In addition, there may be 
problems in estimating the performance of inbreds because of their 
reduced vigor and potentially different interactions with density and 
fertility levels compared to testcrosses. If the inbreds II and 12 are 
close in genetic value but are measured with enough error to reverse the 
sign of their difference, this will have a profound effect on the 
ranking of populations based on SD since II - 12 serves as a scaling 
factor. The testcross to the reference single cross is expected to be 
more highly correlated with the superiority measure of a population as 
defined by Zp u and is more efficient in terms of testing resources 
& ^  ^  
required than either SD or UBND. It would appear to be the most 
practical choice for screening populations for their relative potential 
to contribute favorable alleles not available in elite, adapted 
germplasm. 
Screening Inbreds 
Theory and interpretation 
Dudley (1984a) grouped the loci affecting a quantitative trait into 
eight classes based on the presence or absence of the favorable allele 
in three different inbreds assuming two alleles per locus (Table 5). II 
and 12 are the homozygous parents of the elite reference single cross; 
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is the homozygous line to be evaluated for presence of favorable 
alleles not available in either II or 12 (at class G loci). The letters 
represent both the classes and numbers of loci in the class. The 
superiority measure of an inbred can be defined as G. Assuming complete 
dominance and no epistasis, the genotypic value of the inbreds, their 
crosses, the three-way cross (TC), and the UBND (= minimum[I^ x II - II, 
I^ X 12 - 12]) can be predicted (Table 6). If the u's vary from locus 
to locus, the letters A through H represent the respective sums over the 
u's in the class. For example, A = Zu . If there is no correlation 
A A 
between the sums of effects for the different classes of loci, the 
correlations between the estimators of G with G will be 
var(G)/{[var(G)][var(G) + var(g)]}l/^, where 3 is the bias. The 
estimator with the smallest variance of 3 will be most highly correlated 
with the superiority measure. If A = H then SD^ = [(12 x I^) + (II x 
I^) - I^ - 12 - II - (11 X 12)]/4 estimates G when the means of the 
crosses and inbreds replace their symbols (Dudley, 1984a). If A ^ H, 
then the bias using SDj as an estimator of G (Gg^ ) is -(A - H)/2. When 
the UBND is halved to estimate G, the bias is minimum(E, C). 
The bias to the TC when estimating G (g^^) isA-H+B+C+E. When 
these estimators are used to compare two inbreds, and I^^, the 
differences between the estimators reflect differences in the 
superiority measures (G^ri - G^^) and differences in 3 (B^ - 3^2^ * 
These then reflect differences in relative numbers of loci at classes 
other than G. For example, the difference between TCs for I^^ and 1^2 
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Table 5. Summarization of presence (+) or absence (-) of the favorable 
allele in inbreds II, 12, and I^ for the eight classes of 
loci^ 
Class of Inbreds 
loci II 12 I^ 
A + + + 
B + + — 
C + - + 
D + - -
E - + + 
F — + — 
G — — + 
H — - -
^Taken from Dudley (1984a) with minor notational changes. 
Table 6. Expectation of genotypic value of inbreds, their and three-
way hybrids, and the upper bound (UBND) assuming complete 
dominance^ 
11 = A + B + C + D - E - F - G - H 
12 = A + B - C - D + E + F - G - H 
% = A - B + C - D + E - F + G - H 
11 X 12 = A + B + C + D + E + F - G - H 
11 X % = A + B + C + D + E - F + G - H 
12 X iw 
= A + B + C - D + E + F + G - H 
iw X (11 X 12) = A + B + C + E + G - H 
UBND min(ly X 11 
min(2E + 2G, 
- 11, 
2C + 
I„ X 12 - 12) = 
2G) = 2G + min(2E, 2C) 
^Values for II, 12, I^, and their single crosses taken from Dudley 
(1984a) with minor notational changes and without the assumption that 
A = H. 
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IS - A^2 %1 + %2 * ®W1 ~ ®W2 %1 ~ ^ W2 * %1 ~ ®W2 " 
The variance of -(A - H)/2, , is (l/4)[var(A) + var(H)] if A 
and H are uncorrelated. This is less than the variance of 3^Q J  which is 
var(A) + var(H) + var(B) + var(C) + var(E). One-half the UBND will be 
more highly correlated with G than TC because var[minimum (E,C)] is at 
most maximum[var(E), var(C)], which is less than varCP^^n). The variance 
of the minimum of E and C has as its lower bound 0.68[var(C)] when both 
E and C have the same variance in a group of inbreds, are uncorrelated, 
and are assumed to have a normal distribution. If A through H have the 
same variance, the variance of 3 will be (1/2)[var(A)]. This is 
I 
lower than the lower bound of the variance of minimum(E, C). Of these 
three estimators of G, SDj- is expected to have the greatest genetic 
correlation with G. 
The measurements needed to calculate SDj and UBND can also be used 
to estimate C + F and D + E (Dudley, 1984a). These functions are 
estimates of the effects of loci where has alleles like II but unlike 
12, and those where I^ is like 12 but unlike II, respectively. They 
provide an estimate of the relationship of I^ to II and 12, 
respectively. This information might be useful in determining which 
inbred to cross I^ to in a pedigree breeding program in order to 
maintain the heterotic pattern and is unknown when only TC = ly x (II x 
12) is grown. The advantage for the TC is that only one cross is needed 
to evaluate each inbred and the inbreds per se need not be grown. This 
reduces testing resource needs by approximately one-third compared to 
SDj and eliminates the need to evaluate unadapted inbreds. The UBND 
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also has the advantage over SD^ of not requiring estimation of 
Twice as many resources are needed for evaluating using UBND than TC. 
The effect of environmental variance is unpredictable without 
knowing something about the variances of A through H in a sample of 
inbred lines to be tested. Because the number of measurements used in 
calculating the estimating statistics varies, this may greatly affect 
the relative correlations between these estimators and G. The potential 
problems in estimating unadapted and adapted inbred performance and the 
differences in testing resources required indicates that further 
research is needed to evaluate the possible estimators of G in terms of 
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SECTION II: COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS 
An accurate and efficient method of screening the many germplasm 
sources available for their ability to improve elite, adapted germplasm 
is needed. The superiority measure (SX) of a population (P) was defined 
as the product of the frequency and relative superiority of the alleles 
in P that are more favorable than the best in an elite, adapted 
reference single cross II x 12. A computer simulation was done to 
determine the correlations between various screening methods and the 
SX. The genetic model used included multiple alleles, no linkage, two 
types of non-epistatic gene action (additive and complete dominance), 
and two types of epistatic gene action (complementary and duplicate). 
Genetic variances in the populations and a statistic proposed by Dudley 
(SD = {[P X II - II][II X 12 - 12] - [P X 12 - 12][II x 12 - I1]}/{2[I1 
- 12]}) were found to be inconsistently correlated with the SX over all 
types of gene action based on rank correlations. The testcross to the 
single cross (TC[SC] = P x [II x 12]) and the upper bound on the SX 
(UBND = minimum[P x II - II, P x 12 - 12]] were both consistently highly 
genetically correlated with the SX. In the set of populations 
simulated, there were positive correlations between products of allelic 
frequencies and effects at different classes of loci. The UBND usually 
had a higher rank correlation coefficient with the SX than did the 
TC(SC). The differences between their correlation coefficients were 
often not significant. Although the TC(SC) gives no indication of which 
inbred the population is more closely related to, its ease of use and 
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expected lower standard error compared to the UBND indicate it would be 
an appropriate choice of screening method for identifying superior 
populations in the sense defined. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Choice of germplasm lays the foundation for an effective breeding 
program. Recently, there has been concern that the genetic base of our 
major crops may have been seriously eroded by intense selection of 
superior genotypes. The adapted, elite germplasm currently being 
utilized for any crop certainly does not contain all of the most 
desirable alleles available in a species or breeding pool (Brown, 
1983). Immediate utilization of non-elite or unadapted germplasm is 
frequently hindered by low mean performance, photoperiod sensitivity, or 
other undesirable agronomic traits. Adapted, elite germplasm will be 
the preferred source for favorable alleles because it is least likely to 
contain very undesirable alleles. In using unadapted or non-elite 
germplasm, a breeder is primarily interested in material which can 
contribute alleles more favorable than those available in elite 
germplasm. 
There are tremendous numbers of accessions of important crop 
species in germplasm banks (e.g., 400,000 of wheat, 200,000 of rice, 
175,000 Hordeum species, and 77,000 of maize, according to Plucknett et 
al., 1983). A relatively simple, resource-efficient method of screening 
these accessions and other potentially useful germplasm is needed. The 
method used depends on breeding goals. For traits exhibiting little 
interaction with specific environments, evaluation of populations per se 
for the trait of interest is desirable and straightforward. For a 
quantitatively inherited trait such as grain yield, choice of a 
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screening method is not nearly so obvious. Several have been used: 
evaluation per se (Wellhausen, 1956; Burton and Davies, 1984), crossing 
to other populations in diallels (Eberhart, 1971; Josephson, 1982), 
crossing to an elite single cross (Kramer and Ullstrup, 1959; Stuber, 
1978), and crossing to elite inbreds (Burton and Davies, 1984). Amount 
of genetic variance in the population has also been suggested as a 
consideration in choosing populations (Hallauer and Miranda, 1981). 
Dudley (1984) suggested estimating the potential contribution of a 
population using a function of measurements of elite inbreds, their 
single cross, and testcrosses to the inbreds. 
Computers have been used to elucidate genetic problems ever since 
Fraser (1957a; 1957b) reported on their use in attempting to understand 
the effect of linkage on response to mass selection. Comparing 
different screening methods for identifying populations which can 
contribute favorable alleles to elite germplasm is complicated by the 
fact that allelic frequencies and values at loci controlling a 
quantitative trait are not known. Results from different screening 
methods can be compared, but true superiority of real populations cannot 
be easily determined. For this reason, theoretical or computer methods 
are helpful in objectively evaluating the screening methods. The 
estimator suggested by Dudley, the testcross to the single cross, and an 
upper bound on the measure of superiority have been compared based on 
their expected genetic correlation with a measure of superiority 
(Gerloff, 1985). The objective of the present research was to consider 
the effects of several different multi-allelic models of gene action, 
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including epistatic models, on choice of a method to identify 
populations that contain alleles more favorable than those present in an 
elite single cross. A computer-assisted approach was chosen because of 
the difficulties in mathematically describing a complex model involving 
multiple alleles and epistasis. 
Theory 
Using a model of two alleles per locus in a diploid species with 
regular Mendelian inheritance, Dudley (1984) subdivided the loci 
affecting a quantitative trait into four classes based on frequencies of 
the favorable allele in homozygous inbreds II and 12, which represented 
the parents of an elite single cross. Both inbreds were favorable and 
unfavorable at loci in classes i and Z, respectively. At class j loci, 
11 was favorable and 12 was unfavorable. At class k loci, 12 was 
favorable and II was unfavorable. The population to be evaluated, P, 
had average frequencies of the favorable allele at the i-th, j-th, and 
k-th classes of loci equal to p and at the 2-th class equal to p^ (Table 
1). The number of loci in their respective classes were denoted by i, 
j, k, and £. Half the difference between the values of the two 
homozygotes was denoted by u (Comstock and Robinson, 1948). All loci 
were assumed to have the same value of u and dominance was complete with 
no epistasis. The elite single cross was considered to contain the 
highest concentration of favorable alleles available in elite, adapted 
germplasm. The statistic (which I call SD) equal to [(P x II - II)(II x 
12 - 12) - (P X 12 - I2)(I1 X 12 - I1)]/[2(I1 - 12)] estimates j^^u for 
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Table 1. Average frequencies of the favorable allele in homozygous 
inbreds II and 12 and population P at four classes of loci^ 
Frequency of the favorable allele 
Class II 12 P 
i 1.0 1.0 7 
j 1.0 0.0 p 
k 0.0 1.0 7 
Z 0.0 0.0 p^ 
^From Dudley (1984) with minor notational changes. 
the population when the measurements for the trait of interest replace 
the designations for P, II, 12, and their crosses. The product Jlu is a 
constant from population to population given a specific reference single 
cross II X 12. Comparison of estimates of ^p^u for different 
populations compares their p^ values. These estimates of ^p^u are then 
relative measures of the frequency of the favorable allele in 
populations at loci where only the unfavorable allele is available in 
the elite single cross. If dominance is in the favorable direction, 
£p^u will be greater than or equal to zero. If equal to zero, the 
population has no favorable alleles to contribute that are not already 
present in the reference single cross. 
Previously, I had considered a genetic model with two alleles per 
locus, complete dominance, no epistasis, unequal average frequencies of 
the favorable allele at each class of loci, and unequal allelic effects 
at each locus controlling a quantitatively inherited trait (Gerloff, 
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1985). The superiority measure of a population was defined as 
Ep^u^, where p^ was the frequency of the favorable allele in a 
population and u^ was the value of u at the &-th locus in class Z. This 
represents the frequencies of the favorable alleles weighted by their 
effects at loci where the favorable allele must be sought outside the 
elite single cross. An upper bound (UBND) could be placed on 2Zp.u. by 
I 
choosing, for each population, the minimum of the difference between the 
testcross of the population to each of the inbred parents of the 
reference single cross and their respective inbred values (i.e., 
minimum[P x II - II, P x 12 - 12]). The relatively simple statistics 
UBND, SD, and the testcross to the reference single cross were compared 
on the basis of their theoretical genetic correlation with Zp.Up. This 
& 
was done assuming no correlations in a set of tested populations between 
the sums of products of frequencies and effects of alleles at the j, k, 
and % classes of loci defined by Dudley (1984). That is, it was assumed 
that correlations between Ep.u., Zp u,, and £p„u„ were zero, where the 
j J J k & 
subscripts denote the locus and p and u are the frequency of the 
favorable allele and half the difference between the values of the 
homozygotes, respectively. The testcross to the reference single cross, 
TC(SC), was expected to have the highest correlation with the 
superiority measure. It was predicted that multiple alleles would give 
the same results. The effects of epistasis and correlations between the 
different classes of loci in the populations to be screened were 
unpredictable. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Simulations were done using the VS FORTRAN programming language. 
The basic steps in the computer simulation of genotypic means in each 
replication were: 
1. Generation of two sets of gametes from each population and 
tester. Thirty gametes were generated per entry in each set of 
gametes for each of four replications. 
2. Combining of gametes to form zygotes. Populations were crossed 
using the first set of gametes for all crosses. The second set 
of gametes was used to make within-population crosses (i.e., to 
determine population per se means). 
3. Determination of the genotypic value of each individual based 
on the specified type of gene action. 
4. Determination of the mean of the 30 individuals representing a 
particular cross, resulting in the value of the entry for that 
replication. Means over all four replications were equivalent 
to means of 120 individuals per entry. 
Forty loci affected the trait, with six possible alleles per 
locus. This resulted in 21 unique genotypes at each locus since 
parentage of an allele was ignored. 
Values for the six alleles at each of the 40 loci were generated 
pseudo-randomly from a normal (0,1) distribution using the subroutine 
GGNPM of International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries (IMSL). 
Values for the alleles were ranked within a locus so that allele 1 (A^) 
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at a locus had the lowest value and allele 6 (Ag) at that locus had the 
highest value. All random numbers needed from a uniform (0,1) 
distribution were generated using the GGUBS subroutine of IMSL. 
Genotypic value of an individual was determined based on four 
different models of gene action: two non-epistatic (additive and 
dominant) and two epistatic (complementary and duplicate). 
For the non-epistatic models, let v? = value of the i-th allele at 
the n-th locus, let y^^ = contribution of the n-th locus to total 
genotypic value in an individual with alleles i and j, and let Y = 
genotypic value of an individual. When gene action was additive, 
n n , n , „ n y. . = V. + v. and Y = y. . 
ij 1 J 
Values of alleles were additive within and between loci. When gene 
action was dominant, 
n  A  r  •  / î i r i v ^  ,  n  j = and Y = 
There was complete expression of the more favorable allele at a locus 
and no interactions between loci. 
In the epistatic models, dominance was assumed to be complete 
within a locus. That is, 
n or • / n n> " I  j = 2Lmaximum(v^,Vj)] , 
where v? = value of the i-th allele at the n-th locus. Loci interacted 
in sequential pairs. Locus one interacted with locus two, locus two 
with three (and with one), and so on, with locus 40 interacting with 
both loci 39 and 1. Genotypic value of an individual was determined by 
summing the contributions of the 40 interacting pairs of loci. The 
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epistatic gene actions were multiple allele extensions of the 
definitions for two allele models. In the case of complementary gene 
action, the genotypic contribution of the r-th interacting pair of loci 
(loci a and b) in an individual with alleles i,j and k,l at loci a and 
a b b, respectively, was minimum(y^j,y^^). On a biological level, either 
locus in an interacting pair might control the rate of a limiting step 
in the same pathway. For duplicate gene action, the genotypic 
contribution of the r-th pair was maximum(y^j,y^^). This might be 
demonstrated by the products of different interacting loci each 
facilitating the same biochemical reaction. Alleles at the loci would 
vary in efficiency of catalyzing the reaction. 
Eight of the 40 loci, every fifth one, were considered to be 
adaptive loci. The remaining 32 loci were called trait loci. 
Populations or testers that were adapted had only one or two of the 
three most favorable alleles (A^, A^, or Ag) present at the adaptive 
loci. Unadapted populations had only one or two of the three least 
favorable alleles (A^, Ag, or A3) at adaptive loci. If two alleles were 
present in the population at adaptive loci, they had equal 
frequencies. Hence, unadapted populations never had a better allele at 
an adaptive locus than any allele at that same locus in adapted 
entries. This automatically put non-adapted populations at a 
disadvantage relative to adapted populations that had the same allelic 
frequencies at trait loci. This was done to in some way ensure that, 
when gene action was not additive, some unadapted populations might have 
a low mean performance per se but could perform reasonably well in 
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testcrossesj as has been observed by Stuber (1978). 
The first one or two letters of the population code (Table 2) 
indicate: a relationship to an inbred (A, B, or C) or hybrid (A x B = 
ABj A X C = AC, or B X C = BC), a population with multiple alleles per 
locus (M), a population with two alleles per locus (T) formed by pooling 
alleles in a multi-allelic population, or a population with low 
frequencies of the most favorable alleles at many loci (X). The numeral 
in the code designates a particular type of relationship (i.e., types 1 
or 2 to inbreds, types 3 or 4 to hybrids) or a parameter set (e.g., type 
5 for a particular set of frequencies at trait loci). All populations 
designated by the last letter U are unadapted; those with an A for the 
last letter are adapted. 
Three source populations were specified (AlA, BIA, and CIA) such 
that inbreds derived from them (A, B, and C, respectively) would exhibit 
heterosis when all possible single crosses were produced and gene action 
was not additive. The source populations always contained either A^ or 
A2 at trait loci. There was an equal probability of a non-zero 
frequency for each of the other four alleles. Since a large amount of 
heterosis was desired among inbreds derived from these populations, 
allelic frequencies in one population in a sense complemented those of 
another population for one-third of the loci. Thus, one source 
population complemented the two other source populations at a total of 
two-thirds (26 or 27) of the loci. Actual frequencies were chosen for 
one population by rounding off a series of pseudo-random numbers from a 
uniform (0,1) distribution to the nearest 0.1, and assigning that number 
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Table 2. Summary of simulated populations 
Unadapted Trait loci description Adapted 
AlU Source population for inbred A AlA 
BlU Source population for inbred B BIA 
ClU Source population for inbred C CIA 
A2U p = 0.6 for allele fixed in inbred A 
B2U p = 0.6 for allele fixed in inbred B 
C2U p = 0.6 for allele fixed in inbred C 
AB3U p^ or pg = 0.3 at 1/2 loci where single A33A 
cross AB has only Ap A2, or A^ 
AC3U p^ or pg = 0.3 at 1/2 loci where single 
cross AC has only Aj^, A2, or Ag 
BC3U p^ or pg =0.3 at 1/2 loci where single 
cross BC has only Aj^, A2J or A3 
AB4U pj or pg = 0.8 at 1/4 loci where single 
cross AB has only A^, A2, or A^ 
AC4U p^ or pg = 0.8 at 1/4 loci where single AC4A 
cross AC has only Ap A2J or Aj 
BC4U p^ or pg = 0.8 at 1/4 loci where single 
cross BC has only Ap A2, or A^ 
M5U Multiple alleles/locus M5A 
T5U 2 allele/locus version of M.5U 
M6U Multiple alleles/locus 
T6U 2 allele/locus version of M6U 
X7U P5 or pg = 0.1; p^, P2> or pg = 0.9 X7A 
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(p) as the frequency of alleles 1 or 2. Choice of or A2 was made 
independently, with each having an equal chance of being selected. 
Frequency of A^, A3, or Ag was set at 1 - p, and choice of allele 
was again independent with each of the four having an equal chance of 
occurrence. In the population complementing this population at that 
locus, the frequency of A^ or A2 was 1 - p with choice of allele 
independent of the allele present in the first population and 
independent of frequency. Frequency of one allele from the set A3, A^, 
A^, and Ag was specified as p. 
Inbreds A, B, and C were derived from their respective source 
populations by fixing the inbred for the most common allele at each 
locus in the source population. Hence, all inbreds were adapted. When 
the frequency of both alleles was 0.5 in the source population, the 
fixed allele in the inbred was a random choice between the two. 
The single cross testers were produced by making all possible 
crosses between the inbred testers, excluding reciprocal crosses. Each 
single cross had allelic frequencies of either 0.0, 0.5, or 1.0 and was 
adapted. 
At trait loci, populations A2U, B2U, and C2U had allelic 
frequencies of 0.6 for the allele fixed in inbreds A, B, and C, 
respectively. The allelic frequency was 0.4 for another allele at that 
locus, with every other allele having an equal probability of being the 
second allele. 
For half the trait loci (determined at random) where single crosses 
AB, AC, and BC, respectively, had only the most unfavorable alleles (A^, 
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A.2, or A3), the populations AB3U, AC3U, and BC3U had the frequency of A5 
or Ag (pg or pg) equal to 0.3. Choice of either A5 or Ag was random. 
The frequency of A^, A2, or A3 was 0.7 at these loci, with choice of a 
particular allele made at random. At all other loci, these populations 
had one or two of the three least favorable alleles. If two of the 
alleles were present, they both had a frequency of 0.5. 
Unadapted populations AB4U, AC4U, and BC4U had a high frequency 
(0,8) of a very favorable allele (A^ or Ag) at only one-fourth the loci 
where the respective single cross contained only A^, A2, or A3. The 
frequency of Aj^, A2, or A3 at those loci was 0.2. At all other loci 
they had only one or two alleles from the set A^, A2, or A3. 
M5U and M6U were unadapted populations whose trait loci were not 
restricted to having only two alleles per locus, nor were the 
frequencies of alleles restricted to particular values. . T5U and T6U 
corresponded to M5U and M6U, respectively, except that they never had 
more than two alleles at a locus. For loci where M5U and M6U had 
multiple alleles, frequencies of alleles were "pooled" with number of 
alleles pooled and choice of designated allele, chosen from among those 
pooled, being random and independent between populations. The frequency 
of the designated allele was the sum of the frequencies of the pooled 
alleles. 
X7U had a low frequency (0.1) of a very favorable allele (either A^ 
or Ag) and a high frequency (0.9) of an unfavorable allele (A^, A2, or 
A3) at all trait loci. 
For all trait loci, the unadapted populations had the same allelic 
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frequencies as their adapted counterparts. At adaptive loci, they had 
allelic frequencies chosen as for other unadapted or adapted 
populations, respectively. Choice of allelic frequencies at adaptive 
loci was independent for each population and was not dependent on the 
frequencies in their counterparts. AlU, BlU, and ClU were unadapted 
versions of source populations AlA, BIA, and CIA, respectively. AB3U, 
AC4U, M5U, and X7U were unadapted versions of AB3A, AC4A, M5A, and X7A, 
respectively. It will be noted that not all populations had 
corresponding adapted and unadapted versions. 
SD estimates were made using backcrosses BCl = (II x 12) x II and 
BC2 = (II X 12) X 12 by noting that, using the genetic model of two 
alleles per locus, complete dominance, no epistasis, equal allelic 
effects at each locus, and equal average frequencies of the favorable 
allele at loci in the i-th, j-th, and k-th classes: 
1. 2(BCl - BC2) estimates 2(j - k)u, the genotypic value of II -
12, 
2. 2(BCl) - (II X 12) estimates (i + j - k - &)u, the mean of II, 
and 
3. 2(BC2) - (II X 12) estimates (i - j + k - &)u, the mean of 12. 
Appropriate substitutions were then made in the SD estimating 
function. Calculations of SDs using inbred data are denoted by ISO; 
those where backcross information was used are denoted by BCSD. 
Upper bounds (UBNDs) were calculated by taking the minimum of (P x 
II - II, P X 12 - 12) for each population with respect to each reference 
single cross. 
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The superiority index (SX) used for the measure of superiority was 
calculated using the frequencies of alleles and their values, and varied 
with type of gene action. For the non-epistatic cases (additive and 
dominant), let p? = frequency of the i-th allele at the n-th locus in a 
particular population, v? = value of the i-th allele at the n-th locus, 
and = value of the most favorable allele in single cross s at the 
n-th locus. The superiority index with reference to single cross s 




indication of how much better an allele is than the best available in 
the elite, adapted reference single cross (v? - Y^) weighted by the 
probability, at a locus, of that particular allele occurring (p?). When 
there are only two alleles per locus and if p^ = frequency of the 
favorable allele at the n-th locus, this index simplifies to: 
where the set of i loci are those where the single cross is fixed for 
the unfavorable allele and Uj^ is half the difference between the values 
of the two homozygotes at the &-th locus. This is twice the superiority 
measure used by Gerloff (1985). 
In the epistatic cases, let P^'^ = frequency of the i-th allele at 
the a-th locus of the r-th interacting pair of loci in a particular 
population and vY'^ = value of the i-th allele at the a-th locus of the 
r-th interacting pair. When gene action is complementary, let = 
value of the most favorable allele present in single cross s at the a-th 
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locus of the r-th interacting pair. Let = minimumCY^'\ , where 
r,1 and r,2 are the interacting loci. This is a relative measure of the 
maximum value attainable in a single cross s-derived inbred for the r-th 
interacting pair. This is because, with the type of complementary gene 
action defined, the maximum value of alleles at a locus determined the 
value of the locus, but the minimum value of the loci in an interacting 
pair determined the value of the pair. Then the SX(s) for a population 
was defined as: 
[ Z 
i , 4'' 








E p:'' (  Z  -  Tj ) ]  
x: 1 : 
r,2 
X ' ^s 
vY'i > v?': 
1 — X 
where i and x both range from one to the number of alleles. In the 
first term, for alleles at the first locus in the r-th pair with values 
greater than the best in the single cross, the difference between these 
values is multiplied by the frequency of that allele at the r,1 locus 
and also by the sum of the frequency of all alleles in the population at 
the second member of the pair (r,2) that have values greater than the 
value of the particular allele at the r,l locus. This product 
r 1 IT 2 
of p.' and Z p ' is the probability of the i-th allele at r,l 
x: 
X 1 
determining the value for the r-th interacting pair of loci for that 
population. Similarly, the second term involves sums over the superior 
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alleles at the second locus, and sums over alleles at the first locus 
which have values greater than or equal to the one at the second 
IT 2 r 1 locus. The strict inequality (x: v^' > v^' ) in the first term but 
r 1 r 2 
not the second (i: v^' 2 ) ensured that the frequency of all 
allelic combinations superior to the best in the single cross were 
considered once and only once. 
In the duplicate gene action cases, the SX was analogous to that 
for complementary gene action but was changed to account for the fact 
that the value of an interacting pair of loci was determined by the 
value for the most favorable, rather than the least favorable, locus. 
So in this case we let = maximum(ï^'\ The SX(s) was: 
s s s 
2 [ z pY'l ( z pf'^iCvT'i - Y^) 
r i: 1 X: * 
vT'i > yf < vT'l 
is XI
+ 2 pf'Z ( Z pT'l)(vf'2 - Y^)] 
X  . I X  s  
X :  1  :  
yr,2 ^  < yr,2 
X s 1 — X 
The SX was calculated from the specified frequency of alleles in 
the population rather than from the frequency in the sample of gametes 
and thus was calculated without sampling error. Genetic variances were 
calculated according to Kempthorne (1969), also using the population 
rather than the sample frequencies. The statistics ISO, BCSD, and UBND 
were calculated using entry means over the four replications. 
The correlations of different types of testcrosses with the SX were 
done using means of the entries over the four replications. Rank 
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correlations were used because of the lack of fit to normality of the 
testcross and per se information as determined by examining the W-
statistic of Shapiro and Wilk (1965). Significance levels for the rank 
correlation coefficients were taken from Snedecor and Cochran (1980). 
These are approximate significance levels only. Correlation 
coefficients were compared to determine if they were significantly 
different from each other by using a two-tailed test based on the test 
for differences among product-moment correlation coefficients (Steel and 
Torrie, 1980). It was felt that this test would be an appropriate 
approximation to a randomization test. This was because product-moment 
correlation coefficients were similar in magnitude and pattern to those 
for rank correlations, indicating the lack of normality was not much of 
a problem in this set of data. Rank correlations were calculated for 
the same performance criterion (per se or testcross mean, SD, UBND, or 
SX) between dominant gene action and the three other types of gene 
action. 
All testcrosses are indicated by TC with the tester parent in 
parentheses (i.e., A, B, C, AB, AC, and BC). Letters in parentheses 
after SDs (ISDs and BCSDs), UBNDs, and SXs identify the reference single 
cross. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Overall means were lowest for complementary, followed by additive, 
dominant, and duplicate gene action. Rank correlations for per se and 
testcross means, UBNDs, and SXs between dominant and the two types of 
epistatic gene action were highly significant (P £ 0.01), ranging from 
0.78 to 0.98 (Table 3). Correlations for the per se, testcrosses and 
UBND values between dominant and additive gene action were lower, 
although significant (P _< 0.05) or highly significant. There was a 
perfect correlation between the SXs for additive and dominant gene 
action because they were defined to be equal in the non-epistatic 
cases. Correlations for the SDs (both inbred and backcross) between 
additive and dominant gene action were sometimes negative and never 
significantly different from zero. Correlations for SD(AB)s were highly 
significant and positive between dominant and both epistatic types of 
gene action. Correlations for SD(AC)s and SD(BC)s were highly 
significant and positive between dominant and complementary gene action 
cases, but highly significant and negative between the dominant and 
duplicate cases. The differences between the inbred parents (II and 12) 
and backcrosses (BCl and BC2) were of different sign for single crosses 
AC and BC in the dominant as opposed to the duplicate cases. Since 
testcrosses were positively correlated over the two types of gene 
action, the effect of changing sign on the scaling factor which appears 
in the denominator of the SDs was to produce a negative correlation for 
these traits. These results indicate that in future studies of this 
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Table 3. Rank correlation coefficients for performance criteria between 












per se 0.96* 0.93 0.98 
TC(A) 0.57 0.98 0.95 
TC(B) 0.66 0,96 0.90 
TC(C) 0.69 0.94 0.97 
TC(AB) 0.76 0.96 0.97 
TC(AC) 0.74 0.98 0.97 
TC(BC) 0.73 0.93 0.96 
ISD(AB) 0.35 0.93 0.95 
ISD(AC) -0.03 0.94 —0.86 
ISD(BC) 0.38 0.93 -0.75 
BCSD(AB) 0.34 0.95 0.94 
BCSD(AC) -0.12 0.96 -0.82 
BCSD(BC) 0.37 0.92 -0.73 
UBND(AB) 0.48 0.94 0.93 
UBND(AC) 0.53 0.89 0.92 
UBND(BC) 0.68 0.93 0.96 
SX(AB) 1.00 0.90 0.93 
SX(AC) 1.00 0.85 0.95 
SX(BC) 1.00 0.78 0.95 
^Correlation coefficients with absolute values greater than 0.40 
and 0.52 were significant at the 5% and 1% levels, respectively. 
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type, the complementary gene action case need not be simulated since 
results would be expected to be similar for the dominant and 
complementary cases. This is in accordance with the findings of Gill 
(1965), who found similar results for selection under his dominant and 
complementary factor cases in a two alleles per locus model. 
When gene action was additive, rank of the population was the same 
no matter which tester or function of testcross information (SD or UBND) 
was used. This ranking was very close to the ranking based on per se 
means. Because of the high correlations for the indexes and testcrosses 
across all types of gene action, only the ranks for the various means 
and statistics for the dominant case are shown (Table 4). Product-
moment correlations between ISDs and BCSDs within the same reference 
single cross ranged from 0.98 to 1.00. Therefore, only the ranks for 
the ISDs are included in Table 4. For dominant, complementary, and 
duplicate types of gene action, the ranks of the populations when 
crossed to the various testers were reasonably consistent over testers 
except for populations when crossed to their related inbreds (AlA, AlU, 
and A2U crossed to A; BIA, BlU, and B2U crossed to B; CIA, ClU, and C2U 
crossed to C). There was a less drastic drop in rank when the 
populations were crossed to a single cross that had the related inbred 
as one parent. 
There were no consistent average differences between unadapted 
versions of source populations (AlU, BlU, and ClU) and the unadapted 
populations related to the same inbred (A2U, B2U, and C2U, 
respectively). A2U was in most instances better-performing than AlU; 
Table 4. Ranks for superiority indexes, per se and testcross means, and test statistics in the 
dominant gene action case 
Superiority indexes ISD with UBND with 
with reference to Testcrosses to reference to reference to 
Population AB AC BC Per se A B C AB AC BC AB AC BC AB AC BC 
AlA 23 18 4 4 23 5 2 14 13 4 24 1 4 23 19 2 
AlU 23 24 5 15 24 9 6 15 15 6 23 2 7 24 24 6 
A2U 20 19 2 10 20 3 4 11 12 2 22 3 6 20 14 4 
BIA 13 5 13 3 7 23 8 10 5 14 1 19 1 17 5 13 
BlU 13 7 16 11 9 18 11 9 7 15 2 21 3 14 8 12 
B2U 17 6 10 13 10 15 9 12 8 12 3 12 2 11 6 10 
CIA 3 11 15 2 4 6 16 5 10 10 7 24 24 4 13 16 
CIU 6 12 17 14 5 10 18 6 11 11 6 23 23 7 16 18 
C2U 1 10 9 8 2 7 13 3 6 9 4 22 22 5 10 11 
AB3A 9 17 19 12 13 14 22 17 19 18 14 20 21 10 21 22 
AB3U 12 23 20 21 18 17 24 20 23 22 18 18 20 16 23 24 
AB4U 19 21 21 23 22 20 20 24 24 21 20 8 17 22 18 20 
AC3U 22 22 24 20 19 22 21 22 21 23 16 13 18 18 20 21 
AC 4 A 16 13 21 16 14 21 17 18 17 20 8 16 13 15 15 17 
AC4U 18 16 23 24 17 24 23 21 22 24 11 17 19 19 22 23 
BC3U 21 20 18 22 21 19 18 23 20 19 21 5 15 21 16 18 
BC4U 10 15 11 19 16 16 15 19 18 17 15 11 14 13 12 15 
M5A 3 1 6 1 1 4 3 2 2 5 5 15 5 3 2 3 
M5U 6 4 7 7 8 8 7 7 4 7 9 14 11 6 4 7 
T5U 8 8 8 17 11 11 10 8 9 8 19 7 12 8 7 8 
M6U 3 3 3 5 6 2 5 4 3 3 12 6 9 2 3 5 
T6U 2 2 1 6 3 1 I 1 1 1 13 4 8 1 1 1 
X7A 11 9 12 9 12 12 12 13 14 13 10 9 10 9 9 9 
X7U 15 14 14 18 15 13 14 16 16 16 17 10 16 12 11 14 
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C2U was usually better-performing than ClU. B2U and BlU were 
inconsistently ranked. Although these pairs of populations were related 
to the same inbreds, gene frequencies were not controlled to ensure that 
either the group 1 populations (i.e., AlU, BlU, and ClU) or group 2 
populations were superior. 
Comparisons between groups 3 and 4 were also not consistent over 
testcrosses. Group 4 populations had the frequency of Ag or Ag equal to 
0.8 at only one-fourth the loci where the respective single cross had 
none of the three best alleles. Group 3 had frequencies of 0.3 at half 
the same group of loci. All other frequencies being equal, one would 
expect group 4 populations to out-perform those in group 3. These 
groups did not have the same allelic frequencies at other loci, 
however. They had alleles A^, A2, or Ag at other loci, with choice of 
alleles being independent between populations. It was not surprising 
that the effects of higher specified average frequency at a few loci 
should be in some cases obscured by the effects of inferior alleles at 
other loci even though, on the average, the populations would be 
expected to have approximately equal contributions to performance at 
most of the loci. Obviously, small differences at many loci can 
overshadow greater differences at a few loci. If the superiority index 
had not been used to objectively define the value of these populations, 
it would have been difficult to draw conclusions about their relative 
value. 
No attempt was made in the conversion from multiple allele to two 
allele populations (M5U to T5U and M6U to T6U) to ensure that the 
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average allelic effects remained the same or nearly so. No consistent 
results between these two pairs would therefore be expected. M5U was 
nearly always better—performing than T5U; M6U was nearly always worse 
than T6U. Because the M and their respective T versions were usually 
close in rank, it would seem that it would be unnecessary to simulate 
multiple alleles within a population in the future. 
The X7 populations (X7A and X7U) were consistently near the median 
for all testcross and per se means and test statistics. Even though 
they had one of the two most favorable alleles at every trait locus and 
thus would be sources of the most favorable alleles available at those 
loci, these favorable alleles were in such low frequency (0.1) that they 
were not able to result in better than average performance for these 
populations. In the definition of the SX, differences in allelic values 
were weighted by frequency. This resulted in the X7 populations having 
SXs near the median, also. All testcross or per se measurements contain 
terms in their genotypic expectation which weight allelic values by 
their frequencies for at least some loci. If the superiority measure 
was changed with the intention of identifying populations which had the 
most favorable alleles regardless of their frequency, it does not appear 
that any estimator of superiority based on performance data would be 
very highly correlated with this type of superiority measure. 
Averaged over all pairs, differences in per se performance between 
adapted and their counterpart unadapted populations were more than twice 
as great as differences in testcross performance (Table 5). Unadapted 
and their corresponding adapted populations were closer in rank for 
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Table 5. Average differences between adapted populations and their 





Additive Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
Per se 31.44 30.95 22.77 39.13 
TC(A) 15.59 4.13 2.06 6.20 
TC(B) 15.59 1.94 0.24 3.63 
TC(C) 15.59 3.89 1.60 6.19 
TC(AB) 15.59 2.64 0.65 4.64 
TC(AC) 15.59 3.85 1.46 6.19 
TC(BC) 15.59 3.15 0.86 5.43 
SX(AB) 0.14 0.14 1.83 0.27 
SX(AC) 1.20 1.20 0.96 1.55 
SX(BC) 0.39 0.39 1.30 0.71 
testcross than per se performance in all but the additive case. This 
indicates that testcrossing can be effective in allowing evaluation of 
populations without unnecessarily penalizing them for their 
unadaptedness. For per se performance, duplicate gene action produced 
the greatest average difference between the two groups followed by 
additive, dominant, and complementary. The effect of the adaptive loci 
was greatest in the case of duplicate gene action since each adaptive 
locus interacted with two other loci, and the maximum value of a locus 
determined the value of the interacting pair. The adapted populations 
had more favorable alleles than those in unadapted populations at the 
adaptive loci. These alleles had the potential to determine the value 
of the interacting pair of loci for two pairs of loci when duplicate 
gene action existed, since they were often of higher value than the 
alleles at the trait loci with which they interacted. The more 
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favorable adaptive alleles in adapted populations had the least effect 
in the complementary case because in most of the populations used, trait 
loci had low frequencies of very favorable alleles. The least favorable 
locus determined the value of the interacting pair of loci for 
complementary gene action; very favorable alleles at the interspersed 
adaptive loci were unlikely to be expressed. In testcross performance, 
duplicate gene action again resulted in greater differences between 
adapted and unadapted populations than dominant gene action, which 
produced greater differences than complementary gene action. Additive 
gene action resulted in the greatest differences between the two groups 
in testcross performance, however. There was some masking effect of the 
tester in all except the additive case which dampened the differences 
that would otherwise have been produced. There were six instances of an 
unadapted population having a higher testcross mean over four 
replications than its adapted counterpart. Four of these cases were 
when gene action was complementary and one each in the dominant and 
duplicate cases. Four of the situations involved population BIA and its 
unadapted counterpart BlU; AlA and AlU and CIA and ClU were involved in 
such situations only once each, in the complementary case. Because of 
the sampling involved in the simulation, this could occur due to chance 
if the sampled gametes from the unadapted population were superior at 
trait loci to those from the adapted population. The effect of this 
superior set was unlikely to be large enough in most cases to offset the 
beneficial effects of more favorable alleles at adaptive loci in the 
adapted populations. 
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Many negative values of ISD and BCSD occurred. Under conditions of 
the appropriate model of two alleles per locus, equal gene effects, 
equal average frequencies at the j-th and k-th classes of loci, and 
complete dominance these statistics will be non-negative. Values above 
zero would indicate the population can make a potential contribution to 
the reference single cross. The fact that negative values occurred when 
the genetic model was extended to more than two alleles per locus, 
unequal allelic effects at each locus, and unequal allelic frequencies 
at each class of loci indicates that under these conditions at best they 
can be used to indicate relative merit of the populations screened. It 
is then of interest to note how these estimators of superiority of 
populations and other possible estimators compare with the superiority 
index defined. Rank correlations between all SXs, testcrosses, per se 
means, and genetic variances were calculated; correlations between SXs 
and ISDs, BCSDs, and UBNDs were calculated within a type of gene action 
only for the corresponding reference single cross. These correlations 
are of course genetic correlations since no environmental variable was 
added in the simulations. The correlations involving testcrosses, per 
se means, or test statistics reflect some sampling during formation of 
gametes. The same set of single cross tester gametes was used for all 
populations within a replication, which resulted in less sampling 
variation than one would observe in a biological system. Errors in 
estimation of genotypic value due to environmental and genotype x 
environment interaction effects would be expected to decrease the 
correlation between the SX and any per se or testcross mean or statistic 
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calculated from field data. 
When gene action was additive, per se performance, testcross 
performance, ISD, BCSD, and UBND all had correlations with the SXs which 
were significant or highly significant but were equal to each other or 
not significantly different from each other within a reference single 
cross. The rank correlation coefficient (r^) for these criteria and 
SX(AB) was 0.46. For SX(AC) and SX(BC), the rank correlation 
coefficients for per se performance were 0.58 and 0,63, respectively; 
for the testcrosses and statistics, r^ was equal to 0.59 for SX(AC) and 
0.62 for SX(BC). For two out of the three reference single crosses the 
additive variance in the population was more highly correlated with the 
superiority index than was per se or testcross performance (Table 6). 
However, the differences in correlation coefficients were not 
significant at the 5% level. Given the greater difficulty in estimating 
genetic variances compared with estimating testcross or per se 
performance and the small increase in correlation obtained through the 
greater effort, per se or testcross performance would be more reasonable 
methods for screening superior populations than estimating the genetic 
variances in the populations. 
The epistatic genetic variances were small relative to the total 
genetic variation in the complementary and duplicate cases (not 
shown). This is not surprising owing to the nature of the model used to 
fit the epistatic effects such that additive and dominant effects are 
fit before epistatic effects (Stuber and Moll, 1971). Epistatic effects 
were exact opposites for these two types of gene action so that, when 
Table 6. Rank correlation coefficients between superiority indexes and genetic variances for four 
types of gene action^ 
Gene action 
Additive Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
Superiority indexes with reference to 
Genetic variance AB AC BC AB AC BC AB AC BC AB AC BC 
Additive 0.54 0.81 0.63 0. 40 0. 66 0. ,42 0. 14 0. 67 0. 54 0. 58 0. 69 0. 22 
Dominance b 0, .42 0. ,68 0 .54 0. , 18 0. ,71 0. ,46 0. ,52 0. ,71 0. ,62 
Additive x additive 0. ,40 0. ,65 0. ,36 0. ,48 0. ,63 0, ,37 
Additive x dominance 0, ,41 0, ,79 0, .37 0. 54 0, ,74 0, .49 
Dominance X dominance 0, .26 0, .74 0. 38 0, .42 0, .61 0. 64 
^Correlation coefficients greater than 0.40 and 0.52 were significant at the 0,05 and 0.01 
levels of probability, respectively. 
''The corresponding genetic variance does not exist for that type of gene action when a -
appears. 
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squared to determine the variances, the epistatic variances were equal 
for each population across the two types. Correlations between the 
dominance variance in the populations and the SXs were significant or 
highly significant for the cases of dominant and duplicate gene 
action. Correlation coefficients for additive variance and the SX in 
the dominant gene action case and additive x dominance and dominance x 
dominance variances in the duplicate case were also significant or 
highly significant. Other correlations between variances and SXs in the 
complementary and duplicate cases were significant for some but not all 
single crosses. Because of inconsistent correlations over all types of 
gene action and all single crosses and the difficulty in obtaining 
accurate estimates of the genetic variances in a population, other 
criteria for selecting populations should be chosen when screening for 
superior alleles. 
For the three non-additive types of gene action, the correlations 
between SXs and BCSDs and ISDs were never significantly different from 
each other (Table 7). Neither the BCSD nor the ISD was consistently 
more highly correlated with the SX than the other. More measurements go 
into the estimate of BCSD than ISD, each with an error associated with 
it under field conditions. The accuracy of the estimates of backcross 
performance (BCl and BC2) must be greater than the accuracy of the 
estimates of inbred performance (II and 12) in order for the backcross 
method to be superior to the inbred method. 
Of the correlations calculated between the SX and per se means, 
testcross means, and test statistics for the dominant, complementary, 
Table 7. Rank correlation coefficients between superiority indexes and per se and testcross means 
and test statistics^ 
Gene action 
Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
Performance Superiority indexes relative to 
criterion AB AC BC AB AC BC AB AC BC 
per se 0,50 0.66 0.65 0.59 0.75 0,62 0,61 0.74 0.66 
TC(A) 0,89 0.86 0.27 0.84 0.63 -0,03 0,90 0.91 0.39 
TC(B) 0,48 0,38 0.84 0.47 0.36 0,70 0,55 0.52 0.87 
TC(C) 0,13 0,54 0.93 -0.04 0.62 0.80 0.40 0.65 0.92 
TC(AB) 0,75 0,80 0.68 0.75 0.69 0,42 0.81 0,82 0,72 
ISD(AB) 0,54 b 0.44 0.64 — —  
BCSD(AB) 0,54 — 0,49 0.59 
UBND(AB) 0,94 — 0,83 0.94 
TC(AC) 0,61 0,88 0.73 0,62 0.86 0,45 0.71 0.88 0.76 
ISD(AC) -0,20 — 0.08 — — 0.44 
BCSD(AC) -0,30 -0.01 0.64 — 
UBND(AC) 0.93 — 0.79 0.97 
TC(BC) 0.36 0.50 0.95 0,31 0,53 0,82 0.44 0.56 0,95 
ISD(BC) — — 0.58 — ~ 0,68 — — — — -0,18 
BCSD(BC) — 0.59 — 0,70 -0.15 
UBND(BC) 0.94 0,82 0,92 
^Correlation coefficients greater than 0,40 and 0,52 were significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 
levels of probability, respectively. 
^Correlation coefficients replaced by a - were not calculated. 
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and duplicate gene action cases the only non-significant ones occurred 
between some SXs and testcrosses to the non-parental inbred, some ISDs, 
and some BCSDs (Table 7). This indicates these types of testcrosses and 
statistics would be poor choices as ranking criteria for choosing 
superior populations based on the superiority index defined. 
In the four types of gene action, there were only two situations 
where the testcross to a single cross was not also significantly or 
highly significantly correlated with the SX for the other two reference 
single crosses (TC[BC] with SX[AB] for dominant and complementary gene 
action). This was not surprising because a particular single cross in 
this study had one parent in common with the two other single crosses. 
Testcrosses to the non-parental inbred were significantly correlated 
with the superiority index in only one of the possible nine correlations 
for these three types of gene action. Testcrosses to different single 
crosses were highly significantly correlated with each other within a 
type of gene action (not shown). Testcrosses to the inbreds were highly 
significantly correlated in the additive and duplicate cases. In the 
dominant and complementary cases, only testcrosses to B and C were 
significantly or highly significantly correlated. For unrelated single 
crosses we would not expect as high a correlation as observed between 
testcrosses to non-reference single crosses and the superiority index. 
Testcrosses to the parental inbreds were significantly or highly 
significantly correlated with the superiority index. For the non-
additive cases, crossing to one of the parental inbreds resulted in a 
correlation that was sometimes significantly lower than crossing to the 
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other, but the choice of inbred which would produce the greater 
correlation was not obvious a priori. It was not consistently the lower 
nor the higher parent; nor was it the parent whose testcross had a 
higher or lower standard deviation over the sample of populations. 
Testcrosses to the reference single cross were always more highly 
correlated with the superiority index than testcrossing to one of the 
parents, sometimes significantly so. Correlation coefficients for the 
testcross to the single cross were sometimes higher and sometimes lower 
than the correlation coefficients for the testcross to the inbred parent 
that had the higher correlation coefficient with the SX. The 
differences between these correlation coefficients were never 
significant. TC(SC) and the UBND were always more highly correlated 
with the SX than was per se performance for these three types of gene 
action. When gene action was dominant or duplicate, correlation 
coefficients with SX for UBND were significantly different at the 1% or 
5% levels from those for per se with reference to all single crosses. 
The correlation between SX(BC) and TC(BC) was significantly different at 
the 1% level from the correlation between SX(BC) and the per se mean for 
both dominant and duplicate gene action. When gene action was 
complementary, the correlation of the TC(SC) or the UBND with the SX was 
not significantly different from the per se mean correlation with the 
same SX. 
Consistently very high correlations occurred between the 
appropriate SX and the UBNDs and testcrosses to the reference single 
cross (TC[SC]s). Correlation coefficients for the UBNDs were usually 
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higher than those for the testcross to the reference single cross. 
These differences were significant at the 5% level in the cases of 
duplicate gene action relative to AB and AC and in the case of dominant 
gene action relative to AB. On the basis of no correlations between 
products of frequencies and effects at different loci over the 
populations screened, the TC(SC) should be more highly correlated with 
the SX in the case of dominant gene action (Gerloff, 1985). In the set 
of populations specified, the relative variances for the TC(SC)s, UBNDs, 
and SDs agreed with the predictions based on no correlations between 
loci. Positive covariances occurred between the sums of products of 
frequencies and effects for the various classes of loci in this sample 
of populations (i.e., Zp.u., Sp u , and Zp u ). This resulted in 
j J J k & * % 
covariances between SDs and the SX being greater than those between the 
UBND and the SX, which were greater than those between the TC(SC) and 
the SX. This increased the correlations between the SX and UBND 
relative to the SX and TC(SC) because the proportional increase in the 
covariance between the UBND and SX was usually greater than the 
proportional increase in the square root of the variance of the UBND. 
In the case of the SDs, their variance was enough greater to result in 
lower product-moment (and rank) correlations between the SDs and SX as 
compared to the TC(SC) and the UBND. Further research could be done to 
evaluate the effects of these covariances. It is unclear what sorts of 
covariances might actually occur in real populations to be screened. 
The covariances between the terms Zp.u., %p.u,, and %pu will be 
j J J k £ ^ * 
inestimable from field data for a sample of populations, where allelic 
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frequencies and values are not known. 
Linkage certainly will be involved for loci governing a 
quantitative trait. The populations simulated were in initial linkage 
equilibrium. If they had not been, unpredictable correlations between 
alleles at various loci would occur. Again, these correlations would 
not be estimable from field data. Their effect on actual screening of 
populations will be difficult to assess. 
The correlations of the UBNDs and TC(SC)s with the SXs were equal 
in the additive case. Choice of either of these methods over the other 
would hence be of no benefit or harm if gene action is additive. Per se 
performance would be equally as good as testcross performance in the 
additive case as long as the populations can be evaluated accurately in 
the target environment, and would have the benefit of not requiring the 
formation of testcross progenies. For grain yield in maize, estimates 
of level of dominance have been partial to complete (Robinson et al., 
1958). As the level of dominance increases from none to complete, the 
superiority of the TC(SC) or UBND over per se testing for screening 
populations for superior alleles not already available in a particular 
elite single cross increases. Gene action affecting a quantitative 
trait is expected to involve many kinds of interactions. The loci 
affecting the trait very likely behave and interact in different ways. 
If the gene action is a mixture of the kinds simulated, the TC(SC) or 
the UBND would be favored over other methods since all methods were 
nearly equal in the additive case and these two were more consistently 
highly correlated with the superiority measure than others in the 
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dominant, complementary, and duplicate cases. 
Calculation of the UBND requires growing testcrosses to the two 
inbreds and the inbreds themselves. Testcrossing to the single cross 
requires growing one testcross to evaluate each population. There is 
more sampling variation when sampling gametes from a single cross than 
an inbred, but testing resources required for the UBND are at least 
doubled compared to testcrossing to the single cross. In a field 
situation where environmental variance may play a large role this can be 
critical. Also, a single cross tester is expected to be a better pollen 
or seed parent than an inbred, which will facilitate making the 
testcrosses. Accurate estimation of inbred performance, also needed for 
calculation of the UBND, may be extremely difficult because of the low 
levels of vigor and potentially different interactions with fertility 
and density of inbreds compared to testcrosses. For these reasons, 
screening populations by testcrossing to the single cross would seem to 
be the most logical choice. However, testcrossing to the single cross 
as opposed to crossing to the inbreds (as needed for calculating the 
UBND) provides no estimate of which heterotic group the population falls 
into. This information may be important to some breeders. The TC(SC) 
and UBND did not often have genetic correlation coefficients with the SX 
which were significantly different from each other. Choice between the 
TC(SC) and the UBND for identifying superior populations in the sense 
defined here will most likely be based on other considerations, such as 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Results from Section I suggested that, of the three relatively 
simple methods of screening populations examined (TC = population P x 
elite reference single cross II x 12, SD = {[P x II - II][II x 12 - 12] 
- [P X 12 - 12][II X 12 - I1]}/{2[I1 - 12]}, and UBND = miniraura[P x II -
II, P X 12 - 12]), the TC would be expected to be most highly 
genetically correlated with the defined superiority measure of the 
populations. Dominance was assumed to be complete, with two alleles per 
locus. It was also assumed that the terms Zp .u., Zp, u, , and Zp„u„ were 
j J : k k k a"* * 
uncorrelated in the sample of populations to be screened. Even in the 
presence of linkage disequilibrium in the populations and/or epistatic 
gene action, these terms will remain uncorrelated in general among a set 
of populations unless there are systematic correlations for these terms 
among the populations screened. The TC has the additional advantage of 
requiring fewer resources than the UBND and SD for screening a 
population. Evaluation of the inbred parents of the reference single 
cross also need not be done. This is an advantage when inbred 
performance is difficult to accurately assess because of reduced vigor, 
as in the case of maize. Conclusions were expected to be the same when 
more than two alleles existed at a locus, since terms in the multiple 
allele case that would be used for comparing the methods were analogous 
to those in the two allele case and thus reflected the same relative 
relationships between the three screening methods. 
In screening inbreds (e.g., I^) for their potential to improve the 
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elite single cross, the SD^ (= x II] + x 12] - 1% - II - 12 -
[II X 12] }/4) was expected to be more highly genetically correlated than 
the UBND (= minimum[I^ x II - II, 1% x 12 - 12]) or TC (= I^ x [II x 
12]) with the superiority measure of the inbred. This conclusion was 
reached assuming complete dominance and no correlations between the 
different classes of loci over a set of inbreds to be screened. 
Calculation of SDj requires more testing resources and the evaluation of 
the inbreds to be screened. This may be a problem, especially if the 
inbreds are unadapted to the target environment. The UBND requires 
evaluating the two inbred parents of the single cross, but the inbreds 
to be screened need not be evaluated per se. The TC requires the fewest 
testing resources of these three methods and is expected to have the 
lowest standard error under field conditions because of having the 
fewest number of measurements involved in its calculation. Using this 
screening method, however, allows no estimation of the degree of 
relationship between the screened inbreds and the inbred parents of the 
single cross. Such information might be valuable in a breeding 
program. In the absence of information about the relative variances at 
the different classes of loci, especially about their magnitude compared 
to environmental variation, the screening methods could not be evaluated 
more accurately in terms of their relative correlation with the 
superiority measure under field conditions. 
In Section II, screening methods of populations using a model 
involving multiple alleles and four different types of gene action were 
compared using computer-generated data. Because of the high correlation 
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between population parameters and test statistics in the dominant and 
complementary gene action cases, the complementary case could most 
likely be deleted in future simulations designed to answer similar 
questions. The SDs and genetic variances of the populations were not 
consistently highly correlated with the measure of superiority defined 
(SX). The testcross to one of the inbred parents of the elite reference 
single cross usually had a lower correlation coefficient with the SX 
than the testcross to the reference single cross (TC[SC]) and the 
UBND. The testcross to the other inbred parent was usually highly 
correlated with the SX. There appeared to be no way to predict which 
inbred parent would produce testcrosses whose performance was more 
highly correlated with the SX. The populations simulated exhibited 
correlations between terms analogous to Zp u , zp.u., and [pu. in a two 
^ £ j J J k 
allele model. This was the cause of the greater correlation of the SX 
with the UBND compared to with the TC(SC). The covariance between UBND 
and SX was higher than between TC(SC) and SX. Differences between the 
correlation coefficients for the TC(SC) and UBND were rarely 
significant, however, due to the greater variance of the UBND. 
Considering the fewer testing resources and smaller standard error of 
the TC(SC) compared to the UBND and the not significantly lower genetic 
correlations for the simulated populations, the TC(SC) would be a 
reasonable choice for screening populations when searching for 
populations containing alleles more favorable than the best in the 
single cross. Comparing these statistics in simulated sets of 
populations having different distributions of allelic frequencies and 
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correlations between frequencies at different classes of loci would be a 
possibility for future research. Even though many assumptions must be 
made for such simulations, a superiority measure of the screened 
germplasm can be easily defined and determined in a computer 
simulation. Although such correlations and distributions appear to be 
inestimable in biological populations at the present level of knowledge, 
it would be desirable to understand their effect on choice of screening 
method. It may well be that, over many possible sets of populations to 
be screened, the screening methods would give nearly equal results. If 
this is true, breeders will need to make their choice of screening 
method based on considerations such as efficiency in use of resources 
and other useful information provided by the screening method. 
Throughout these two sections, it was assumed that, in screening 
germplasm, the breeder is seeking sources of alleles that are more 
favorable than those in elite, adapted germplasm. The superiority 
measures were defined in relation to this goal. An elite single cross 
was assumed to contain the highest concentration of the favorable 
alleles available in adapted germplasm. When other superiority measures 
are used, this will of course affect the choice of screening method. 
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APPENDIX A: ANALYSES OF VARIANCE, PERFORMANCE 
CRITERIA, AND GENETIC VARIANCES 
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Table Al. Analyses of variance for populations per se for four types 
of gene action 
Mean squares 
Source of Degrees of Gene action 
variation freedom Additive Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
Replications 3 0.31 1.24 3.81 1.60 
Populations 23 1593.37** 2197.93** 1166.96** 3789.70** 
Error 69 0.66 1.27 1.88 1.81 
'«"Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
Table A2. Analyses of variance for testcrosses with inbreds for four 





























*,**Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 probability levels, 
respectively. 
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Table A3. Analyses of variance for testcrosses with single crosses for 
four types of gene action 
Mean squares 
Source of Degrees of Gene action 
variation freedom Additive Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
Replications 3 16.81** 36. ,  83** 60. , 99** 19, .89** 
Populations 23 1181.42** 974. 78** 1023. 97** 1015. ,95** 
Single crosses 
(SO 
2 143.26** 140. 86** 881. 10** 536. .62** 
Populations x 
SC 
46 0.00 72. 90** 117. 15** 43. 32** 
Error 213 0.62 1. 36 1. 89 2. 37 
^^Significant at the 0.01 probability level. 
Table A4. Means of inbreds, their single crosses, and backcrosses 
Gene action 
Entry Additive Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
A 6.3 6.3 -51.3 63.9 
B 2.3 2.3 -55.6 60.2 
C 11.3 11.3 -30.5 53.0 
A X B 4.3 48.9 -3.2 101.0 
A X C 8.8 54.7 13.2 96.2 
B X C 6.8 38.0 -11.3 87.3 
(A X B) X A 5.4 27.5 -28.3 83.2 
(A X B) X B 3.4 25.9 -31.2 83.0 
(A X C) X A 7.8 31.5 -20.0 83.1 
(A X C) X C 10.3 32.6 -10.9 76.0 
(B X C) X B 4.5 19.9 -34.7 74.4 
(B X C) X C 9.0 24.8 -21.0 70.7 
Table A5. Additive gene action: per se and testcross means and ISD 
Testcross to ISD with respect to 
Population Per se A B C AB AC BC AB AC BC 
AlA 4. 5 5. 3 3. 4 7. 8 4. 5 6. 9 5. 6 0. 0 -1. 1 -0. 6 
AlU -25. 4 -9. 5 -11. 5 -7. 0 -10. 4 -8. 0 -9. 3 -7. 4 -8. 5 —8 • 0 
A2U -18. 0 -5. 3 -7. 3 -2. 8 -6. 2 -3. 8 -5. 1 -5. 3 -6. 4 -5. 9 
BIA 2. 6 4. 3 2. 3 6. 8 3. 4 5. 8 4. 5 -0. 5 -1. 6 -1. 1 
BlU -25. 6 -9. 5 -11. 5 -7. 0 -10. 4 -8. 0 -9. 3 -7. 4 -8. 5 -8. 0 
B2U -30. 2 -11. 5 — 13. 5 -9. 0 -12. 4 -10. 0 -11. 3 -8. 4 -9. 5 -9. 0 
CIA 9. 8 7. 7 5. 7 10. 2 6. 8 9. 2 7. 9 1. ,2 0. 1 0. 6 
ClU -26. 6 -10. 0 -12. 0 -7. 6 -10. 9 -8. 5 -9. 8 -7. 7 -8. 8 -8. 3 
C2U -15. 5 -4. 4 -6. 4 -1. 9 -5. 3 -2. 8 -4. 2 -4. ,8 -6. 0 -5. 5 
AB3A -19. 2 -6. 4 -8. 4 -3. 9 -7. 3 -4. 9 -6. 2 -5. ,8 -7. 0 -6. 5 
AB3U -49. 2 -21. 4 -23. 4 -18. 9 -22. 3 -19, ,8 -21, ,2 -13, .3 -14. 5 -14. 0 
AB4U -47. 8 -20. 7 -22. 7 -18. 2 -21. 6 -19. 2 -20, ,5 -13. 0 -14. 1 -13. 6 
AC3U -47. 0 -20. 5 -22. 4 -18. 0 -21. 3 -18. 9 -20, ,2 -12. 9 -14, 0 -13. 5 
AC4A -18. 4 -5. 9 -7. 9 -3. 4 -6. ,8 -4, ,4 -5, ,7 -5, .6 -6. 7 -6. 2 
AC4U -49. ,3 -21. 4 -23. 4 -18. 9 -22, .3 -19. ,8 -21. 2 -13, .3 -14. 5 -14. 0 
BC3U -51, .7 -22. 4 -24. ,4 -19. 9 -23. 3 -20, .8 -22, .2 -13 .8 -14. ,9 -14. 5 
BC4U —46, .8 -19. 9 -21. 9 -17. 4 -20. 8 -18, .4 -19. 7 -12, .6 -13. ,7 -13. 2 
M5A 15. 4 10. 8 8. 8 13. ,3 9. 9 12 .3 11 .0 2 .7 1. ,6 2. 1 
M5U -18. 0 -5. 8 -7. 8 -3. 3 -6. 7 -4, .2 -5, .6 -5 .5 -6. ,6 -6. ,2 
T5U -28 .5 -11, .1 -13. 1 -8. 6 -12 .0 -9 . 6 -10 .9 -8 .2 -9, ,3 -8. ,8 
M6U -11. 0 -2, .5 -4. ,5 0. 0 -3, .4 -0 .9 -2, .3 -3 .9 -5. ,0 -4, ,5 
T6U -5 .2 1, .2 -0. 8 3. 7 0 .3 2 .7 1 .4 -2 .0 -3. 2 -2, ,7 
X7A -12 .2 -2, .8 -4. ,8 -0, ,3 -3, .6 -1 .2 -2 . 6 -4 .0 -5. 1 -4. 6 
X7U -43 .4 -18, .5 -20. 5 -16, .0 -19 .4 -17 .0 -18 .3 -11 .9 -13, .0 -12, ,5 
Standard error^ 0 .4 0 .3 0, .3 0, ,3 0 .4 0 .4 0 .4 0 .1 0. 1 0. 1 
^For all populations for Che corresponding mean or test statistic. 
Table A6. Dominant gene action: superiority indexes, per se and 
testcross means, and test statistics 
Non-epistatic 
superiority index 
with respect to Per Testcross to 
Population AB AC BC se A B C AB AC BC 
AlA 1, 2 1 .8 12 .6 19, .5 16 .7 41 .0 48 .0 28 .4 32 .9 44 .7 
AlU 1, .2 0 .9 12 .1 -9, .7 14 .6 38 .3 44 .1 26 .5 29 .6 41 .2 
A2U 2, .6 1 .6 12, .8 -1, .7 20 .1 42 .4 47 .8 31 .2 34 .8 45 .1 
BIA 4. 6 7 .0 4, .8 23. ,1 45, .6 18 ,3 39 .4 31 .8 42 .9 28 .7 
BlU 4. ,6 5 .9 4, .4 -5. 1 43 .5 19 .7 35 .4 32, 3 40 .0 27 .0 
B2U 3. ,9 6 .2 6, .0 -8. .6 39, .4 22 .2 38 .2 31, .0 39 .5 29 .7 
CIA 10. ,0 3 .6 4. .6 27. , 7 48, .7 39 .5 25 .3 44, .6 37 .3 32 .5 
ClU 9. 8 3, .0 4. 3 -9. 4 46. ,5 36, .4 23. 6 42. ,3 35 .5 30 .0 
C2U 11. 7 4, .7 6. 1 3. 9 51. ,4 39, .4 29, .8 45. ,8 40 .4 34 .2 
AB3A 4. 8 1, ,9 3. 5 -6. 7 26. ,9 23. 5 21, ,1 25. ,2 23 .8 22 ,4 
AB3U 4. 6 1, .3 3. 2 -37. 2 23. ,0 21. 0 19. .7 22. ,4 21 . 6 20, .4 
AB4U 3. 1 1, .5 2. 8 -39. 1 19. ,6 19. ,2 22. ,4 19. 4 21 .3 21 .2 
AC3U 2. 2 1. ,5 2. 6 -36. 9 21. 6 18. ,6 21. ,3 20. 4 22 .0 20, .0 
AC4A 3. 9 2. ,8 2. 8 
o
 
1—1 \ 6 26. 9 19. 1 23. 7 23. 1 25, .6 21. 5 
AC4U 3. 9 2. ,1 2. 7 -39. 4 23. 1 17. 0 20. 0 20. 5 21. 9 18. 3 
BC3U 2. 4 1. ,6 4. 1 -37. 9 19. 7 19. 6 23. 6 20. 3 22, .5 21, ,6 
BC4U 4. 8 2. ,6 5. 3 -35. 1 24. 5 21. 4 25. 5 23. 0 25. 4 23. ,5 
M5A 10. 0 9. 4 11. 0 41. 1 52. 3 41. 3 47. 8 46. 8 50. ,3 44. ,4 
M5U 9. 8 7. 1 10. 2 7. 7 43. 7 38. 9 41. 1 41. 4 43. ,3 39. 0 
T5U 7. 1 5. 4 9. 5 -11. 4 35. 7 36. 1 37. 2 36. 4 37. ,5 36. 5 
M6U 10. 0 8. 0 12. 6 14. 2 46. 2 43. 4 47. 0 45. 1 46. ,7 44. 9 




 7 49. 1 51. ,1 49. 3 
X7A 4. 7 5. 0 5. 0 -0. 4 31. 7 25. 9 32. 3 29. 2 32. 7 28. 9 
X7U 4. 4 2. 7 4. 7 -29. 8 25. 6 23. 8 26. 5 25. 4 26. 7 25. 1 
Standard 0. 6 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 6 0. 6 0. 6 
error^ 
^For ail populations for the corresponding mean or test statistic. 
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ISP with respect to 
AB AC EC 
BCSD with respect to 
AB AC BC 
UBND with 
respect to 
AB AC BC 
—146.4 133.1 15.4 -186.0 325.6 14.3 10 .4 10.4 36.8 
-144.2 123.1 11.6 -182.8 304.5 10. 7 8 .3 8.3 32.8 
-133.8 117.1 12.9 -170.1 287.4 12.1 13.8 13.8 36.5 
144.7 -34.7 32.2 189.2 -72.9 28.8 16 .0 28.1 16.0 
124.9 -44.6 22.3 163.7 -94.0 19.8 17 .4 24.2 17.4 
87.6 -13.7 23.9 115.6 -21.4 21.4 19 .9 26.9 19.9 
49.6 -116.5 -27.4 64.6 -260.2 -25.1 37 .2 14.1 14.1 
52.9 -115.1 -26.3 69.3 -255.6 -24.2 34.1 12.3 12.3 
65.5 -106.6 -18.4 85.0 -239.4 -16.9 37, .1 18.5 18.5 
7.2 -42.3 -12.1 12.7 -78.3 -11.7 20, .6 9.8 9.8 
-2.3 -32.0 -11.1 1.0 -52.4 -10.9 16, ,7 8.4 8.4 
-12.9 -3.8 -3.1 -12.3 13.6 -3.6 13. 3 11.1 11.1 
2.7 -17.9 -4.2 7.6 -19.6 -4.6 15. ,3 10.1 10.1 
30.6 -29.2 -0.2 43.3 -48.5 -1.0 16.8 12.5 12.5 
20.0 -30.9 -4.4 30,0 -50.0 -4.9 14.7 8.8 8.8 
-13.8 1.3 -1.2 -13.6 25.1 -1.8 13. 5 12.3 12.3 
4.3 -10.5 -0.3 9.3 -4.6 -0.9 18. 2 14.2 14.2 
60.5 -22. 7 14.7 78.3 -50.0 13.6 39. 0 36.6 36.6 
23.2 -18.0 4.9 31.1 -33.7 4.6 36. 6 29.8 29.8 
-9.1 -2.0 1.2 -9.9 7.4 1.0 29. 4 25.9 25.9 
13.7 -0.7 9.8 18.2 3.8 9.2 40. 0 35.7 35.7 
7.3 2.8 9.9 9.4 9.7 9.6 43. 3 39.4 39.4 
22.6 -8.6 6.7 32.1 -5.0 5.7 23. 6 21.0 21.0 
-2.1 -10.3 -1.8 0.8 —4.8 -2.2 19. 3 15.2 15.2 
3.8 3.1 1.2 
Table A7. Complementary gene action: superiority indexes, per se and 
testcross means, and test statistics 
Superiority 
index with UBND with 
respect to Per respect to ISP with respect to 
Population AB AC BC se AB AC BC AB AC BC 
AlA 1.2 1.3 10.0 -35.3 12 .1 12.1 36.2 -168 ,7 43,4 15.5 
AlU 1.0 0.8 8.2 -54.6 11 .0 11.0 34.2 -178 .0 41.4 13.5 
A2U 2.5 1.4 10.1 -46.2 19 .1 19.1 41.4 -170 .7 44.1 17.0 
BIA 3.9 3.5 3.4 -32.8 15 .7 22.5 15.7 191 .8 -13,1 13.8 
BlU 2.7 2.3 2.3 -54.5 18 .1 20.6 18.1 184 ,0 -17,0 11.2 
B2U 2.1 2.3 4.0 -57.6 24, .4 25.4 24.4 132 ,8 -6,9 13.1 
CIA 9.3 1.6 3.5 -19.9 44, .0 10,2 10.2 80 ,9 -40,3 -7.8 
ClU 4.8 0.7 2.2 -63.1 43.1 10.0 10.0 78 .5 -39,3 -7.6 
C2U 7.0 1.8 3.0 -46.4 46. ,8 17,2 17.2 94, ,4 -34,6 -2.7 
AB3A 4.5 1.0 3.8 -51.2 25, ,4 10.4 10.4 17, .3 -11,2 -0.5 
AB3U 3.6 0.4 3.0 -67.9 23. ,9 10.3 10.3 14. 3 -9,6 -0.1 
AB4U 0.6 0.5 2.5 -74.7 17. ,3 14.8 14.8 -14. ,6 4.8 4.9 
AC3U 2.2 0.7 3.2 -66.4 22. ,9 12.6 12.6 15. 8 —5.1 2.4 
AC4A 4.0 0.8 2.3 -55.4 19. 6 13,0 13,0 59. 7 -8.9 4.0 
AC4U 3.5 0.8 2.3 -67.3 18. 4 10,9 10,9 59. 8 -11.0 2,6 
BC3U 2.2 1.0 2.5 -72.0 20. 4 13.1 13.1 -9. 0 -1.1 2,5 
BC4U 2.4 0.4 2.2 -73.1 20. 8 13.7 13.7 27. 9 -3.6 4,1 
M5A 8.8 5.4 9.3 -10.2 43. 6 34,9 34.9 81. 3 -1.8 14.2 
M5U 5.6 2.7 6.2 -43.2 42. 9 31,4 31.4 43, 9 -0.2 11,3 
T5U 4.4 2.7 7.3 -53.5 39. 6 27.6 27.6 31. 0 -0,6 9,2 
M6U 6.7 2.7 7.3 -33.2 48. 2 33.3 33.3 13. 2 1,0 10,2 
T6U 7.2 2.8 7.4 -36.4 52. 8 36.4 36,4 12. 0 0.9 10.9 
X7A 4.90 2,0 5.5 -55.7 30. 1 20.1 20,1 26. 7 -2,4 6.2 
X7U 2.8 1.1 4.4 -69.4 28. 7 18.9 18,9 8. 0 -0.8 5.3 
Standard 0.7 5. 0 1.1 0,6 
error^ 
^For all populations for the corresponding mean or test statistic. 
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BCSD with respect to Testcross to 
AB AC EC A B C AB AC BC 
-134.3 55,7 15.0 -39.2 -12.5 5.7 -26.4 -17 .1 -3 . 1 
-141.6 53.5 13.2 -40.3 -12.1 3.7 -26.4 -18 . 6 -3 . 6 
-135.1 56.0 16.6 -32.3 -4.6 10.9 -18.3 -10 .0 3 .4 
147.8 -13.7 13.0 -5.6 -39.9 -8.0 -23.4 -7 .1 -23 .9 
141.8 -18.4 10.5 -4.8 -37.5 -9.9 -20.8 -7 .1 -24 . 1 
102.1 - 6 . 3  12.4 -7.3 -31.2 -5.1 -19.8 -5. 9 -18 .0 
63.1 -46.5 -7.5 2.3 -11.6 -20.2 -3.2 -9 .0 -15 .6 
61.0 -45.2 -7.4 1.0 -12.5 -20.4 -3.8 -9, .7 -15, .4 
74.1 -40.2 -2.6 7.0 -8.8 -13.3 -0.0 -3. 9 -11, .1 
10.8 -9.8 -0.7 -25.2 -30.2 -20.0 - 26 .4  -23. ,0 -23, ,2 
8.3 -7. 7 -0.4 -27.0 -31.7 -20.2 -27.6 -23. 5 -24, ,2 
-14.8 9.9 4.4 -34.1 -34.2 -15.7 -33.2 -24. ,6 -23. ,6 
9.4 -2.4 2.0 -27.8 -32.7 -17.8 -29.0 -22. 9 -23. ,6 
43.8 -7.2 3.5 -23.6 -36.0 -17.5 - 2 8 .4  -21. 1 -26. ,4 
43.7 -9.6 2.2 -24.6 -37.2 -19.6 -29.4 -22. 5 -27. 4 
-10.1 2.6 2.1 -30.9 -31.8 -17.4 -29.5 -23. 3 -23. 0 
18.8 -0.6 3.7 -27.6 - 34 .8  -16.8 -29.7 -22. 4 -24. 2 
63.3 -1.0 13.8 1.9 -12.0 4.4 -5.0 2. 6 -3. 3 
33.7 1.3 11.0 —4.8 -12.7 0.9 -8.5 -1. 5 -6. 4 
23.1 1.3 8.9 -10.0 -16.0 -2.9 -12.0 -6. 1 -8. 9 
10.2 2.6 10.0 -3.1 - 5 . 4  2 .8  -3.6 -0. 2 0. 1 
9 .8  2.1 10.8 1.5 -0.2 5.9 1.5 4. 6 4. 1 
18 .8  0.1 5.9 -19.3 -25.5 -10.4 -22.0 -14. 7 -17. 7 
4.0 2.2 4.9 -22.6 -25.7 -11.6 -22.7 -16. 8 -18. 2 
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0. 7 0. 7 
Table A8. Duplicate gene action: superiority indexes, per se and 
testcross means, and test statistics 
Superiority index 
with respect to Per Testcross to 
Population AB AC BC se A B C AB AC BC 
AlA 0 .9 1. 3 10, .4 74 .4 72 . 6 94 .5 90 .3 83. 3 83 .0 92 .4 
AlU 0, .9 0, .3 9, .6 35 .1 69 .5 88 .7 84 .4 79, .3 77 .9 86 .1 
A2U 1. .6 0, .8 9. 0 42 .7 72 .5 89 .4 84 .7 80. 6 79 .6 86  .8 
BIA 4. 1 7. 5 5, .1 79 .1 96 .8 76 .4 86  .7 87. 2 92 .8 81 .3 
BlU 4. 1 6, .1 4, ,4 44 .2 91 . 7 76 .8 80 .8 85. 5 87 .1 78 .1 
B2U 2. ,4 5. ,3 5, ,1 40 .5 86 .1 75 . 6 81 .4 81. ,8 84 .9 77, .4 
CIA 6. ,4 3. ,7 4. ,0 75, .3 95, .2 90 .5 70, .9 92. ,4 83, .6 80, ,7 




4 80, ,7 75, .3 
C2U 7. 4 4. 6 4. 8 54. 2 95, .8 87, .6 72, ,9 91. 7 84, .8 79. ,5 
AB3A 2. 6 1. 3 2. 8 37. ,8 79. ,0 77, ,3 62, ,2 76. 8 70. ,7 68 .  ,0 
AB3U 2. 2 0. 4 2. 3 -6. 5 73, .0 73, .7 59. 5 72. 5 66, ,6 65. ,0 
AB4U 1. 8 0. 2 1. 5 -3. 4 73. ,2 72. ,7 60. 5 72. 0 67. ,2 66. ,0 
AC3U 1. 1 1. 2 1. 0 -7. ,5 71. 0 69. .9 60. 5 VD
 
9 66. 9 63. 7 
AC4A 2. 5 2. 0 2. 2 34. 2 77. 3 74. 2 64. 9 74. 6 72. 3 69. 4 
AC4U 2. 4 1. 1 1. 9 -11. 4 70. 9 71. 1 59. 6 70. 4 66. 3 64. 0 
BC3U 0. 8 0. 4 2. 9 -3. 8 70. 4 71. 0 64. 6 70. 0 68. 3 66. 1 
BC4U 3. 5 2. 8 5. 3 2. 8 76. 7 77. 6 67. 7 75. 8 73. 2 71. 3 
M5A 7. 5 8. 3 9. 4 92. 5 102. 6 94. 6 91. 2 98. 5 98. 0 92. 1 
M5U 7. 0 5. 4 8. 0 58 .  7 92. 2 90. 4 81. 4 91. 2 88. 1 84 .  4 
T5U 4. 8 2. 8 8. 0 30. 8 81. 3 88. 3 77. 3 84. 7 81. 1 81 .  9 
M6U 7. 5 8. 6 10. 2 61. 7 95. 6 92. 3 91. 1 93. 8 93. 5 89 .  8 
T6U 7. 0 8. 8 12. 0 64. 7 97. 6 96. 7 95. 5 96. 7 97. 6 94. 5 
X7A 3. 1 4. 5 3. 4 54. 9 82. 7 77. 2 74. 9 80. 4 80. 1 75. 6 
X7U 2. 7 1. 6 2. 8 9. 7 73. 8 73. 4 64. 5 73. 5 70. 2 68. 4 
Standard 0. 7 0. 5 0. 5 0. 5 0. 8 0. 8 0. 8 
error& 
^For all populations for the corresponding mean or test statistic. 
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UBND with 
ISP with respect to BCSD with respect to respect to 
AB AC BC AB AC BC AB AC EC 
-124.6 -38.1 11.6 -1040.9 -28.3 11.0 8.7 8 .7 34.4 
-112.2 -35.5 8.7 -912.7 -27.3 8.0 5.6 5 . 6 28.5 
-99.2 -29.9 10.0 -804.9 -23.2 9.2 8.6 8 . 6 29 .2  
100.7 15.3 -24.9 953.6 9.7 -23.2 16.2 32 .9 16.2 
70.3 14.0 -12.7 691.9 8.0 -12.0 16.6 27 .8 16.6 
45.6 1.9 -16.8 485.9 -0.6 -15.9 15.4 22 .3 15.4 
20.6 35.5 38.5 215.9 22.2 3 5 .2  30.3 17 _ 0 17.9 
29.0 33.9 32.1 307.0 20.5 29 .2  25.0 14, ,6 14.6 
38.4 33.7 27.8 378.9 21.2 25.4 27.4 19, ,9 19.9 
-2.1 16.5 23.4 71.7 7.2 21,0 15.2 9. ,2 9.2 
-17.3 8.4 19.8 -44.9 1.0 17.4 9.1 6. ,5 6.5 
-11.2 7.4 15. 7 10.7 0.4 13.6 9.3 7. ,5 7.5 
-9.5 2.9 8.9 36.4 -2.8 7.4 7.1 7. 1 7.5 
4.0 9.0 10.9 135.6 2.2 9.4 13.5 11. 9 11.9 
-16.1 4.2 13.6 -24.7 -2.1 11. 7 7.0 6. 6 6.6 
-18.2 -4.2 3.9 -42.4 -7.5 2.8 6.5 6. 5 10.8 
-17.0 3.6 13.9 -57.3 -1.4 12.3 12.8 12. 8 14.7 
41.0 20.1 10.1 374.6 13.9 9.5 34.4 38. 2 34.4 
4.3 14.0 18.7 76. 3 8.1 17.2 28.3 28. 3 28.4 
-45.1 -1.5 21 .2  -338.1 -3. 7 19.4 17.4 17. 4 24.3 
13. 7 6.3 4.8 150.0 3 .8  4.6 31.7 31. 7 32.1 
2.7 3.8 7.1 39.3 2.7 6 .9  33. 7 33-7 36.5 
18.5 4.8 -0.7 247.4 0.6 -1.0 17.0 18. 8 17.0 
-11.5 2.6 9.7 5.9 -2.6 8.2 9.9 9. 9 11.5 
3. 7 1.2 1.5 
Table A9. Genetic variances in the populations under different types of gene action^ 
Gene action 
Population 










°A X A 
2 
°A X D 
2 
X D 
AlA 25. 9 29. 4 10. 0 33. 2 10. 4 14. 3 6. 8 0. 50 0. 35 0. 06 
AlU 26. 7 30. 1 10. 4 30. 8 9. 9 14. 8 7. 1 0. 69 0. 50 0. 09 
A2U 20. 4 23. 3 9. 9 23. 5 8. 8 14. 0 7. 5 0, 51 0, 38 0. 07 
BIA 43. 7 57. 5 18. 0 42. 9 11. 3 40. 4 13. 4 2. 02 1. 28 0. 18 
BlU 44. 5 58. 2 18. 4 33. 5 10. 2 45. 9 13. 8 2. 19 1. 41 0. 20 
B2U 41. 3 45. 1 19. 8 24. 8 11. 5 37. 0 15. 7 0. 79 0. 77 0. 17 
CIA 31. 0 38. 0 11. 9 24. 7 9. 6 29. 0 8. 7 1. ,01 0, 54 0. 08 
ClU 29. 8 36. 7 11. 2 17. 2 6. 7 35. 7 10. 5 0. ,82 0. 38 0. 05 
C2U 34. 6 40. 1 16. 6 16. 6 7. 8 39. 8 15. 7 0. ,61 0, 54 0. 11 
AB3A 14. 8 19. 4 7. 0 15. 9 6. 4 14. 9 5. 2 0. 20 0. 14 0. 02 
AB3U 14. ,8 19. 5 7. 0 12. 8 5. 8 16. 7 5. ,0 0. ,22 0, 19 0. 04 
AB4U 9. ,6 8. 0 4. 5 8. , 1 4. 1 5. 2 3. ,4 0. ,07 0. 07 0. 02 
AC3U 13. 0 18. 5 6. 0 7. ,6 3. 5 19, ,9 5. ,8 0, .13 0. 10 0. 02 
AC4A 7, ,4 6. 4 3, ,5 5, .3 2. 6 5. ,8 3. 3 0, .02 0. 02 0. 00 
AC AU 11, , 7 10. 8 5. ,6 10. 6 • 5. 3 5. 3 3. 0 0, .08 0. 08 0. 02 
BC3U 22, ,3 29. 9 10, .5 23. . 1  9, ,6 21, .2 6. 0 0, .42 0. 30 0. 05 
BC4U 17, .1 12. 9 7, .6 14. ,7 7. ,4 6, .2 5. 0 0, .06 0. 07 0. 02 
M5A 47, ,1 49. 7 17, .3 37, .4 15, .2 36, .4 11, .3 1 .06 0, 75 0. 12 
M5U 47, .9 50. 5 17, .8 30, .7 13, .6 44, .9 13, .4 1 .05 0. 80 0. 14 
T5U 31, .4 34. 7 12, .4 23. 8 10, .8 25 .8 6.  8 0 .37 0. 36 0. 06 
M6U 44 .2 48. 6 16 .1 23 .1 9 .5 47 .1 13 .2 1 .18 0. 75 0, .11 
T6U 42 .1 34. 8 16 .9 21 .7 10 .6 28 .4 13 .4 0 .69 0. 51 0. 11 
X7A 24 .8 73. 7 5 .4 46 .2 2, .6 59 .1 5 .4 3 .24 0. 55 0. 02 
X7U 27 . 7 76. 6 6 .9 27 .2 4 .4 75 .4 4, .9 3 . 16 0. 50 0, .02 
a 2 2 2 
= additive variance, Oq = dominance variance, % & = additive x additive variance, 
^ = additive x dominance variance, and ^ = dominance x dominance variance. 
A X D D X D 
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APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS 
Dudley (1984b) indicated that the parameters ju, ku, q, p^, lu., and 
iu could be estimated under the Model I described in Section I of this 
dissertation. Let Z = (P x II - I1)(I1 x 12 - 12) - (P x 12 - 12)(II x 
12 - II) and b = 2(11 - 12) [(II x 12) (1 - 2p) - P] + 4Z. Then the 
estimators are (Dudley, 1984b; J. W. Dudley, Department of Agronomy, 
University of Illinois, 1985, personal communication): 
ju = [(II X 12) - I2]/2, 
ku = [(II X 12) - Il]/2, 
^ = 1 - F = [(P X II) - (P X I2)]/(I1 - 12), 
= [-b ± (b^ - 16q*z2)l/2]/(-4Z), 
iu = -4Z^/{2(I1 - 12)[-b ± (b^ - 16q^Z^)^^^]}, and 
iu = &u + (II + I2)/2. 
These estimators were calculated using the computer-generated means over 
four replications for dominant, complementary, and duplicate gene 
action. The estimates for ju and ku were calculated for all four types 
of gene action. The estimators p^l, £ul, and iul were calculated using 
the negative root to the quadratic equation. (For example, p^l = [-b -
(b^ - 16^^z2)l/2]/[-4z].) The estimators p^2, 2u2, and iu2 were 
calculated using the positive root. There were many values that were 
outside reasonable ranges since the assumptions of Model I were not met 
(Tables B1 to BIO). Estimates for gene frequencies were often outside 
the expected range zero to one. Estimates for &ul, £u2, iul, and iu2 
were sometimes negative, sometimes very large, and sometimes complex 
Table Bl. Estimators ju and ku for the four types of gene action calculated using inbred and 
backcross data 
„ . Additive Dominant Complementary Duplicate 
Reference 
single cross Estimator BC I BC I BC I BC 
A X B ju 1.0 0.9 23.3 22.9 26.2 27.9 20.4 18.0 
ku -1.0 -1.1 21.3 21.4 24.0 25.0 18.5 17.8 
A X C ju -1.2 -1.6 21.7 22.1 21.9 24.1 21.6 20.1 
ku 1.2 0.9 24 .2  23.2 32.3 33.3 16.2 13.1 
B X C ju -2.2 -2.2 13.4 13.2 9.6 9.7 17.1 16.6 
ku 2.2 2.3 17.8 18.1 22.2 23.4 13.5 12.8 
= estimator calculated using inbred data, BC = estimator calculated using backcross data. 
Table B2. Dominant gene action: estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross A x B 
Calculated using inbreds 





-9.0 -43.0 -13.3 7.1 3.4 11.0 
AlU -38.1 -9.5 -42.4 -13.8 7.0 3.4 10.4 
A2U -39.2 —8.8 -43.5 -13.1 6.6 3.1 10.2 
BIA -19.7 -14.2 -24.0 -18.5 -5.9 -6.0 -7.8 
BlU a — — — -5.0 — 
— 
B2U — 
— — -3.3 — — 
CIA 
— — 






— — — -2.0 — — 
AB3A — — — 0.1 — — 
AB3U 4.5 108.6 0.2 104.3 0.5 -11.5 0.0 
AB4U 13.6 2572.4 9.3 2568.1 0.9 -1.4 0.0 
AC3U 4.6 37.5 0.4 33.2 0.2 7.3 0.1 
AC4A 
— — — 
-1.0 — — 
AC4U — — — -0.5 — — 
BC3U 16.4 12139.1 12.1 12134.8 1.0 -1.1 0.0 
BC4U 5.2 39.2 0.9 34.9 0.2 4.9 0.1 
M5A —— — — — -1.8 — — 
M5U 
— — 
— -0.2 — 
— 
T5U 11.8 806.6 7.5 802.3 1.1 -1.2 0.0 
M6U 18.0 31.8 13.7 27.5 0.3 1.0 0.5 
T6U 6.3 254.8 2.0 250.5 0.7 3.6 0.0 
X7A — — — -0.5 — — 
X7U 4.5 130.7 0.2 126.4 0.6 -12.0 0.0 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
lui iu2 &ul £u2 P p£l pi2 
-36.7 —8.8 -41.2 -13.3 8.9 4.5 14.0 
-36.3 -9.2 -40.8 -13.7 8.7 4.5 13.4 
-37.2 —8.6 -41.7 -13.1 8.3 4.1 13.0 
-23.1 -11.8 -27.6 -16.3 -7.9 —6.8 -11.6 
-21.3 -12.7 -25.8 -17.2 —6.8 -6.3 -9.5 
— — — — -4. 6 — 
— 





— —  — — — -2.9 
n 1 
— 
4.5 62.2 0.0 57.7 
— U . JL 
0.4 25.2 0.0 
12.7 1601.6 8.2 1597.1 0.9 -1.5 0.0 




— — — — 
— — 
-1.0 — 
15.9 7409.8 11.4 7405.3 1.0 -1.2 0.0 
— — — 
0.0 
— 
— — — -2.6 — 
— — — 
-0.6 
— 
15.4 390.0 10.8 385.5 1.2 - 0 . 9  0.0 
— — — 0.1 — 





4.5 77.0 0.0 72.5 0.4 31.3 0.0 




: estimates of 
cross A X C 
parameters with 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iul iu2 &Û1 £Û2 P p£l p£2 
AlA -4.2 -25.7 -13.0 -34.5 -5.3 -10.2 -3.8 
AlU -4.0 -25.2 -12.8 -34.0 -4.9 -9.6 -3.6 
A2U -4.9 -23.7 -13.7 -32.5 -4. 6 -8.5 -3.6 
BIA -1.0 -70.8 -9.8 -79.6 2.2 3.6 0.4 
BlU -2.9 -57.2 -11.6 -66.0 2.6 3.8 0.7 
B2U a 
— — 1.2 
CIA -2.9 -44.3 -11.6 -53.1 5.7 10.0 2.2 
ClU -3.4 -43.3 -12.1 -52.0 5.6 9.5 2.2 
C2U -2.6 -44.6 -11.3 -53.4 5.3 9.4 2.0 
AB3A -8.1 -68.2 -16.9 -77.0 2.2 2,5 0.5 
AB3U 
— — — 1.7 
AB4U 74.8 9.4 66.1 0.7 0.4 0.0 -5. 6 
AC3U 3203.4 41.5 3194.6 32.7 1.0 0.0 -0.5 
AC4A -13.3 -88.7 -22.0 -97.5 1.6 1.3 0.3 
AC4U 
— — — 1.6 — 
BC3U 35.3 8.9 26.5 0.1 0.2 0.0 12.4 
BC4U 606.2 13.8 597.5 5.0 0.8 0.0 -2.1 
M5A 2.0 -88.2 —6.8 -97.0 1.9 3.4 0.2 
M5U -5.1 -79.2 -13.9 -87.9 1.5 1.3 0.2 
T5U 257.6 8.9 248.8 0.2 0.7 0.0 -11.6 
M6U 822.7 8.8 813.9 0.0 0.8 0.0 -26.0 
T6U 469.6 9.1 460.9 0.4 0.8 0.0 8.1 
X7A 672.3 16.6 663.5 7.9 0.9 0.0 -1.1 
X7U 637.0 14.1 628.2 5.3 0.8 0.0 -1.9 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul 1^2 &Û1 £u2 P p£l p&2 
-2.8 -30.2 -12.1 -39.5 -13.8 -26.8 -8.2 
-2.6 -30.0 -12.0 -39.4 -13.0 -25.4 -7.7 
- 2 . 9  -29.5 -12.3 -38.9 -12.1 - 23 .4  -7.4 
-0.9 -50.0 -10.3 -59.4 3.9 7.1 1.2 
-1.8 
-45.0 -11.2 -54.4 4.8 8 .4  1.7 
-10.1 -57.6 -19.5 -67.0 1.6 1.1 0.3 
-2.3 -37.8 -11.7 - 47 .2  12.1 22 .3  5.5 
-2.4 -37.6 -11.8 -47.0 11.8 21.6 5.4 
-2.1 -38.2 -11.5 - 47 .6  11.2 20.9 5.0 
-4.5 -47.7 -13.9 -57.1 3 .8  5.6 1.4 
-9.1 -50.6 -18.5 -60.0 2.6 2 .8  0.9 
— — -0.3 — — 
249.4 102.6 240.0 93.3 1.1 -0.1 -0.2 




-50.5 -19.2 -60.0 2.5 
—0 8 
2.6 0.8 
128.4 10.3 119.1 0.9 0.5 0.0 -5.3 
1.0 -58.0 -8.4 -67.4 3.1 6.0 0.7 
-1.0 - 64 .7  -10.4 -74.1 2.2 3.2 0 .4  
41.1 12.6 31.7 3.2 0.3 0 .2  2.3 
183.7 10.1 174.4 0.7 0.6 0.0 5.5 
91.5 13.5 82.1 4.1 0.5 0.1 2 .4  
174.2 11.3 164.8 1.9 0.7 0.0 - 2 . 6  
138.1 10.4 128.7 1.0 0.6 0.0 -4.7 
Table B4. Dominant gene action: estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross B x C 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iûl iu2 &Û1 ZÛ2 P p£l P&2 
AlA __a —  —  — —  — —  0.2 —  —  
AlU 78.0 11.4 71.2 4.6 0.4 0.2 2.5 
A2U 89.6 12.4 82.9 5.6 0.4 0.2 2.3 
BIA -1.4 — 
BlU -0.8 — 
B2U -0.8 — 
CIA 1.0 -45.4 -5.8 -52.2 2.6 4.7 0.5 
ClU -0.8 -37.8 -7.6 -44.6 2.4 3.4 0.6 
C2U 0.8 -42.4 -6.0 -49.2 2.1 3.1 0.4 
AB3A 
— — 
— 1.3 — — 
AB3U 663.8 15.4 657.0 8.6 1.1 0.0 -1.3 
AB4U 227.7 7.1 221.0 0.3 0.6 0.0 -9.0 
AC3U 273.8 7.5 267.0 0.7 0.7 0.0 -6.0 
AC4A 58.0 6.8 51.2 0.0 0.5 0.0 -61. 7 
AC4U 227.2 7.6 220.4 0.8 0.7 0.0 -5.7 
BC3U 146.2 6.8 139.4 0.0 0.6 0.0 -23.0 
BC4U 147.0 6.8 140.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 -111.0 
M5A — 0.3 — 
M5U 360.1 7.9 353.3 1.1 0.7 0.0 4.6 
T5U 1863.8 6.8 1857.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 22.0 
M6U 166.9 10.6 160.1 3.8 0.6 0.1 2.6 
T6U 404.2 10.2 397.4 3.4 0.7 0.0 2.9 
X7A 28.4 10.8 21.6 4.1 0.3 0.3 1.6 
X7U 311.8 6.9 305.0 0.1 0.7 0.0 -15.1 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul iû2 £ul &u2 p p£l " #2 
97.9 10.4 91.2 3.7 0.4 0.1 2.9 
112.0 11.4 105.3 4.7 0.4 0.1 2.6 
1.0 -47.7 -5.7 -54.4 2.4 4.4 0.5 
-1.1 -38.3 -7.8 -45.0 2.3 3.1 0.5 
0.6 -42.9 6.1 -49.6 2.0 2.8 0.3 
839.4 14.7 832.7 8.0 1.1 0.0 -1.4 
273.6 7.2 266.9 0.5 0.7 0.0 -7.7 
328.2 7.6 321.5 0.8 0.7 0.0 -5.4 
70.6 6.8 63.9 0.1 0.5 0.0 -14.7 
272.6 7.7 265.9 1.0 0.7 0.0 -5.1 
176.6 6.8 169.9 0.1 0.6 0.0 -15.2 
178.2 6.7 171.4 0.0 0.6 0.0 -31.9 
431.0 7.6 424.3 0.9 0.8 0.0 4 .8  
2218.9 6.8 2212.2 0.0 0.9 0.0 25.3 
202.1 10.1 195.4 3.4 0.6 0.0 2.7 
486.1 9.9 479.4 3.2 0.8 0.0 3.0 
38.9 9.1 32.2 2 .4  0.4 0.2 2.4 
374.0 6.9 367.2 0.2 0.7 0.0 -12.1 
Table B5. Complementary gene action: estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross A x B 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iul iÛ2 &Û1 IÛ2 P p£l #2 
AlA a —  —  —  — —  7.3 — —  — —  
AlU 7.3 — 
A2U 7.5 — 
BIA -7.0 — 
BlU -6.7 — 
B2U -4.6 
— 
CIA -2.2 — 
ClU -2.2 — 
C2U ~ -2.7 — 
AB3A -48.1 -13.3 5.4 40.2 -0.2 3.2 0.4 
AB3U -50.1 -2.2 3.4 51.2 -0.1 4.2 0.3 
AB4U -20.1 6171.0 33 .4  6224.5 1.0 -0.4 -0.0 
AC3U -49.4 -7.9 4.0 45.6 -0.2 3.9 0.3 
AC4A — — — -1.9 — 
AC4U 
— — — -1.9 — 
BC3U -48.6 344.7 4.9 398.1 0.8 -1.8 -0.0 
BC4U -42.0 -29.1 11.5 24.3 -0.7 2.4 1.1 
M5A — — — — -2.3 — 
M5U — — — — -0.8 — 
T5U -38.1 -22.9 15.4 30.6 -0.4 2.0 1.0 
M6U -49.2 84.0 4.2 137.4 0.4 3.1 0.1 
T6U -49.9 198.2 3.6 251.7 0.6 3.4 0.0 
X7A -42.1 - 23 .5  11.4 30.0 -0.4 2.3 0 .9  
X7U -52.2 39.1 1.3 92.5 0.3 6.2 0.9 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 


















-53.7 4.6 2.5 60.8 
— 1. 0 
0.1 4.3 0.2 
-54.8 20.8 1.4 77.0 0.2 6.0 0.1 
-20.1 10679.3 36,1 • 10735.5 1.0 -0.4 0.0 
-54.5 12.6 1.7 68.8 0.1 5.5 0.1 
— 
— —  — -1.2 — 
— — -1.2 — 
- 49 .0  569 . 4  7.2 625.6 0.8 -1.4 0.0 
-51.2 -10.6 5.0 45.6 -0.2 
1 A 
3. 7 0.4 
-34.5 -28.6 21.7 27.6 
— ±.4 
-0.4 1.6 1.2 
-48.1 2.8 8.1 59.0 0.0 2 .8  0.4 
-53.3 159.6 2.9 215.9 0.6 3.5 0.0 
-53.6 353.6 2.6 409.8 0.7 3.7 0.0 
-50.4 -3.1 5.8 53.1 -0.1 3 .2  0.4 
-55.8 84.5 0.4 140.7 0 .4  10.5 0.0 
Table B6. Complementary gene action; estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross A x C 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iul iu2 £ul &G2 P pû pi 2 
AlA a —— — —  -1.2 ——— — — 
AlU -1.1 — 
A2U 
—— -1.1 — 
BIA -111.0 -233.0 -70.1 -192.1 1.1 0.2 0.1 
BlU — — 1.2 — 
B2U 1900.8 -38.7 1941.7 2.2 0.9 0.0 -3.1 
CIA — 2.1 — 





AB3A 89.0 -25.2 129.9 15.7 0.8 -0.1 -0.7 
AB3U 141.2 -36.2 182.1 4.7 0.7 0.0 -2.0 
AB4U 14.2 -40.4 55.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 8 .9  
AC3U 75.3 -40.0 116.2 1.0 0.5 0.0 -5.1 
AC4A 131.0 -35.6 171.9 5.4 0.7 0.0 -1.7 
AC4U 241.9 -33.7 282.8 7.2 0.8 0.0 -1.5 
BC3U 41.5 -40.9 82.4 0.0 0.3 0.0 -32.0 
BC4U 77.5 -40.5 118.4 0.4 0.5 0.0 -9.0 
M5A 505.0 -40.5 545.9 0.4 0.9 0.0 -4.6 
M5U 319.3 -40.9 360.2 0.0 0.7 0.0 -119.0 
T5U 223.9 -40.9 264.8 0.0 0.7 0.0 -48.6 
M6U 258.1 -40.9 299.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 24.3 
T6U 553.3 -40.9 594.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 29.3 
X7A 105.8 -40.7 146.7 0.2 0.6 0.0 -11.4 
X7U 87.3 -40.9 128.2 0.0 0.5 0.0 -43.7 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul iu2 &Û1 ZÛ2 P p£i pi 2 
— 
— 
— — -1.5 
-1.4 
— — 
-92.9 -277.0 -48.7 -232.8 
-1.4 
1.1 0.3 0.0 
— — — — 1.3 — — 
1522.7 -42.4 1566 .8  1.7 0.9 
2.2 
0.0 -3.6 
90.7 -35.3 134.9 8.8 
Z • Z 
2.1 
0.7 -0.1 -1.1 
120.0 -41.6 164.2 2.6 0.6 0.0 -3.0 
3.3 -42.1 47.4 2.0 0.0 0.2 4.9 
60.7 -44.0 ' 104.9 0.2 0.4 0.0 -12.8 
115.4 -41.2 159,5 2 .9  0.7 0.0 -2.5 
205.9 -39.4 250,0 4.8 0.7 0.0 
o
 1 
29.2 -44.0 73.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 15.4 
60.5 -44.2 104.7 0.0 0.4 0.0 -60.8 
443.3 -44.0 487.4 0.1 0.9 0.0 -8.9 
260 .3  -44.1 304.5 0.1 0.7 0 .0  22.1 
181.4 -44.1 225.6 0.0 0.6 0.0 25.8 
212 .4  -43.9 256.6 0.2 0.7 0.0 10.3 
450.1 -44.0 494.2 0.2 0.8 0.0 13.5 
80 .0  -44.2 124.2 0.0 0 .5  0.0 374.1 
67.4 -44.0 111.5 0.1 0.4 0.0 18 .5  
Table B7. Complementary gene action: estimates of parameters witl: 
reference to single cross B x C 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iûl iu2 &Û1 IÛ2 P p£l 
CM 
AlA 44.6 -37.8 87.7 5.2 0 .3 0.2 3.0 
AlA 88.0 -39.5 131.0 3.5 0 .4 0.1 3.8 
A2U 97.9 -37.6 140.9 5.4 0 .4 0.1 3 . 2  
BIA -11.7 -39.2 31.4 3.8 -0 .3 0.4 3.6 
BlU 2.5 -40.7 45.5 2.3 -0 .1 0.2 4 .9  
B2U 11.0 -40.1 54.0 2 .9  0 .0 0.2 4.5 
CIA -49.7 -119.9 -6.6 -76.9 1, .3 1.2 0.1 
ClU 71.2 -38.0 114.3 5.1 1, .3 -0.1 -1.5 
C2U 341.4 -42.4 384.4 0.6 1, .2 0.0 -4.5 
AB3A 83.5 -43.0 126.5 0.0 0. ,6 0.0 -43.1 
AB3U 99.8 -43.0 142.9 0.0 0, ,5 0.0 -370.9 
AB4U 43.9 -42.5 87.0 0.5 0. 3 0.0 9.7 
AC3U 60.1 -42.9 103.1 0.2 0. ,4 0.0 15.0 
AC4A 23.1 -42.6 66.1 0.4 0. 3 0.1 9 .0  
AC4U 35.7 -42.9 78. 7 0.2 0. 3 0.0 14.9 
BC3U 75.2 -42.9 118.2 0.2 0. 4 0.0 15.7 
BC4U 44,2 -42.6 87.2 0.4 0. 3 0.0 10.8 
M5A 26.1 -36.3 69.1 6.7 0. 3 0.2 2.1 
M5U 96.2 -39.9 139.3 3.1 0. 4 0.1 3.6 
T5U 110.3 -41.0 153.3 2.0 0. 5 0.1 4.6 
M6U 255.3 -39.8 298 .4  3.2 0. 7 0.0 3.2 
T6U 552.6 -39.6 595.7 3.4 0. 8 0.0 3.2 
X7A 62.8 -42.0 105.8 1.0 0. 4 0.0 6.1 
X7U 91.9 -42.4 134.9 0.6 0. 4 0.0 8.1 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul iu2 &Û1 &Û2 P p£i pi 2 
55.8 -39.4 100.2 5.0 0.3 0.2 3.0 
106.2 -41.0 150.6 3.4 0.4 0.1 3.8 
118.2 -39.1 162.6 5.3 0.4 0.1 3.2 
-9.7 -40.8 34.6 3.6 -0.2 0.4 3.6 
6.4 -42.2 50.8 2.1 0.0 0.2 4.9 
16.5 -41.6 60.9 2.8 0.0 0.2 4.5 
-50.7 -134.1 -6.3 -89.7 1.3 1.2 0.1 
94.0 -39.7 138.4 4.7 1.3 0.0 -1.6 
414.2 -43.8 458.6 0.5 1.2 0.0 -4.8 
99.0 -44.4 143.3 0.0 0.6 0.0 -27.3 
122.3 -44.4 166.7 0.0 0.6 0.0 -81.1 
54.2 -44.0 98.6 0.4 0.3 0.0 10.3 
72.6 -44.3 117.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 17.0 
29.6 -44.0 74.0 0.4 0.3 0.0 9.7 
44.2 - 4 4 .2  88.6 0.1 0.4 0.0 17.1 
90.2 -44.3 134.6 0.1 0.5 0.0 17.8 
54.4 -44.1 98.8 0.3 0.3 0.0 11.7 
34.1 -37.8 78.5 6.6 0.4 0.2 2.1 
115.5 -41.4 159.9 3.0 0.5 0.1 3. 6 
131.7 -42.4 176.1 1.9 0.5 0.0 4.6 
301.0 -41.2 345.3 3 .2  0.7 0.0 3.2 
649.3 -41.0 693.7 3.4 0.8 0.0 3.2 
76.0 -43.4 120.4 0.9 0.4 0.0 6. 3 
110.0 -43.8 154.4 0.6 0.5 0.0 8 .5  
Table B8. Duplicate gene action: estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross A x B 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iul iÛ2 2Û1 &G2 P p£l pÂ2 
AlA -41.3 57.8 -103.4 -4.2 7.0 1.2 29.4 
AlU -41.5 57.5 -103.5 -4.5 6.2 1.1 25.0 
A2U -42.5 57.6 -104.5 -4.5 5.6 0.9 22.1 
BIA -28.4 58.4 -90.4 -3.6 -4.5 -1.1 -27.6 
BlU -25.1 58.6 -87.1 -3.5 -3.0 —0.8 -20.2 
B2U -21.0 59.0 -83,0 -3.1 -1.9 -0.5 -14.9 
CIA — 1. X 57.8 -63.2 -4.2 -0.3 -0.3 -4.9 
ClU -8.9 58.4 -70.9 -3. 6 -0.8 -0.4 -8.0 
C2U -14.5 58.1 -76.5 -3.9 -1.2 -0.5 -9.8 
AB3A 63.1 79.6 1.1 17.6 0.5 -1.9 -0.1 
AB3U 81.7 535.4 19.6 473.3 1.2 -0.9 0.0 
AB4U 66. 6 1416.0 4.6 1354.0 0.8 -2.4 0.0 
AC3U 65.5 354.8 3.4 292.7 0.7 -2.8 0.0 
AC4A 18.3 61.5 -43.7 -0.5 0.1 -0.1 -7.9 
AC4U 72.9 7589.8 10.9 7527.8 1.0 -1.5 0.0 
BC3U 87.9 580.6 25.8 518.6 1.2 -0.7 0.0 
BC4U 
— — — 1.3 — — 
M5A -16.0 57.4 -78.0 -4.6 -1.2 -0.5 -8.9 
M5U 64.6 94.3 2.6 32.2 0.5 1.6 0.1 
T5U -49.1 57.0 -111.1 5.0 2.9 0.4 8.9 
M6U 28.2 54.9 -33.8 -7.1 0.1 -0.4 -1.9 
T6U 62.4 378.5 0.4 316.4 0.8 6.6 0.0 
X7A -9.7 59.9 -71.7 -2.1 -0.5 -0.2 -8.6 
X7U 68.3 1730.7 6.2 1668.6 0.9 -1.8 0.0 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul iÛ2 &Û1 AÛ2 P p£l -pi 2 
-33.0 61.9 -98.3 -3,3 58.8 10.6 315,2 
-33.1 61.9 -98,3 -3,3 51.5 9.3 274,6 
-33.2 61.9 -98,4 -3,3 45.5 8 ,2  242,1 
-31.8 62,0 -97.1 -3,2 -52.8 -9.8 -294,4 
-31.6 62.0 -96.8 -3.2 -38.2 -7.1 -215,0 
-31.2 62,1 -96.5 -3,2 -26.8 -5.0 -153,0 
-29.6 62.0 -95.0 -3.2 -11.3 -2.3 -66,6 







62.0 -96.0 -3, 2 -20.5 -3.9 -116,8 
-25.0 62,6 -90.2 -2,6 -3.6 -0.8 -27,2 
-41.4 59.0 -106.6 -6,2 2.7 0 ,4  7.2 
3.6 64.3 -61.6 -1.0 —0.4 - 0 .2  -11.0 
CO tH 1 63.3 -83.9 -1.9 -1.9 -0.4 -19.3 
-28.4 62.4 -93.7 -2.8 -7.3 -1.4 -47.6 
a 
— 1.5 — — 
-42.5 58.1 -107.7 -7.2 2.5 0 .4  5.9 
-41.1 60.4 -106.3 - 4 .8  3.5 0.5 12.0 
-30. 7 61.9 -96.0 -3.3 -20.0 -3.9 -113.3 
-24.1 62.1 -89.4 -3.2 -3.5 -0.8 -24.1 
-34.2 61.9 -99.5 - 3 ,4  19.5 3.4 100.4 
-28.1 62.0 -93.4 -3.3 -7.6 -1.6 -46.0 
-13.9 61.6 -79.1 -3.7 -1.3 -0.5 -10.7 
-30.2 62.2 - 95 ,4  -3.1 -13.4 - 2 ,6  -80.4 
12 .6  64.7 -52,6 -0.5 -0.1 -0.1 -10.8 
Table B9. Duplicate »ene action: estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross A x C 
Population 
Calculated using inbreds 
iul iu2 Zul &Û2 •p p&l pi 2 
AlA -57.7 53.7 -116.1 -4.7 2.6 0.3 8.1 
AlU -53.3 52.4 -111.7 -6.0 2.4 0.3 5.9 
A2U -58.0 52.3 -116.5 -6.1 2.1 0.2 4.9 
BIA 14.0 52.3 -44.4 -6.2 0.1 -0.3 -2.5 
BlU 21.0 53.2 -37.4 -5.2 0.0 -0.4 -2.7 
B2U 58.7 132.5 0.3 74.1 0.6 7.1 0.0 
CIA — 18.0 55.1 -76.5 -3.3 -1.2 -0.5 -10.7 
ClU -15.8 55.3 -74.2 -3.1 -1.2 -0.4 -10.9 
C2U -14,2 54.9 -72.6 -3.5 -1.1 -0.5 -9.5 
AB3A -10.3 56.8 -68.7 -1.6 -0.6 -0.2 -10.0 
A B 3U  7.7 57.5 -50.7 -0.9 -0.2 -0.2 -9.2 
AB4U 10.3 57.6 -48.2 -0.8 -0.2 -0.2 -8.9 
AC3U 24.9 58.2 -33. 6 -0.3 0.0 -0.1 -10.6 
AC 4 A 1.0 57.4 -57.4 — 1,1 -0.1 -0.2 -8.3 
AC4U 20.1 58.0 -38.3 -0.4 0.0 -0.1 -10.0 
BC3U 59.8 105.7 1.3 47.2 0.5 -3.2 -0.1 
BC4U 42 .6  57.3 -15.9 -1.2 0.2 -0.2 -3.0 
M5A 8.0 51.1 -50.4 -7.3 0.0 -0.4 -2.7 
M5U 14.2 53.9 -44.2 -4.5 0.0 -0.3 -3.1 
T5U 58.6 181.2 0.1 122.7 0.6 -11.0 0.0 
M6U 61.4 137.3 3.0 78.9 0.6 2.1 0.1 
T6U 59.2 576.9 0.7 518.5 0.8 5.1 0.0 
X7A 22.7 57.2 -35.8 -1.3 0.3 -0.1 -3.8 
X7U 29.1 58.1 -29.3 -0.3 0.1 -0.1 -8.3 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul iu2 AÛ1 £u2 P "p£l P&2 
-57.9 58.8 -120.8 
-4.2 2.3 0.2 6.8 
-48.6 57.0 -111.6 
-5.9 2.1 0.2 4.6 
-53.3 56.8 -116.2 -6.2 1.9 0.2 3.8 
26.1 57.9 -36.8 -5.0 0.3 -0.3 -1.9 
40.8 58.2 -22.2 
-4.7 0.2 -0.4 -1.7 
63.0 204.2 0.0 141.3 0.7 -24.8 0.0 
-12. 7 60.8 -75.7 -2.2 -0.7 -0.3 -10.2 
-8.9 61.0 -71.8 -2.0 -0.7 -0.3 -10.4 
-7.0 60.5 -69.9 -2.4 -0.6 -0.3 —8.8 
-2. 6 62,4 -65.5 -0.5 -0.2 -0.1 -13.1 
24.8 62,9 -38.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -35.6 
28.2 62.9 -34.7 0.0 0.1 0.0 -71.0 
51.0 61.7 -11.9 -1.2 0.2 0.2 2.4 
12.1 62.8 -50.8 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -18.3 
43.6 62.6 -19.4 -0.3 0.2 0.1 6.1 
66.0 167.3 3.1 104.4 0.6 -2.4 -0.1 
63 .4  73.8 0.4 10.9 0.4 -3.3 -0.1 
18.2 56.4 -44.7 -6.5 0.2 -0.3 -2.1 
28 .9  59 .7  -34.0 -3.2 0.2 -0.2 -2.5 
63.7 276.3 0.8 213.4 0.7 -4.7 0.0 
63.9 213.4 1.0 150.5 0.7 3.9 0.0 
63.3 888.1 0.4 825.2 0.8 7.0 0 .0  
37 .4  62 .9  -25.5 0.0 0.4 0.0 -14.1 
56.4 60.7 -6.6 -2.2 0.3 0.4 1.1 
Table BIO. Duplicate gene action: estimates of parameters with 
reference to single cross B x C 
Calculated using inbreds 
Population iul iu2 zGi  &u2 P p£l P& 2 
AlA a — — — — 0.4 — — — — 
AlU 63.8 86.7 7.2 30.1 0.4 1.2 0.3 
A2U 0.3 — 
BIA -49.9 53.8 -106.5 -2.8 2.4 0.2 8.9 
BlU -37.7 51.0 -94.3 -5.6 1. 6 0.1 2.3 
B2U -41.9 52.2 -98.5 -4.3 1.8 0.2 3.9 
CIA -16.8 53.9 -73.4 -2.7 -1.7 -0.5 -14.1 
ClU -13.9 54.2 -70.5 -2.4 -1.4 - 0 . 4  -13.1 
C2U -10.6 53.8 -67.2 -2.8 -1.0 -0.4 -10.1 
AB3A -12.6 54.8 -69.2 -1.8 -1.1 -0.3 -13.0 
AB3U -6.6 55.0 -63.2 -1.6 -1.0 -0.3 -12.3 
AB4U -2.6 55.2 -59.2 -1.4 -0.7 -0.3 -10.9 
AC3U 8.8 55.6 -47.8 -1.0 -0.3 -0.2 -9.1 
AC4A -0.2 55.3 -56.8 -1.2 -0.3 -0.2 -8.6 
AC4U 0.5 55.3 -56.1 -1.3 -0.6 -0.2 -10.6 
BC3U 37.6 55.6 -19.0 -1.0 0.1 -0.2 -3.8 




M5U 6.0 52.3 -50.5 -4.3 -0.3 -0.4 - 4 . 3  
T5U 3.0 53.0 -53.5 - 3 . 6  -0.5 -0.4 -5.9 
M6U 57.7 782. 7 1.1 726.1 0.8 4.2 0.0 
T6U 58.8 811.6 2.2 755.0 0 .8  3.2 0.0 
X7A 56. 7 113.7 0.1 57.1 0.7 -8.9 0.0 
X7U 9.0 55.3 -47.6 -1.3 -0.2 -0.2 -7.4 
^Denotes a complex number estimate. 
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Calculated using backcrosses 
iul iÛ2 lui 2Û2 P p£l p£2 
— — — 
— — 0.4 — — — — 
63.0 96.0 5.2 38.2 0.4 1.5 0.2 
— 0.4 
-48.9 55.2 -106.8 -2.6 2.4 0.2 8.8 
-32.8 52.1 -90.6 -5.7 1.5 0.1 2.1 
-38.9 53.5 -96.7 -4.3 1.8 0.2 3.7 
-15.8 55.3 -73.6 -2.5 -1.6 -0.5 -14.3 
-12.8 55.6 -70.6 -2.2 -1.3 -0.4 -13.4 
-9.5 55.3 -67.3 -2.5 -1.0 -0.4 -10.2 
-11.5 56.2 -69.3 -1.6 -1.0 -0.3 -13.5 
-5.1 56.4 -62.9 -1.4 -0.9 -0.3 -12.8 
-0.9 56.6 -58.7 -1.2 -0.6 -0.2 -11.4 
11.0 57.0 -46.8 -0.7 -0.2 -0.2 -9.9 
1.2 56.8 -56.6 -1.0 -0.2 -0.2 -9.2 
2.3 56.8 -55.5 -1.0 -0.5 -0.2 -11.2 
41.3 57.1 -16.5 -0.7 0.1 -0.2 -4.2 







7.6 53.8 -50.2 -4.0 -0.2 -0.3 -4.3 
4.8 54.5 -53.0 -3.3 -0.5 -0.4 -5.9 
58.9 836.9 1.0 779.1 0.8 4.3 0 . 0  
59.9 869.0 2.1 811.2 0.8 3.3 0.0 
58.0 118.9 0.2 61.1 0. 7 -5.6 0 . 0  
11.1 56.8 -46.7 -1.0 -0.2 -0.2 -7.9 
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(i.e., imaginary) numbers. This indicates that these estimators are 
sensitive to changes in the model. Under Model II, expectations of the 
estimators can be calculated (Table Bll). The expectations of 
ju and ku are obvious analogs to their expectations under Model I. The 
expectations of p and iu under Model II are somewhat interpretable, but 
expectations of p^ and &u are difficult to identify as extensions of the 
expectations under Model I. 
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Table Bll. Expectations of estimators under Model II 
E(Z) = 4[(ZPkU%, + ZPaUA)(Zu.) - (ZpjU. + ZPtUa)(EUk;] 
IC 36 J J J6 iC 
E(b) = 4(Zu. - Zu ){[(Zu. + Zu. + Zu. - Zu.)(l - 2E(q)^)] -
j ^  i ^ k^ & * 
[Zu (1 - 2q^) + Zu.d - 2q?) + Zu, (1 - 2qh + 
i ^ 1 j J J ^ ic K 
Zu (1 - 2q^)]} + 4E(Z) 
£ * 
E(ju) = Zu. 
j J 
E(ku) = Zu, 
k ^ 
E(p) = (Zp u - Zp.u )/(Zu - Zu ) 
• 23 k k k . J ic 
E(q) = 1 - E(p) 
, _ -E(b) ± {[E(b)]2 - 16[E(q)]2[E(Z)]2}l/2 
-4E(Z) 
E(£u) -4[E(Z)]2 
4(Zu. - Zu,){-E(b) + {[E(b)]2 - 16[EC#)]^[E(Z)]2}l/2} 
j ] k 
E(iu) = E(Jlu) + Zu. - Zu 
i ^ ^ 
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APPENDIX C: SELECTED COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The programs reproduced here ran on the NAS AS/6 in the VS FORTRAN 
language with the region over-rides and sizes specified. Region over­
rides were probably larger than were actually needed in some cases. The 
programs to generate gametes and allelic values, calculate 
superiorities, and one of those to determine the genotypic values for 
crosses are printed. Additional subroutines needed for crossing for the 
other types of gene action are also included. 
Generation of Gametes 
In the main program, the frequencies of the alleles for the 
populations (stored as O.U3147.POPNS), inbreds A, B, and C (stored as 
0.U3147.TSTABC), and single crosses A x B, A x C, and B x C (stored as 
0.U3147.TSTDEF) are read in. A subroutine CUMP is called to calculate 
the cumulative probability of A^ (= frequency of A^ + frequency of A2 + 
... + frequency of A^). This subroutine will print an error message if 
the frequencies of alleles at a locus in an entry do not sum to 1.0. NR 
is the number of pseudo-random numbers required. The seed specified is 
DSEED and must be double precision for the library pseudo-random number 
generator GGUBS. GGUBS returns a new seed to the main program after 
use, so DSEED must be set to a value only once. The set of random 
numbers is put into the array PGAM, which is of dimension NGAM = number 
of gametes by NL = number of loci by N = number of entries = number of 
populations + number of testers. The alleles are assigned in subroutine 
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ASSIGN based on the cumulative probability for the allele in the 
appropriate population or tester at that locus and the pseudo-random 
number for the particular gamete at the locus. If the pseudo-random 
number, r, is less than or equal to the cumulative probability for , 
the gamete is assigned allele Aj. If r is not less than or equal to the 
cumulative probability for A^, r is successively compared to the 
cumulative probabilities for A2 through Ag, The first allele such that 
r is less than or equal to the cumulative probability is the allele 
chosen for the gamete. The subroutine ASSIGN loops over loci, 
individual gametes (one to NGAM), and entries. Note that the alleles 
are designated by integers 2"^ ^ where n takes values one to the number 
of alleles. This is so that, when these allelic designations are added 
to produce a zygote, each combination of alleles results in a unique 
number when parentage is ignored. 
Selected gametes are printed via the "PRINT" statements in order to 
verify that the gametes being produced are reasonable. In earlier 
verification runs, all the gametes were printed. The array of gametes, 
GAM, is output as integer*2 to disk. Each replication was stored as a 
separate dateset. (I used variable block size, with LRECL = 6228 and 
BLKSIZE = 6232 in order to conserve disk space.) The process of 
generating gametes is then repeated to produce a second set of gametes 
for the same entries. 
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Generation of Allelic Values 
Values of six alleles per locus from a normal (0,1) distribution 
were generated for the 40 loci using the library subroutine GGNPM. 
These values were sorted within a locus so that had the smallest 
value and Ag had the largest. During the sorting loop, X(LOC) was set 
to 300.0 since this was expected to be greater than the greatest number 
generated. Values are printed and then output to disk dataset 
0,U3147.EFFCT2.NORM. 
Calculation of Superiority Indexes for 
Non-epistatic Gene Action 
The frequencies of alleles for the populations and testers are read 
into the array PROB in the main program. Allelic values are read into 
the array EFFECT. For every single cross, the subroutines HIGH and 
COMPAR are called. HIGH finds the value of the most favorable allele 
present in the single cross at each locus and places it into the vector 
TEST. COMPAR compares the values of alleles in the populations with the 
best in the single cross. If the allele in the population is better 
than that in the single cross, their difference in value is multiplied 
by the frequency of the allele in the population. These products are 
summed to produce the superiority index. These values are printed and 
written to disk (dataset 0.U3147.SUPRNEPl). 
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Calculation of Superiority Indexes for 
Complementary Gene Action 
Frequencies of alleles and allelic values are read in the main 
program. The subroutine CPLTST is called in a loop for each single 
cross. It produces a vector, TEST, used to compare with the values of 
alleles in the populations. In the case of complementary gene action, 
the allele with the highest value at a locus is first chosen (T[J]). 
Then for every interacting pair of loci, the minimum of these T-values 
at the interacting loci is chosen for the vector TEST. In the main 
program, subroutines CPSUPl and CPSUP2 are both called for every 
interacting pair of loci, for every population. CPSUPl calculates the 
contribution to the index of superior alleles at the first locus of the 
interacting pair. CPSUP2 calculates the contribution of alleles at the 
second locus of the pair. CPSUPl and CPSUP2 differ only in which loci 
are the A and B loci (determined by the set of arguments used to call 
the subroutine from the main program) and the statement "IF 
(EFFECT(IB,B).GE.X) THEN" in CPSUPl and "IF (EFFECT(IB,B).GT.X) THEN" in 
CPSUP2, as explained in the Materials and Methods of Section II of this 
dissertation. Statements in the main program direct printing the 
superiority indexes and writing them to disk. 
Calculation of Superiority Indexes for Duplicate Gene Action 
This program is entirely analogous to the one for calculating the 
superiority indexes when gene action is complementary. It is changed to 
account for the fact that the contribution of an interacting pair is 
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determined by the contribution of the locus with the greater value in 
the pair for duplicate gene action. 
Formation of Zygotes and Determination of Genotypic Values 
The program shown is for complementary gene action at all loci. 
The beginning comment cards were changed with the type of gene action 
and the replication number. "Normal effects" indicated that the values 
of alleles were from a normal distribution. 
GAMl and GAM2 arrays were number of gametes (NGAM) by number of 
loci (NL) by number of entries (N). ZYG was the array for zygotes. It 
was NGAM by NL and was re-used for each cross. It was initially set to 
zero in the INTEGER statement. VAL and VALA are vectors of length 
NGAM. VAL contains the total genotypic values for the zygotes. VALA 
contains the genotypic values after the subroutine for a particular type 
of gene action. EFFECT contains the allelic values and is number of 
alleles (NA) by NL in size. NREP is the numerical designation of the 
replication. NTYPE is the type of gene action. Additive gene action 
had NTYPE = 1, dominant had NTYPE = 2, complementary had NTYPE = 3, and 
duplicate had NTYPE = 4. NPOP is the number of populations. NT is the 
number of testers. The gametic arrays and allelic values are read in. 
The allelic values are printed each time to ensure that the correct set 
of allelic values has been specified. The data cards contain the number 
of crosses to be made, NC, before the next NC card is read. NC serves 
as the test value of a loop which reads the entry number for the female 
parent (NF), the entry number for the male parent (NM), performs all the 
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operations to make the appropriate crosses, and adds to the NCNT. NCNT 
keeps track of how many total crosses have been made in the whole 
program. It is used when writing the means to disk so that each cross 
has a unique numerical designation. In the particular program shown, 
there are two sets of crosses so that a value for NC is read two 
different times. The first set of crosses involves GAMl and GAM2 and 
makes the crosses within a population (for population per se value) and 
determines the values of the inbreds, single crosses, and The 
second group of crosses is the crosses between the populations and 
testers and the backcrosses. 
The subroutine ZYGOTE forms a zygote when given the numerical 
designations for the female and male parents and the sets of gametes. 
GAMA and GAME are used to identify the sets of gametes within the 
subroutine. The same set of gametes, for example GAMl, may be 
transferred from the main program for both of these subroutine gametic 
arrays, or different gametic arrays (GAMl and GAM2) may be sent from the 
main program. For each individual in a cross, the gametic numeral 
corresponding to the locus for the female is added to that at the same 
locus for the male. The designations for the genotypes of the zygotes 
(1, 2, 3, 5, 9, ..., 64) are recoded and placed back in the original 
array ZYG in subroutine CODVAL. With six alleles there were 21 unique 
genotypes so the genotypes were recoded from 1 to 21. 
The subroutine VALP will print the values of the individuals 
whenever they are needed. It is not called in the program as printed, 
but was originally used in debugging. It accepts any array of the 
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appropriate size (NGAM should be divisible by 10). 
Using the values of the alleles (EFFECT), subroutine DOMTAB creates 
the vector of values for the different genotypes at each locus when 
there is complete dominance within a locus. 
Subroutine COMPL calculates the genotypic values of the zygotes 
when gene action is complementary. It calls subroutine DOMTAB to get 
the values for the loci and then determines the value of the interacting 
pair of loci. Genotypic values of the individuals are sent back to the 
main programs as VALA. 
The mean of the individuals in a replication representing a cross 
is calculated in subroutine VALU. The means are written to disk along 
with identifying information and are also printed. 
When gene action is duplicate, subroutine DUEL replaces COMPL and 
the corresponding changes are made in the CALL and NTYPE statements of 
the main program and the job control language. Similarly, subroutine 
DOM replaces COMPL when gene action is dominant. When gene action is 
additive, subroutines DOMTAB and COMPL are removed, subroutine ADD is 
put in, and other appropriate changes are made. 
The program was originally written to allow for splitting the loci 
into groups, with different types of gene action in each group. There 
would have been several VAL S, with number equal to the number of types 
of gene action used in an individual. The values due to the different 
types of gene action were then to be added in subroutine VALU to produce 
VAL, the array containing the total genotypic values. When the program 
was converted from the original language, WATFIV, to VS FORTRAN, this 
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capability was largely deleted. A mix of gene actions would be allowed 
by again dimensioning an array VAL_ for each type of gene action, adding 
the appropriate subroutines, and modifying the subroutine VALU by 
changing the "VAL(I) =" statement. The locus where the type of gene 
action begins, NBEG, and the locus where it ends, NEND, would be 
specified before calling the subroutine for each type of gene action. 
Statements in the main program to set NBEG and NEND before the CALL 
statements and statements to skip a subroutine when NBEG was equal to 
zero would be needed. 
Environmental errors were not added to genotypic values. This 
could be easily done by generating an array of pseudo-random numbers 
with the appropriate mean, variance, and distribution and adding these 
values to the total genotypic values in subroutine VALU. 
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Program to Generate Gametes 
//GAM30R2 JOB 
//SI EXEC FORTVCG,REGION.G0=512K,FARM.GO='SIZE=460000' 
//FORT. SYS IN DD •••• 
C PROGRAM TO GET GAMETES FOR 24 POPNS AND TSTRS ABCDEF 




C NA=# OF ALLELES; NGAM= # GAMETES GENERATED/POP; NL= # LOCI; 
C NPOP= # OF POPULATIONS, NT=# OF TESTERS, 
C N=# OF POPULATIONS + TESTERS. 
C PROB IS PROBABILITY OF ALLELES AT EACH LOCUS FOR EACH POPN 
C FOR NA ALLELES 
C CPROB GIVES CUMULATIVE PROBABILITIES OF THE ALLELES 






N=NPOP + NT 
C READ IN PROB OF ALLELES 
DO 20 K=1,N 
DO 10 1=1,NA 








C ASSIGN ALLELES BASED ON PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS 
CALL ASSIGN(PGAM,CPROB,N,NL,NGAM,GAM) 
PRINT 2, GAM(1,1,1) 
PRINT 2, GAM(15,1,1) 
PRINT 2, GAM(30,1,1) 
WRITE (15) GAM 
CALL GGUBS(DSEED,NR,PGAM) 
C ASSIGN ALLELES BASED ON PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBERS 
CALL ASSIGN(PGAM,CPROB,N,NL,NGAM,GAM) 
PRINT 2, GAM(1,1,1) 
PRINT 2, GAM(15,1,1) 
PRINT 2, GAM(30,1,1) 
2 FORMAT(2X,'GAMETE ',12) 






C ASSIGN GAMETES WHEN 6 ALLELES 
INTEGER-2 GAM 
DIMENSION PGAM(NGAM,NL,N),CPR0B(6,NL,N), GAM(NGAM,NL,N) 
DO 30 K=1,N 
DO 20 1=1,NGAM 
DO 10 J=1,NL 
IF (PGAM(I,J,K).LE.CPR0B(1,J,K)) THEN 
GAM(I,J,K)=1 
ELSEIF (PGAM(I,J,K).LE.CPR0B(2,J,K)) THEN 
GAM(I,J,K)=2 
ELSEIF (PGAM(I,J,K).LE.CPROB(3,J,K)) THEN 
GAM(I,J,K)=4 
ELSEIF (PGAM(I,J,K).LE.CPROB(4,J,K)) THEN 
GAM(I,J,K)=8 












C COMPUTE CUMULATIVE PROBABILITIES 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), CPROB(NA,NL,N) 
DO 40 K=1,N 
DO 30 J=1,NL 
CPROB(1,J,K)=PROB(1,J,K) 
DO 10 1=2,NA 
CPROB(I,J,K)=CPROB(I - 1,J,K) + PROB(I,J,K) 
10 CONTINUE 





50 FORMAT('OERROR FOR CUM. PROB. FOR LOCUS ',12,' POPN. ',12) 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.FT12F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.POPNS,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTABC,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTDEF,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT15F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.GAMS30.REP2,UNIT=DISK, 
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// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),S PACE=(TRK,(8,1),ELSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=VBS, LRECL=6228, BLKSIZE=6232, BUFi\'0=l) 
//GO. SYS IN DD •• 
/ "  
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Program to Generate Values of Alleles 
//GETEFFCT JOB 
//SI EXEC FORTVCG 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
DIMENSION Y(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
NL=40 
DSEED=3496.D0 
C GETS EFFECTS USING A RANDOM NORMAL NUMBER GENERATOR 
C PRINTS THEM AND WRITES TO DISK 
DO 10 J=1,NL 






C *** CHANGE IF NA.NE.6 
C SUBROUTINE TO GET ALLELIC EFFECTS AND SORT FROM 
C SMALLEST TO LARGEST 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
DIMENSION X(6), Y(6) 
CALL GGNPM(DSEED,6,X) 
DO 20 1=1,6 
L0C=1 
SMALL=X(1) 










1 FORMATC ',6(F12.7)) 
WRITE (17,*) Y 
RETURN 
END 
//GO.FT17F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.EFFCT2.NORM,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
/'• 
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Program to Calculate Superiority Indexes 
for Non-Epistatic Gene Action 
//SUPRNEP JOB 
//SI EXEC FORTVCG,REGION.GO=200K 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SUPERIORITY WHEN NO EPISTASIS 
C . GIVES A POPULATION "CREDIT" WHEN HAS MORE THAN ONE ALLELE 
C BETTER THAN THE BEST ONE IN THE SINGLE CROSS 





N=NPOP + NT 
C READ IN PROB OF ALLELES 
DO 20 K=1,N 
DO 10 1=1,NA 




READ (13,*) EFFECT 
C LOOP, ONCE FOR EVERY SINGLE CROSS (28-30) 
DO 40 NSC=28,30 
CALL HIGH(NSC,NA,NL,N,TEST,PROB,EFFECT) 








•C GETS VALUE OF HIGHEST ALLELE IN SINGLE CROSS NSC, NO EPISTASIS 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECT(NA,NL) 
DO 20 J=1,NL 
DO 10 1=1,NA 











C COMPARES EFFECTS OF ALLELES IN POPNS WITH HIGHEST IN SINGLE CROSS 
C AND CALCULATES SUPERIORITY WHEN NO EPISTASIS 
DIMENSION TEST(NL), PROB(NA,NL,N), EFFECT(NA,NL) 
SUPR=0.0 
DO 20 J=1,NL 
DO 10 1=1,NA 
IF (PROB(I,J,K).NE.O.O) THEN 
E=EFFECT(I,J) 
IF (E.GT.TEST(J)) THEN 








1 FORMAT('OSUPERIORITY OF POPN. ',12,' RELATIVE TO S. C. ',12,' WITH 
C NO EPISTASIS =',F13.7) 





//G0.FT12F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.POPNS,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTABC,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTDEF,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT13F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.EFFCT2.NORM, 
// DIS P=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=1 
//GO.FT14F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.SUPRNEP1,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE), 
11 DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8 0,B LKSIZE=6160) 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
/ "  
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Program to Calculate Superiority Indexes 
for Complementary Gene Action 
//SUPRCMP JOB 
//SI EXEC FORTVCG,REGION.G0=25OK 
//FORT.SYSIN DD •• 
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SUPERIORITY WHEN COMPLEMENTARY EPISTASIS 
C GIVES A POPULATION "CREDIT".WHEN HAS MORE THAN ONE ALLELE 
C BETTER THAN THE BEST ONE IN THE SINGLE CROSS 






N=N?0P + NT 
C READ IN PROB OF ALLELES 
DO 20 K=1,N 
DO 10 1=1,NA 




READ (13,*) EFFECT 
DO 50 NSC=28,30 
CALL CPLTST(NA,NL,N,NSC,PROB,TEST,EFFECT) 
DO 40 K=1,NP0P 
SUPR=0.0 
DO 30 NPR=1,39 
A=NPR 







2 FORMAT('OSUPERIORITY OF POPN. ',12,' RELATIVE TO S.C. ',12,' WITH 
CCOMPLEMENTARY EPISTASIS=',F13.7) 








C FINDS MINIMUM VALUE FOR EACH PAIR OF LOCI IN TESTER 
C CONSIDERS DOMINANCE WITHIN A LOCUS 
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INTEGER A,B 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECTCNA.NL), T(40) 
DO 20 J=1,NL 
DO 10 1=1,NA 






DO 30 NPR=1,39 
A=NPR 







SUPERIORITY WHEN COMPLEMENTARY EPISTASIS (GE) 
INTEGER A,B 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECT(NA,NL) 
DO 20 IA=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IA,A,K).NE.O.) THEN 
X=EFFECT(IA,A) 
IF (X.GT.TEST(NPR)) THEN 
TSTPRB=0.0 
DO 10 IB=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IB,B,K).NE.O.) THEN 
IF (EFFECT(IB,B)-GE.X) THEN 















SUPERIORITY WHEN COMPLEMENTARY EPISTASIS (GT) 
INTEGER A,B 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECT(NA,NL) 
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DO 20 IA=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IA,A,K).NE.O.) THEN 
X=EFFECT(IA,A) 
IF CX.GT.TEST(NPR)) THEN 
TSTPRB=0.0 
DO 10 IB=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IB,B,K).NE.O.) THEN 
IF (EFFECT(IB,B).GT.X) THEN 















//GO.FT12F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.POPNS,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTABC,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTDEF,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT13F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.EFFCT2.NORM, 
// DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFN0=1 
//GO.FT14F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.SUPRCMPl,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,C1,1),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160) 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
/ "  
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Program to Calculate Superiority Indexes 
for Duplicate Gene Action 
//SUPRDUP JOB 
//SI EXEC FORTVCG,REGION.G0=25OK 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE SUPERIORITY WHEN DUPLICATE EPISTASIS 
C GIVES A POPULATION "CREDIT" WHEN HAS MORE THAN ONE ALLELE 
C BETTER THAN THE BEST ONE IN THE SINGLE CROSS 






N=NPOP + NT 
C READ IN PROB OF ALLELES 
DO 20 K=1,N 
DO 10 1=1,NA 




READ (13,*) EFFECT 
DO 50 NSC=28,30 
CALL DUPTST(NA,NL,N,NSC,PROB,TEST,EFFECT) 
DO 40 K=1,NP0P 
SUPR=0.0 
DO 30 NPR=1,39 
A=NPR 







2 FORMAT('OSUPERIORITY OF POPN. ',12,' RELATIVE TO S.C. ',12,' WITH 
CDUPLICATE EPISTASIS=',F13.7) 







SUBROUTINE DUPTST(NA,NL,N,NSC,PROB,TE ST,EFFECT) 
C FINDS MAXIMUM VALUE FOR EACH PAIR OF LOCI IN TESTER 
C CONSIDERS DOMINANCE WITHIN A LOCUS 
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INTEGER A,B 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECT(NA,NL), T(40) 
DO 20 J=1,NL 
DO 10 1=1,NA 






DO 30 NPR=1,39 
A=NPR 







SUPERIORITY WHEN DUPLICATE EPISTASIS (LE) 
INTEGER A,B 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECT(NA,NL) 
DO 20 IA=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IA,A,K).NE.O.) THEN 
X=EFFECT(IA,A) 
IF (X.GT.TEST(NPR)) THEN 
TSTPRB=0.0 
DO 10 IB=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IB,B,K).NE.O.) THEN 
IF (EFFECT(IB,B).LE.X) THEN 















SUPERIORITY WHEN DUPLICATE EPISTASIS (LT) 
INTEGER A,B 
DIMENSION PROB(NA,NL,N), TEST(NL), EFFECT(NA,NL) 
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DO 20 IA=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IA,A,K).NE.O.) THEN 
X=EFFECT(IA,A) 
IF (X.GT.TEST(NPR)) THEN 
TSTPRB=0.0 
DO 10 IB=1,NA 
IF (PROB(IB,B,K).NE.O.) THEN 
IF (EFFECT(IB,B).LT.X) THEN 















//GO.FT12F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.POPNS,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTABC,DISP=SHR 
// DD DSN=0.U3147.TSTDEF,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT13F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.EFFCT2.NORM, 
// DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFN0=1 
//GO.FT14F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.SUPRDUPl,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8 0,BLKSIZE=616 0) 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
I* 
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Program to Form Zygotes and Determine Genotypic Values 
for Complementary Gene Action 
//CMPTCRl JOB 
//SI EXEC FORTVCG,REGION.G0=332K 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CROSS MEANS 
C FOR 24 POPNS AND 6 TSTRS, COMP. GENE ACTION, 
C FIRST SET OF GAMETES, NORMAL EFFECTS. 











N=NPOP + NT 
C NREP= REP DESIGNATION; NTYPE=3 MEANS CMPL., EPIST. ACTION 
C NA=#ALLELES; NGAM=#GAMETES/POPN; NL=#LOCI; NPOP=,^/POPULATIONS; 
C NM=THE NUMBER OF THE MALE PARENT; NF=THE NUMBER OF THE FEMALE; 
C NC=# OF CROSSES, READ IN FROM THE DATA. 
READ (15) GAMl 
READ (15) GAM2 
READ(17,*) EFFECT 
DO 30 J=l,40 
PRINT 2, (EFFECT(I,J),I=1,6) 
2 FORMAT(' ',6F12.7) 
30 CONTINUE 
READ *, NC 
NCNT=1 





C IF COMPLEMENTARY EPIST. GENE ACTION FOR LOCI NBEG THRU NEND 
CALL COMPL(1,40,ZYG,VALA,NGAM,NL,EFFECT) 
CALL VALU(VALA,NGAM,VAL,MEAN,NF,NM,NREP,NTYPE,NCNT) 
NCNT=NCNT + 1 
40 CONTINUE 
READ *, NC 





C IF COMPLEMENTARY EPISTATIC GENE ACTION FOR LOCI NBEG THRU NEND 
CALL COMPL(1,40,ZYG,VALA,NGAM,NL,EFFECT) 
CALL VALU (VALA, NGAM, VAL, MEAN, NF, NM, NREP, NTYPE, NCNT) 






C FORMING A ZYGOTE 
INTEGER*2 ZYG, GAMA, GAME 
DIMENSION ZYG(NGAM,NL), GAMA(NGAM,NL,N), GAME(NGAM,NL,N) 
DO 20 1=1,NGAM 
DO 10 J=1,NL 







C DETERMINE CODED VALUES 
INTEGER--'-2 ZYG 
DIMENSION ZYG(NGAM,NL) 
DO 20 1=1,NGAM 
DO 10 J=1,NL 
N=ZYG(I,J) 
IF (N.EQ.2) THEN 
N=1 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.3) THEN 
N=2 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.5) THEN 
N=3 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.9) THEN 
N=4 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.17) THEN 
N=5 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.33) THEN 
N=6 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.4) THEN 
N=7 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.6) THEN 
N=8 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.IO) THEN 
N=9 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.18) THEN 
N=10 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.34) THEN 
N=ll 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.8) THEN 
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N=12 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.12) THEN 
N=13 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.20) THEN 
N=14 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.36) THEN 
N=15 
ELSEIF CN.EQ.16) THEN 
N=16 . 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.24) THEN 
N=17 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.40) THEN 
N=18 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.32) THEN 
N=19 
ELSEIF (N.EQ.48) THEN 
N=20 














DO 10 L=2,N 









C SUBROUTINE FOR DOMINANCE TABLE 
DIMENSION Y(6), V(21), EFFECT(6,NL) 





























C SUBROUTINE FOR GENOTYPIC VALUES WHEN 
C COMPLEMENTARY EPISTASIS AT LOCI NBEG-NEND 
C DOMINANT GENE ACTION W/IN A LOCUS 
INTEGER A,B,C 
INTEGER*2 Z 
DIMENSION VAL(NGAM), VA(21), VB(21), Z(NGAM,NL),EFFECT(6,NL) 
CALL DOMTAB(VA,EFFECT,NL,NEND) 
CALL DOMTAB(VB,EFFECT,NL,NBEG) 
DO 10 1=1,NGAM 
VAL(I)=AMIN1(VA(Z(I,NEND)),VB(Z(I,NBEG))) 
10 CONTINUE 
C=NEND - 1 
DO 30 A=NBEG,C 
B=A + 1 
CALL DOMTAB(VA,EFFECT,NL,A) 
CALL DOMTAB(VB,EFFECT,NL,B) 
DO 20 1=1,NGAM 
X=AMIN1(VA(Z(I,A)),VB(Z(I,B))) 







C COMPUTES TOTAL VALUE, GENOTYPIC 
C *** CHANGE PARAMETERS AND STATEMENTS DEPENDING ON TYPE 
C OF GENE ACTION 
REAL MEAN, M 
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DIMENSION A(NGAM), VAL(NGAM) 
DO 10 I=1,NGAM 
VAL(I)=ACI) 
10 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE MEAN 
M=VAL(1) 
DO 30 I=2,NGAM 




WRITE (18,2) NREP,NTYPE,NCNT,NF,NM,MEAN 






//GO.FT17F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.EFFCT2.NORM, 
// DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFN0=1 
//GO.FT18F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.GMNSCPLl.TCREP1,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK,(5,1),RLSE), 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSI2E=6160) 
//GO.FT15F001 DD DSN=0.U3147.GAMS30.REPl,DISP=SHR, 
// DCB=BUFN0=1 





































































































































































































SUBROUTINE FOR GENOTYPIC VALUES WHEN 
DUPLICATE EPISTABIS AT LOCI NBEG - NEND 
DOMINANT GENE ACTION W/IN A LOCUS 
INTEGER A,B,C 
INTEGER*2 Z 
DIMENSION VAL(NGAM), VA(21), VB(21), Z(NGAM,NL), EFFECT(6,NL) 
CALL DOMTAB(VA,EFFECT,NL,NEND) 
CALL DOMTAB(VB,EFFECT,NL,NBEG) 
DO 10 1=1,NGAM 
VAL(I)=AMAX1CVA(Z(I,NEND)),VB(Z(I,NBEG))) 
CONTINUE 
C=NEND - 1 
DO 30 A=NBEG,C 
B=A + 1 
CALL DOMTAB(VA,EFFECT,NL,A) 
CALL DOMTAB(VB,EFFECT,NL,B) 
DO 20 1=1,NGAM 
X=AMAX1(VA(Z(I,A)),VB(Z(I,B))) 








C SUBROUTINE FOR GENOTYPIC VALUES WHEN 
C DOMINANT GENE ACTION AT LOCI NBEG - NEND 
C DOMINANT GENE ACTION W/IN A LOCUS 
INTEGER"2 Z 
DIMENSION VAL(NGAM), V(21), Z(NGAM,NL), EFFECT(6,NL) 
DO 6 1=1,NGAM 
VAL(I)=0. 
6 CONTINUE 
DO 70 J=NBEG,NEND 
CALL DOMTABCV,EFFECT,NL,J) 
DO 50 1=1,NGAM 








C SUBROUTINE FOR GENOTYPIC VALUES WHEN ADDITIVE GENE ACTION 
C WITHIN AND BETWEEN LOCI 
INTEGER--'-2 Z 
DIMENSION Z(NGAM,NL), VAL(NGAM), Y(6), VC21), EFFECT(6,NL) 
DO 6 1=1,NGAM 
VAL(I)=0. 
6 CONTINUE 
DO 70 J=NBEG,NEND 
DO 7 1=1,6 
Y(I)=EFFECT(I,J) 
7 CONTINUE 
DO 10 1=1,6 
V(I)=Y(1) + Yd) 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 1=7,11 
V(I)=Y(2) + Yd - 5) 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=12,15 
V(I)=Y(3) + Yd - 9) 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 40 1=16,18 
Vd)=Y(4) + Yd - 12) 
40 CONTINUE 
Vd9)=Y(5) + Y(5) 
V(20)=Y(5) + Y(6) 
V(21)=Y(6) + Y(6) 
X=0. 
DO 50 1=1,NGAM 
VALd)=VALd) + V(Zd,J)) 
50 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
